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<p>| 11  | Foreword       | 54  | Confirmation       |
| 12  | Introduction   | 56  | Consistency        |
| 14  | 80/20 Rule     | 58  | Constancy          |
| 16  | Accessibility  | 60  | Constraint         |
| 18  | Advance Organizer | Contour Bias | 62  |
| 20  | Aesthetic-Usability Effect | Control | 64  |
| 22  | Affordance     | 66  | Convergence        |
| 24  | Alignment      | 68  | Cost-Benefit       |
| 26  | Anthropomorphic Form | 70  | Defensible Space   |
| 28  | Archetypes     | 72  | Depth of Processing|
| 30  | Area Alignment | 74  | Design by Committee|
| 32  | Attractiveness Bias | 76  | Desire Line         |
| 34  | Baby-Face Bias | 78  | Development Cycle  |
| 36  | Biophilia Effect | 80  | Entry Point        |
| 38  | Cathedral Effect | 82  | Errors             |
| 40  | Chunking       | 84  | Expectation Effect |
| 42  | Classical Conditioning | 86  | Exposure Effect    |
| 44  | Closure        | 88  | Face-ism Ratio     |
| 46  | Cognitive Dissonance | 90  | Factor of Safety   |
| 48  | Color          | 92  | Feedback Loop      |
| 50  | Common Fate    | 94  | Fibonacci Sequence |
| 52  | Comparison     | 96  | Figure-Ground Relationship |
| 98  | Fitts' Law     | 100 | Five Hat Racks     |
| 102 | Flexibility-Usability Tradeoff | 104 | Forgiveness       |
| 106 | Form Follows Function | 108 | Framing           |
| 110 | Freeze-Flight-Fight-Forfeit | 112 | Garbage In–Garbage Out |
| 114 | Golden Ratio   | 116 | Good Continuation  |
| 118 | Gutenberg Diagram | 120 | Hick's Law        |
| 122 | Hierarchy      | 124 | Hierarchy of Needs |
| 126 | Highlighting   | 128 | Horror Vacui      |
| 130 | Hunter-Nurturer Fixations | 132 | Iconic Representation |
| 134 | Immersion      | 136 | Inattentional Blindness |
| 138 | Interference Effects | 140 | Inverted Pyramid  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How can I influence the way a design is perceived?</th>
<th>How can I help people learn from a design?</th>
<th>How can I enhance the usability of a design?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22      Affordance</td>
<td>16    Accessibility</td>
<td>14     80/20 Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24      Alignment</td>
<td>18    Advance Organizer</td>
<td>16     Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26      Anthromorphic Form</td>
<td>36    Biophilia Effect</td>
<td>20     Aesthetic-Usability Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44      Closure</td>
<td>38    Cathedral Effect</td>
<td>22     Affordance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48      Color</td>
<td>40    Chunking</td>
<td>54     Confirmation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50      Common Fate</td>
<td>42    Classical Conditioning</td>
<td>56     Consistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56      Consistency</td>
<td>52    Comparison</td>
<td>60     Constraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58      Constancy</td>
<td>72    Depth of Processing</td>
<td>64     Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62      Contour Bias</td>
<td>86    Exposure Effect</td>
<td>68     Cost-Benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88      Face-ism Ratio</td>
<td>104   Forgiveness</td>
<td>76     Desire Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96      Figure-Ground Relationship</td>
<td>112   Garbage In–Garbage Out</td>
<td>80     Entry Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100     Five Hat Racks</td>
<td>122   Hierarchy</td>
<td>82     Errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116     Good Continuation</td>
<td>134   Immersion</td>
<td>98     Fitts’ Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118     Gutenberg Diagram</td>
<td>138   Interference Effects</td>
<td>104    Forgiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126     Highlighting</td>
<td>140   Inverted Pyramid</td>
<td>110    Freeze-Flight-Fight-Forfeit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128     Horror Vacui</td>
<td>146   Layering</td>
<td>120    Hick’s Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132     Iconic Representation</td>
<td>148   Legibility</td>
<td>122    Hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136     Inattentional Blindness</td>
<td>154   Mental Model</td>
<td>132    Iconic Representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138     Interference Effects</td>
<td>158   Mnemonic Device</td>
<td>134    Immersion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144     Law of Prägnanz</td>
<td>174   Operant Conditioning</td>
<td>138    Interference Effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146     Layering</td>
<td>178   Performance Load</td>
<td>140    Inverted Pyramid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148     Legibility</td>
<td>184   Picture Superiority Effect</td>
<td>146    Layering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152     Mapping</td>
<td>188   Progressive Disclosure</td>
<td>152    Mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176     Orientation Sensitivity</td>
<td>198   Readability</td>
<td>154    Mental Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186     Priming</td>
<td>200   Recognition Over Recall</td>
<td>156    Mimicry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196     Proximity</td>
<td>206   Rosetta Stone</td>
<td>170    Nudge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202     Red Effect</td>
<td>220   Serial Position Effects</td>
<td>178    Performance Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224     Signal-to-Noise Ratio</td>
<td>222   Shaping</td>
<td>182    Personas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236     Threat Detection</td>
<td>224   Signal-to-Noise Ratio</td>
<td>188    Progressive Disclosure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238     Three-Dimensional Projection</td>
<td>228   Stickiness</td>
<td>198    Readability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240     Top-Down Lighting Bias</td>
<td>230   Storytelling</td>
<td>200    Recognition Over Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246     Uniform Connectedness</td>
<td>252   von Restorff Effect</td>
<td>224    Signal-to-Noise Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250     Visibility</td>
<td>260   Wayfinding</td>
<td>250    Visibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### How can I increase the appeal of a design?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Aesthetic-Usability Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Anthromorphic Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Archetypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Area Alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Attractiveness Bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Baby-Face Bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Classical Conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Cognitive Dissonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Defensible Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Entry Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Exposure Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Face-ism Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Fibonacci Sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Framing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>Golden Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Hunter-Nurturer Fixations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>Mimicry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Most Average Facial Appearance Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Operant Conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>Propositional Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>Prospect-Refuge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>Red Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>Rule of Thirds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>Savanna Preference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>Scarcity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>Self-Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>Signal-to-Noise Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>Stickiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>Storytelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>Symmetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>Top-Down Lighting Bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>Uncanny Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>Veblen Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>Wabi-Sabi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>Waist-to-Hip Ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### How can I make better design decisions?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>80/20 Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Convergence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Cost-Benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Design by Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Development Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Expectation Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Factor of Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Feedback Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Flexibility-Usability Tradeoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Form Follows Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Freeze-Flight-Fight-Forfeit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Garbage In–Garbage Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Hierarchy of Needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>Iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Life Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Modularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>Most Advanced Yet Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>Normal Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>Not Invented Here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>Ockham’s Razor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>Performance Versus Preference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>Personas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>Prototyping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>Redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>Satisficing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>Scaling Fallacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>Structural Forms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>Uncertainty Principle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>Weakest Link</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Courses in psychology and anthropology were glaringly absent from my undergraduate and graduate design education. Indeed, a deeper understanding of human behavior and a scholarly approach to design were almost entirely overlooked. I left college with considerable knowledge in form making and very little knowledge in understanding human perception and meaning making. *Universal Principles of Design* is a resource that helps to fill in some of the gaps, dispel myths, and give sound reasons for much of what is felt intuitively, and yet not fully understood.

For years I’ve been a fan of the HGTV house buying-fixing-renovating shows on TV, and I’ve never seen one person express a desire for low ceilings, rooms with small windows, or a bad view. *Universal Principles of Design* guides the designer toward the reasons that people love high, expansive ceilings—the Cathedral Effect—and big windows with beautiful nature views—the Biophilia Effect. And who would have guessed that high ceilings promote creativity and that views of nature are restorative to the sense of well-being?

I’ve never really had reasons as to why some products resonate with many people and others don’t, nor did I know that there’s a method to calculate the human response. Intuitively, I’ve always felt that good design coupled with good quality trumped all, and although those two qualities are a big part of the picture, there’s much more to consider in the deeper underlying symbols and meanings. Propositional Density looks at meaning in terms of analogies of shape, meaning, and supposition. It gives the designer the ability to calculate the product design’s capability to resonate with people. Maybe even more importantly, it gives the designer a way to communicate with a client in terms of supporting the choices that have been made for the design.

*Universal Principles of Design* brought me to a deeper understanding of the human equation in design. There’s so much more to design than what meets the eye in surface styling. Human motivation is mysterious and tied to subconscious instincts, perceptions, and influences. *Universal Principles of Design* reveals the driving forces behind human motivation and brings the designer to an understanding of the intuitive. These principles aren’t guesswork. They’re real, based on sound research, and they work.

Kimberly Elam  
Chair of Graphic + Interactive Communication Department  
Ringling College of Art and Design
Not long ago, designers were eclectic generalists. They studied art, science, and religion in order to understand the basic workings of nature, and then applied what they learned to solve the problems of the day. Over time, the quantity and complexity of accumulated knowledge led to increased specialization among designers, and breadth of knowledge was increasingly traded for depth of knowledge. This trend continues today. As designers become more specialized, awareness of advances and discoveries in other areas of specialization diminishes. This is inevitable and unfortunate, since much can be learned from progress in other design disciplines.

Convenient access to cross-disciplinary design knowledge has not previously been available. A designer interested in learning about other areas of specialization would have to study texts from many different design disciplines. Determining which texts in each discipline are worthy of study would be the first challenge, deciphering the specialized terminology of the texts the second, and enduring the depth of detail the third. The effort is significant, and rarely expended beyond brief excursions into unfamiliar areas to research specific problems. The goal of this book is to assist designers with these challenges, and reduce the effort required to learn about the key principles of design across disciplines.

The concepts in this book, broadly referred to as “principles,” consist of laws, guidelines, human biases, and general design considerations. The principles were selected from a variety of design disciplines based on several factors, including utility, degree of misuse or misunderstanding, and strength of supporting evidence. The selection of 125 concepts should not be interpreted to mean that there are only 125 relevant principles of design—there are obviously many more.
The book is organized alphabetically so that principles can be easily and quickly referenced by name. For those interested in addressing a specific problem of design, the principles have also been indexed by questions commonly confronting designers (see previous page). Each principle is presented in a two-page format. The left-hand page contains a succinct definition, a full description of the principle, examples of its use, and guidelines for use. Side notes appear to the right of the text, and provide elaborations and references. The right-hand page contains visual examples and related graphics to support a deeper understanding of the principle.

Sound design is not only within the reach of a small set of uniquely talented individuals, but can be achieved by virtually all designers. The use of well-established design principles increases the probability that a design will be successful. Use *Universal Principles of Design* as a resource to increase your cross-disciplinary knowledge and understanding of design, promote brainstorming and idea generation for design problems, and refresh your memory of design principles that are infrequently applied. Finally, use it as a means of checking the quality of your design process and product. A paraphrase of William Strunk’s famous admonition makes the point nicely:

*The best designers sometimes disregard the principles of design. When they do so, however, there is usually some compensating merit attained at the cost of the violation. Unless you are certain of doing as well, it is best to abide by the principles.*

William Lidwell
Kritina Holden
Jill Butler
80/20 Rule

A high percentage of effects in any large system are caused by a low percentage of variables.¹

The 80/20 rule asserts that approximately 80 percent of the effects generated by any large system are caused by 20 percent of the variables in that system. The 80/20 rule is observed in all large systems, including those in economics, management, user interface design, quality control, and engineering, to name a few. The specific percentages are not important, as measures of actual systems indicate that the proportion of critical variables varies between 10 percent and 30 percent. The universality of the 80/20 rule suggests a link to normally distributed systems, which limits its application to variables that are influenced by many small and unrelated effects—e.g., systems that are used by large numbers of people in a variety of ways. A few examples of the 80/20 rule include:²

80 percent of a product's usage involves 20 percent of its features.
80 percent of a town's traffic is on 20 percent of its roads.
80 percent of a company's revenue comes from 20 percent of its products.
80 percent of innovation comes from 20 percent of the people.
80 percent of progress comes from 20 percent of the effort.
80 percent of errors are caused by 20 percent of the components.

The 80/20 rule is useful for focusing resources and, in turn, realizing greater efficiencies in design. For example, if the critical 20 percent of a product's features are used 80 percent of the time, design and testing resources should focus primarily on those features. The remaining 80 percent of the features should be reevaluated to verify their value in the design. Similarly, when redesigning systems to make them more efficient, focusing on aspects of the system beyond the critical 20 percent quickly yields diminishing returns; improvements beyond the critical 20 percent will result in less substantial gains that are often offset by the introduction of errors or new problems into the system.

All elements in a design are not created equal. Use the 80/20 rule to assess the value of elements, target areas of redesign and optimization, and focus resources in an efficient manner. Noncritical functions that are part of the less-important 80 percent should be minimized or removed altogether from the design. When time and resources are limited, resist efforts to correct and optimize designs beyond the critical 20 percent, as such efforts yield diminishing returns. Generally, limit the application of the 80/20 rule to variables in a system that are influenced by many small and unrelated effects.

See also Cost-Benefit, Form Follows Function, Highlighting, Most Advanced Yet Acceptable, and Normal Distribution.

¹ Also known as Pareto's Principle, Juran's Principle, and Vital Few and Trivial Many Rule.

² The first recognition of the 80/20 rule is attributed to Vilfredo Pareto, an Italian economist who observed that 20 percent of the Italian people possessed 80 percent of the wealth. The seminal work on the 80/20 rule is Quality Control Handbook by Joseph M. Juran (Ed.), McGraw-Hill, 1951.
Graphical user interfaces conceal most of their functions in drop-down menus (bottom image). This reduces the complexity of the display, but also makes frequently used functions more difficult to access. Identifying the critical 20 percent of the functions and making them readily available in toolbars solves the problem (top image).
Accessibility

Objects and environments should be designed to be usable, without modification, by as many people as possible.¹

The principle of accessibility asserts that designs should be usable by people of diverse abilities, without special adaptation or modification. Historically, accessibility in design focused on accommodating people with disabilities. As knowledge and experience of accessible design increased, it became increasingly clear that many required “accommodations” could be designed to benefit everyone. There are four characteristics of accessible designs: perceptibility, operability, simplicity, and forgiveness.²

Perceptibility is achieved when everyone can perceive the design, regardless of sensory abilities. Basic guidelines for improving perceptibility are: present information using redundant coding methods (e.g., textual, iconic, and tactile); provide compatibility with assistive sensory technologies (e.g., ALT tags for images on the Internet); and position controls and information so that seated and standing users can perceive them.

Operability is achieved when everyone can use the design, regardless of physical abilities. Basic guidelines for improving operability are: minimize repetitive actions and the need for sustained physical effort; facilitate use of controls through good affordances and constraints; provide compatibility with assistive physical technologies (e.g., wheelchair access); and position controls and information so that seated and standing users can access them.

Simplicity is achieved when everyone can easily understand and use the design, regardless of experience, literacy, or concentration level. Basic guidelines for improving simplicity are: remove unnecessary complexity; clearly and consistently code and label controls and modes of operation; use progressive disclosure to present only relevant information and controls; provide clear prompting and feedback for all actions; and ensure that reading levels accommodate a wide range of literacy.

Forgiveness is achieved when designs minimize the occurrence and consequences of errors. Basic guidelines for improving forgiveness are: use good affordances and constraints (e.g., controls that can only be used the correct way) to prevent errors from occurring; use confirmations and warnings to reduce the occurrence of errors; and include reversible actions and safety nets to minimize the consequence of errors (e.g., the ability to undo an action).

See also Affordance, Forgiveness, Legibility, Normal Distribution, and Readability.

¹ Also known as barrier-free design and related to universal design and inclusive design.

² The four characteristics of accessible designs are derived from W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0, 1999; ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities, 1998; and Accessible Environments: Toward Universal Design by Ronald L. Mace, Graeme J. Hardie, and Jaine P. Place, The Center for Universal Design, North Carolina State University, 1996.
The large elevator has many features that make it more accessible than the small elevator: wide doors permit easy access; handrails help people maintain a standing position; two sets of controls are easily accessible from a seated position; controls are redundantly coded with numbers, icons, and Braille; feedback is provided visually and aurally; and an emergency phone system offers access to special assistance.
Advance Organizer

An instructional technique that helps people understand new information in terms of what they already know.

Advance organizers are brief chunks of information—spoken, written, or illustrated—presented prior to new material to help facilitate learning and understanding. They are distinct from overviews and summaries in that they are presented on a more abstract level than the rest of the information—they present the “big picture” prior to the details. Since the technique depends on a defined entry point, it is generally applied to linear presentations (e.g., traditional classroom instruction), and does not work as well in nonlinear, exploratory learning contexts (e.g., free-play simulation).¹

There are two kinds of advance organizers: expository and comparative. The decision to use one or the other depends on whether the information is new to people or similar to material they already know. Expository advance organizers are useful when audiences have little or no knowledge similar to the information being taught. For example, prior to presenting information on how to control a forklift to an audience that knows nothing about them, an advance expository organizer would first briefly describe the equipment and its function.²

Comparative advance organizers are useful when audiences have existing knowledge similar to the information being presented. For example, in teaching experienced forklift operators about how to control a new type of forklift, an advance comparative organizer would compare and contrast features and operations between the familiar forklift and the new forklift.

The technique’s effectiveness has been difficult to validate, but it does appear to have measurable benefits. Use advance organizers in learning situations that begin with an introduction and present information in a linear sequence. When presenting novel information, use expository advance organizers. When presenting information that is similar to what people know, use comparative advance organizers.³

See also Inverted Pyramid, Rosetta Stone, and Wayfinding.


² An overview or summary, by contrast, would just present the key points on how to control a forklift.

Advance Organizer

Instructional Strategies

- Advance Organizer
- Chunking
- Inverted Pyramid
- Storytelling

Expository Comparative

**Expository Advance Organizers**

**Familiar Knowledge**

A forklift is a small industrial vehicle with a power-operated pronged platform that can be raised and lowered for insertion under a load to be lifted and moved.

**New Information**

To operate a forklift safely, the operator should know:
1. How a forklift works
2. How to inspect a forklift
3. How to operate a forklift

**Comparative Advance Organizers**

**Familiar Knowledge**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acme Forklift 1300A</th>
<th>Acme Forklift 2300A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acme Forklift 1300A Rated Capacity</th>
<th>Acme Forklift 2300A Rated Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acme Forklift 1300A Load Center</th>
<th>Acme Forklift 2300A Load Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acme Forklift 1300A Special Instructions</th>
<th>Acme Forklift 2300A Special Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

An expository advance organizer defines a forklift using familiar concepts (e.g., vehicle) prior to presenting specific information about forklift operation.

An expository advance organizer for advance organizers. At an abstract level, it illustrates that advance organizers are a kind of instructional strategy (like chunking, inverted pyramid, and storytelling) and that there are two types.

A comparative advance organizer leverages familiarity with the 1300A model forklift to introduce the 2300A model.
Aesthetic-Usability Effect

Aesthetic designs are perceived as easier to use than less-aesthetic designs.¹

The aesthetic-usability effect describes a phenomenon in which people perceive more-aesthetic designs as easier to use than less-aesthetic designs—whether they are or not. The effect has been observed in several experiments, and has significant implications regarding the acceptance, use, and performance of a design.²

Aesthetic designs look easier to use and have a higher probability of being used, whether or not they actually are easier to use. More usable but less-aesthetic designs may suffer a lack of acceptance that renders issues of usability moot. These perceptions bias subsequent interactions and are resistant to change. For example, in a study of how people use computers, researchers found that early impressions influenced long-term attitudes about their quality and use. A similar phenomenon is well documented with regard to human attractiveness—first impressions of people influence attitude formation and measurably affect how people are perceived and treated.³

Aesthetics play an important role in the way a design is used. Aesthetic designs are more effective at fostering positive attitudes than unaesthetic designs, and make people more tolerant of design problems. For example, it is common for people to name and develop feelings toward designs that have fostered positive attitudes (e.g., naming a car), and rare for people to do the same with designs that have fostered negative attitudes. Such personal and positive relationships with a design evoke feelings of affection, loyalty, and patience—all significant factors in the long-term usability and overall success of a design. These positive relationships have implications for how effectively people interact with designs. Positive relationships with a design result in an interaction that helps catalyze creative thinking and problem solving. Negative relationships result in an interaction that narrows thinking and stifles creativity. This is especially important in stressful environments, since stress increases fatigue and reduces cognitive performance.⁴

Always aspire to create aesthetic designs. Aesthetic designs are perceived as easier to use, are more readily accepted and used over time, and promote creative thinking and problem solving. Aesthetic designs also foster positive relationships with people, making them more tolerant of problems with a design.

See also Attractiveness Bias, Contour Bias, Form Follows Function, Golden Ratio, Law of Prägnanz, Ockham’s Razor, and Rule of Thirds.

¹ Note that the authors use the term aesthetic-usability effect for convenient reference. It does not appear in the seminal work or subsequent research.


Nokia was one of the first companies to realize that adoption of cellular phones required more than basic communication features. Cellular phones need to be recharged frequently, carried around, and often suffer from signal loss or interference; they are not trouble-free devices. Aesthetic elements like color covers and customizable rings are more than ornaments; the aesthetic elements create a positive relationship with users that, in turn, make such troubles more tolerable and the devices more successful.

While VCR’s around the world continue flashing 12:00 because users cannot figure out the poorly designed time and recording controls, TiVo is setting a new bar for recording convenience and usability. TiVo’s intelligent and automated recording features, simple navigation through attractive on-screen menus, and pleasant and distinct auditory feedback are changing the way people record and watch their favorite programs.
Affordance

A property in which the physical characteristics of an object or environment influence its function.

Objects and environments are better suited for some functions than others. Round wheels are better suited than square wheels for rolling; therefore, round wheels are said to better afford rolling. Stairs are better suited than fences for climbing; therefore, stairs are said to better afford climbing. This is not to say that square wheels cannot be rolled or fences climbed, rather that the physical characteristics of round wheels and stairs better afford the functions of rolling and climbing.¹

When the affordance of an object or environment corresponds with its intended function, the design will perform more efficiently and will be easier to use. Conversely, when the affordance of an object or environment conflicts with its intended function, the design will perform less efficiently and be more difficult to use. For example, a door with a handle affords pulling. Sometimes, doors with handles are designed to open only by pushing—the affordance of the handle conflicts with the door’s function. Replace the handle with a flat plate, and it now affords pushing—the affordance of the flat plate corresponds to the way in which the door can be used. The design is improved.

Images of common physical objects and environments can enhance the usability of a design. For example, a drawing of a three-dimensional button on a computer screen leverages our knowledge of the physical characteristics of buttons and, therefore, appears to afford pressing. The popular “desktop” metaphor used by computer operating systems is based on this idea—images of common items like trash cans and folders leverage our knowledge of how those items function in the real world and, thus, suggest their function in the software environment.²

Whenever possible, you should design objects and environments to afford their intended function, and negatively afford improper use. For example, stackable chairs should only stack one way. Mimic familiar objects and environments in abstract contexts (e.g., software interfaces) to imply the way in which new systems can be used. When affordances are successfully employed in a design, it will seem inconceivable that the design could function or be used otherwise.

See also Constraint, Desire Line, Mapping, and Nudge.


² Note that the term affordance refers to the properties of a physical object or environment only. When images of physical objects or environments are used (e.g., image of a button), the images, themselves, do not afford anything. The knowledge of button affordances exists in the mind of the perceiver based on experience with physical buttons—it is not a property of the image. Therefore, the affordance is said to be perceived. See, for example, “Affordances and Design” by Donald Norman, www.jnd.org.
Outdoor lighting structures often afford landing and perching for birds. Where birds perch, birds poop. This anti-perch fixture is designed to attach to such structures and reduce the perching affordance.

Door affordances frequently conflict, as shown in the door on the left. The “push” affordance of the door is knowable only because of the sign, which conflicts with the powerful “pull” affordance of the handle. By replacing the handle with a flat plate, the conflict is eliminated and the sign is superfluous.

With opposing male and female surfaces and featureless sides, Legos naturally afford plugging into one another.

OXO is well known for the handle designs of their products; shape, color, and texture combine to create irresistible gripping affordances.

The recessed footplates and handlebar orientation of the Segway Human Transporter afford one mounting position for the user—the correct one.
Alignment

The placement of elements such that edges line up along common rows or columns, or their bodies along a common center.

Elements in a design should be aligned with one or more other elements. This creates a sense of unity and cohesion, which contributes to the design’s overall aesthetic and perceived stability. Alignment can also be a powerful means of leading a person through a design. For example, the rows and columns of a grid or table make explicit the relatedness of elements sharing those rows and columns, and lead the eyes left-right and top-bottom accordingly. Edges of the design medium (e.g., edge of a page or screen) and the natural positions on the design medium (e.g., centerlines) should also be considered alignment elements.

In paragraph text, left-aligned and right-aligned text blocks provide more powerful alignment cues than do center-aligned text blocks. The invisible column created by left-aligned and right-aligned text blocks presents a clear, visual cue against which other elements of the design can be aligned. Center-aligned text blocks, conversely, provide more visually ambiguous alignment cues, and can be difficult to connect with other elements. Justified text provides more alignment cues than unjustified text, and should be used in complex compositions with many elements.

Although alignment is generally defined in terms of rows and columns, more complex forms of alignment exist. In aligning elements along diagonals, for example, the relative angles between the invisible alignment paths should be 30 degrees or greater; separation of less than 30 degrees is too subtle and difficult to detect.\(^1\) In spiral or circular alignments, it may be necessary to augment or highlight the alignment paths so that the alignment is perceptible; otherwise the elements can appear disparate, and the design disordered. As with all such principles of this type, there are exceptions (e.g., the misalignment of elements to attract attention or create tension). However, these exceptions are rare, and alignment should be considered the general rule.

For most designs, align elements into rows and columns or along a centerline. When elements are not arranged in a row/column format, consider highlighting the alignment paths. Use left- or right-justified text to create the best alignment cues, and consider justified text for complex compositions.

See also Aesthetic-Usability Effect, Area Alignment, and Good Continuation.

\(^1\) See, for example, *Elements of Graph Design* by Stephen M. Kosslyn, W. H. Freeman and Company, 1994, p. 172.
Although there are a number of problems with the design of the butterfly ballot, most of the confusion resulted from the misalignment of the rows and punch-hole lines. This conclusion is supported by the improbable number of votes for Patrick Buchanan in Palm Beach County, and the number of double votes that occurred for candidates adjacent on the ballot. A simple adjustment to the ballot design would have dramatically reduced the error rate.
Anthropomorphic Form

A tendency to find forms that appear humanoid or exhibit humanlike characteristics appealing.

Humans are predisposed to perceive certain forms and patterns as humanlike—specifically, forms and patterns that resemble faces and body proportions. This tendency, when applied to design, is an effective means of getting attention, establishing a positive affective tone for interactions, and forming a relationship based, in part, on emotional appeal. To explore how anthropomorphic form can be applied, consider the design of three bottles.\(^1\)

The classic 1915 Coca-Cola “contour” bottle, often referred to as the “Mae West” bottle due to its distinctly feminine proportions, was a break with the straight and relatively featureless bottles of its day. In addition to its novelty, however, the bottle benefited from a number of anthropomorphic projections such as health, vitality, sexiness, and femininity, attributes that appealed to the predominantly female buyers of the time. The Mae West comparison is apt, because like the actress, the Coke bottle demanded (and got) the attention of all passersby.

Anthropomorphic forms do not necessarily need to look like a face or body to be compelling. Consider the Adiri Natural Nurser baby bottle. The bottle is designed to look and feel like a female breast, and not surprisingly it elicits the positive associations people have with breastfeeding. The affective tone set by the bottle is one of naturalness and caring. What parent would choose a traditional, inorganic-looking bottle when such a supple, natural-looking substitute for the real thing was available? This, of course, does not mean the bottle performs better than nonanthropomorphic bottle designs, but it does mean the general inference of most people, based on its appearance, is that it does perform better.

Lastly, the Method Dish Soap bottle, nicknamed the “dish butler,” brings a more abstract anthropomorphic form to bear. The bottle transforms the perception of dish soap bottles from utilitarian containers to be hidden beneath counters to sculptural pieces to be displayed proudly atop counters. The large bulbous head triggers baby-face bias cognitive wiring, reinforcing its aesthetic appeal as well as associations such as safety, honesty, and purity. Labeling is applied in what would be the chest region, with a round logo on top, giving it the appearance of a kind of superhero costume. It is more than a dish soap bottle—it is a helper, an art piece, and a symbol of sophistication and cleanliness.

Consider anthropomorphic forms to attract attention and establish emotional connections. Favor more abstract versus realistic anthropomorphic forms, as realistic depictions often decrease, not increase, aesthetic appeal. Use feminine body proportions to elicit associations of sexuality and vitality. Use round anthropomorphic forms to elicit babylke associations, and more angular forms to elicit masculine, aggressive associations.

See also Baby-Face Bias, Contour Bias, Uncanny Valley, and Waist-to-Hip Ratio.
The Method Dish Soap bottle (left) designed by Karim Rashid put the Method brand on the map. Though not free of functional deficiencies (e.g., leaking valve), its abstract anthropomorphic form gave it a sculptural, affective quality not previously found in soap bottles. Contrast it with its disappointing replacement (right).
Archetypes

Universal patterns of theme and form resulting from innate biases or dispositions.

Archetypes are found in the themes of myths (e.g., death and rebirth), characters in literature (e.g., hero and villain), and imagery in dreams (e.g., eyes and teeth). They are believed to be a product of unconscious biases and dispositions that have been “hardwired” in the brain over the course of human evolution. Since these innate biases and dispositions are unconscious, their existence is inferred when common patterns emerge in many cultures over long periods. Identifying and aligning appropriate archetypes with a design will increase its probability of success.¹

Harley-Davidson aligns its product design and branding with the outlaw archetype, emphasizing freedom and living outside the rules of society. Products have a certain look and feel (e.g., black and chrome motorcycles with a loud, distinctive sound) and marketing images emphasize rugged looking people in black leather. Nike (named after the Greek goddess of victory), by contrast, aligns its brand with the Hero archetype, using heroic sports figures to promote its product. Michael Jordan, Tiger Woods, and Lance Armstrong are all shown wearing Nike products while typically striking a heroic pose. This does not mean that a picture of Michael Jordan on a Harley wouldn’t help sell motorcycles, or that a picture of a group of outlaws wearing Nike leather jackets wouldn’t help sell sportswear. It does mean that the probability of success would be lower because the archetypes do not align with the design.²

In storytelling, archetypal themes are all too familiar. For example, one archetypal plot—the Hero’s Journey—can be summarized as follows: a prospective hero is called to an adventure that he or she refuses; a meeting with a mentor occurs and the hero meets the call; the hero experiences various trials, often including the defeat or death of the mentor by an ultimate enemy; the hero must overcome self-doubt and confront the ultimate enemy; the hero defeats the ultimate enemy and returns home to great celebration. This archetypal theme has been successfully employed by filmmakers like George Lucas and George Miller, and is also evident in the works of Steven Spielberg, John Boorman, Francis Coppola, and a number of Disney animated films.³

Consider archetypal themes and forms in all aspects of a design—from form and function to name and brand. Since archetypes influence perception on an unconscious and primarily affective level, they are especially useful when traditional modes of communication (e.g., language) cannot be used. Note that reactions to specific archetypes may vary across cultures and, therefore, should be tested on target populations prior to use.

See also Affordance, Biophilia Effect, Contour Bias, Mimicry, and Threat Detection.
These are proposed designs for a marker system to warn future generations of the presence of a nuclear-waste disposal site. The design specification required the markers to stand for the life of the radioactive hazard (10,000 years), clearly warn people to stay away from the area, and assume that future civilizations will not be knowledgeable of radioactive hazards or speak any language known today. The designs address this seemingly impossible specification through the brilliant application of archetypal theme and form—parched earth, snakelike earthworks, and claws and thorns—to warn future humans of the radioactive hazards on an affective, instinctive level.
Area Alignment

Alignment based on the area of elements versus the edges of elements.

With the advent of professional design and engineering software, elements in a design can be aligned with exacting precision. However, the alignment supported by software is based on the edges of elements—including center alignment, which calculates a center based on the edges. This method works well when elements are relatively uniform and symmetrical, but less well when the elements are nonuniform and asymmetrical. In these latter cases, it is preferable to align based on the visual weight or area of the elements, a technique that must be performed using the designer’s eye and judgment. Using edge alignment when area alignment is called for is one of the most common errors in graphic design.

A satisfactory area alignment can be achieved by positioning an object along the axis of alignment such that an equal amount of area or visual weight hangs on either side—if the object had mass, it would be balanced on the axis. Unlike the straight edge achieved by left- or right-aligning similar elements based on their edges, alignment based on area invariably creates a ragged edge. This requires that parts of elements hang in the gutters or margins when aligned with strongly rectilinear elements, but it represents the strongest possible perceived alignment that can be achieved for morphologically dissimilar elements.

The principle applies to text as well as graphical elements. For example, the horizontal center of a left-aligned text chunk with a right ragged edge, based on its area, would be to the left of a horizontal center based on its width—area alignment calculates the horizontal center in consideration of the reduced area of the ragged right edge, moving the horizontal center to the left, whereas edge alignment simply calculates the horizontal center as though the text chunk were a rectangle, with the right edge determined by the rightmost character. Other common text examples include pull quotes, which should be aligned based on the text edge and not on the quotation marks; and numbered or bulleted items, which should be aligned based on the text edge and not on the numbers and bullets, unless the specific intent is to subordinate the listed items.

Consider area alignment when incorporating dissimilar elements into a composition. When objects are simple and symmetrical, align based on their edges; otherwise, align based on their areas. Unless there is some extraordinary overriding consideration, always hang pull quotes. Hang numbers and bullets when listing items, except when the items are meant to be subordinate.

See also Alignment, Good Continuation, and Uniform Connectedness.
The left column is center-aligned based on the edges of the objects. The right column is center-aligned based on the areas of the objects. Note the improvement achieved by using area alignment.
Attractiveness Bias

A tendency to see attractive people as more intelligent, competent, moral, and sociable than unattractive people.¹

Attractive people are generally perceived more positively than unattractive people. They receive more attention from the opposite sex, receive more leniency from judges and juries, and receive more votes from the electorate than do unattractive people. All other variables being equal, attractive people are preferred in hiring decisions, and will make more money doing the same work than unattractive people. The attractiveness bias is a function of both biological and environmental factors.²

Biologically speaking, people are attractive when they exude health and fertility. Good biological measures for health and fertility are average and symmetrical facial features, and a waist-to-hip ratio in the ideal range (0.70 for women, 0.90 for men). An absence of these features is thought to be an indicator of malnutrition, disease, or bad genes; none of which are preferable attributes for a potential mate. Biological factors of attraction are innate and true across cultures. For example, in studies presenting images of attractive and unattractive people to babies (two-months-old and six-months-old), the babies looked longer at the attractive people regardless of their gender, age, or race.³

Environmentally speaking, men are attracted to women when they exaggerate socially acknowledged features of sexuality (e.g., lipstick to exaggerate lips); and women are attracted to men when they appear to possess wealth and power (e.g., expensive automobiles). For example, in studies presenting images of attractive and unattractive people to men and women, along with descriptions of their occupations, women preferred unattractive men with high-paying occupations equally to attractive men with medium-paying occupations. However, men never preferred unattractive women regardless of their financial status. Environmental factors of attraction vary considerably across cultures.⁴

Consider the attractiveness bias in design contexts involving images of people, such as marketing and advertising. When the presentation of attractive women is a key element of a design, use renderings or images of women with waist-to-hip ratios of approximately 0.70, accented by culturally appropriate augmentations of sexual features. When the presentation of attractive men is a key element of a design, use renderings or images of men with waist-to-hip ratios of approximately 0.90, and visible indicators of wealth or status (e.g., expensive clothing).

See also Anthropomorphic Form, Baby-Face Bias, Most Average Facial Appearance Effect, Red Effect, and Waist-to-Hip Ratio.

¹ Also known as look-ism.


The first presidential debate between Richard Nixon and John Kennedy (1960) is a classic demonstration of the attractiveness bias. Nixon was ill and running a fever. He wore light colors and no makeup, further whitening his already pale complexion and contrasting his five-o’clock shadow. Kennedy wore dark colors, makeup, and practiced his delivery in a studio prior to the debate. People who listened to the debate by radio believed Nixon to be the winner. However, people who watched the debate on TV came to a very different conclusion.
Baby-Face Bias

A tendency to see people and things with baby-faced features as more naive, helpless, and honest than those with mature features.

People and things with round features, large eyes, small noses, high foreheads, short chins, and relatively lighter skin and hair are perceived as babylike and, as a result, as having babylike personality attributes: naiveté, helplessness, honesty, and innocence. The bias is found across all age ranges, cultures, and many mammalian species.¹

The degree to which people are influenced by the baby-face bias is evident in how babies are treated by adults. For example, babies with weak baby-face features receive less positive attention from adults and are rated as less likable, less attractive, and less fun to be with than babies with strong baby-face features. Large, round heads and eyes appear to be the strongest of the facial cues contributing to this bias. For example, premature babies often lack these key baby-face features (e.g., their eyes are closed, and their heads are less round) and are rated by adults as less desirable to care for or be around. A potentially related phenomenon is the rate of child abuse for premature babies, which is approximately 300 percent greater than for normal-term babies.²

Baby-faced adults are subject to a similar biased. However, unlike with children, there are liabilities to being a baby-faced adult. Baby-faced adults appearing in commercials are effective when their role involves innocence and honesty, such as a personal testimonial for a product, but ineffective when their role involves speaking authoritatively about a topic, such as a doctor asserting the benefit of a product. Baby-faced adults are perceived as simple and naïve, and have difficulty being taken seriously in situations where expertise or confrontation is required. In legal proceedings, baby-faced adults are more likely to be found innocent when the alleged crime involves an intentional act, but are more likely to be found guilty when the alleged crime involves a negligent act. It is apparently more believable that a baby-faced person would do wrong accidentally than purposefully. Interestingly, when a baby-faced defendant pleads guilty, they receive harsher sentences than mature-faced defendants—it seems the contrast between the expectation of innocence and the conclusion of guilt evokes a harsher reaction than when the expectation and the conclusion align.

Consider the baby-face bias in the design of characters or products when facial attributes are prominent (e.g., cartoon characters for children). Characters of this type can be made more appealing by exaggerating the various neonatal features (e.g., larger, rounder eyes). In marketing and advertising, use mature-faced people when conveying expertise and authority; use baby-faced people when conveying testimonial information and submissiveness.

See also Anthropomorphic Form, Contour Bias, Attractiveness Bias, Mimicry, and Savanna Preference.

¹ The seminal work on the baby-face bias is “Ganzheit und Teil in der tierischen und menschlichen Gemeinschaft” [Part and Parcel in Animal and Human Societies] by Konrad Lorenz, Studium Generale, 1960, vol. 3(9).

² See Reading Faces: Window to the Soul by Leslie A. Zebraowitz, Westview Press, 1998. There are many other factors that could account for this statistic. For example, the level of care and frequency of crying in premature babies is significantly higher than for normal-term babies, which could contribute to the stress of the caregiver.
Baby-face characteristics include round features, large eyes, small noses, high foreheads, and short chins. Superneonatal and super-mature features are usually only found in cartoon characters and mythic creatures. Baby-face features correlate with perceptions of helplessness and innocence, whereas mature features correlate with perceptions of knowledge and authority.
Biophilia Effect

Environments rich in nature views and imagery reduce stress and enhance focus and concentration.¹

Poets and philosophers have long held that exposure to natural environments produces restorative benefits. In the past few decades, this claim has been tested empirically and, indeed, it does appear that exposure to nature confers benefits emotionally, cognitively, and physically.²

For example, in a longitudinal study following seven- to twelve-year-olds through housing relocation, children who experienced the greatest increase in nature views from their windows made the greatest gains in standard tests of attention (potential confounding variables such as differences in home quality were controlled).³ A comparable effect was observed with college students based on the nature views from their dorm windows. Studies that examined the effects of gardening, backpacking, and exposure to nature pictures versus urban pictures corroborate the effect. One interesting finding is that the effect does not seem to require real plants in the environment, but mere imagery—window views, posters on the wall, and so forth seem to suffice.⁴

Although some non-natural environments may confer similar benefits, nature scenes appear to be the most reliable and consistent source for the general population. Why should nature imagery be more restorative and conducive to concentration than, for example, urban imagery? The effect is believed to result from the differential manner in which the prefrontal cortex processes nature imagery versus urban imagery. However, given that photographs of nature versus urban environments are sufficient to trigger the effect, it is likely that the biophilia effect is more deeply rooted in the brain than the prefrontal cortex—perhaps an innate bias for greenery evolved in early humans because it conferred a selective advantage, a bias likely related to the savanna preference.

Consider the biophilia effect in the design of all environments, but in particular, environments in which learning, healing, and concentration are paramount. Although nature imagery seems to suffice in lieu of real nature exposure, the latter should be favored when possible as it is more likely to produce a strong generalizable effect. Though the amount of nature imagery required to maximize the effect is not fully understood, architectural classics such as Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater and Mies van der Rohe’s Farnsworth House suggest that more nature in the environment is generally better.

See also Cathedral Effect, Immersion, Performance Load, Prospect-Refuge, Savanna Preference, and Top-Down Lighting Bias.

¹ The term biophilia effect is based on the biophilia hypothesis first proposed by Erich Fromm and popularized by Edward Wilson. See, for example, *The Biophilia Hypothesis*, by Stephen Kellert and Edward Wilson (Eds.), Island Press, 1995.


Before-and-after proposal for a central hallway redesign in a leading U.S. hospital based on the biophilia effect. The installation, titled “Bamboo Forest,” employs vivid high-resolution imagery and nature sounds to greet and comfort patients as they move from the lobby to their destination. The redesigned hallway serves as a memorable landmark assisting wayfinding, an inspiring passageway that is harmonious with life and healing, and a visible expression of the hospital’s commitment to patient comfort and quality of experience.
Cathedral Effect

A relationship between the perceived height of a ceiling and cognition. High ceilings promote abstract thinking and creativity. Low ceilings promote concrete and detail-oriented thinking.

It is widely accepted that people prefer high ceilings to low ceilings. Lesser known, however, is that ceiling height can influence how people approach problem solving. Depending on the nature of the problem, ceiling height can either undermine or enhance problem-solving performance.

Conspicuous ceiling height—that is, noticeably low or noticeably high ceilings—promotes different types of cognition, with high ceilings promoting abstract thinking and creativity and low ceilings promoting concrete and detail-oriented thinking. No effect is observed if the ceiling height goes unnoticed. In self-report measures, people predictably rated their general affect as “freer” in high-ceilinged rooms versus “confined” in low-ceilinged rooms. In word tasks, subjects were able to solve anagram problems more efficiently when the anagram aligned with ceiling height. For example, subjects in a high-ceilinged room could solve freedom-related anagrams (e.g., “liberation”) faster than those in a low-ceilinged room, but were slower to solve confinement-related anagrams (e.g., “restrained”) than those in the low-ceilinged room. A more practical example is an experiment in which two groups were asked to conduct product evaluations, one group in a high-ceilinged room and one in a low-ceilinged room. The group in the high-ceilinged room tended to focus on general product characteristics, whereas the group in the low-ceilinged room tended to focus on specific features. One hypothesis is that this effect is due to priming—the stimulation of certain concepts in memory to promote and enhance cognition regarding related concepts. With the cathedral effect, high ceilings prime “freedom” and related concepts and low ceilings prime “confinement” and related concepts.

Consider the cathedral effect in the design of work and retail environments. For tasks that require creativity and out-of-the-box thinking (e.g., research and development) favor large rooms with high ceilings. For tasks that require detail-oriented work (e.g., surgical operating room) favor smaller rooms with lower ceilings. In retail environments, favor spaces with high ceilings when consumer choice requires imagination (e.g., home remodeling store) and spaces with lower ceilings for more task-oriented shopping (e.g., convenience store). Favor high ceilings to extend the time in which visitors remain on site (e.g., casino) and low ceilings to minimize loitering (e.g., fast food restaurant).

See also Defensible Space, Exposure Effect, Priming, and Prospect-Refuge.

1 The seminal work on the cathedral effect is “The Influence of Ceiling Height: The Effect of Priming on the Type of Processing That People Use” by Joan Meyers-Levy and Rui (Juliet) Zhu, Journal of Consumer Research, August 2007.
The ability to focus and perform detail-oriented work is enhanced by environments with low ceilings. The ability to perform more creative work is enhanced by environments with high ceilings. A related effect pertains to visual perspective: worm’s-eye views (looking upward) evoke cognition and associations similar to high ceilings, whereas bird’s-eye views (looking downward) evoke cognition and associations similar to low ceilings.
A technique of combining many units of information into a limited number of units or chunks, so that the information is easier to process and remember.

The term chunk refers to a unit of information in short-term memory—a string of letters, a word, or a series of numbers. The technique of chunking seeks to accommodate short-term memory limits by formatting information into a small number of units. The maximum number of chunks that can be efficiently processed by short-term memory is four, plus or minus one. For example, most people can remember a list of five words for 30 seconds, but few can remember a list of ten words for 30 seconds. By breaking the list of ten words into multiple, smaller chunks (e.g., two groups of three words, and one group of four words), recall performance is essentially equivalent to the single list of five words.¹

Chunking is often applied as a general technique to simplify designs. This is a potential misapplication of the principle. The limits specified by this principle deal specifically with tasks involving memory. For example, it is unnecessary and counterproductive to restrict the number of dictionary entries on a page to four or five. Reference-related tasks consist primarily of scanning for a particular item; chunking in this case would dramatically increase the scan time and effort, and yield no benefits.

Chunk information when people are required to recall and retain information, or when information is used for problem solving. Do not chunk information that is to be searched or scanned. In environments where noise or stress can interfere with concentration, consider chunking critical display information in anticipation of diminished short-term memory capacity. Use the contemporary estimate of 4 ± 1 chunks when applying this technique.²

¹ The seminal work on short-term memory limits is “The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing Information” by George Miller, *The Psychological Review*, 1956, vol. 63, p. 81–97. As made evident by the title of Miller’s paper, his original estimate for short-term memory capacity was 7 ± 2 chunks.


See also Errors, Mnemonic Device, Performance Load, and Signal-to-Noise Ratio.
This e-learning course by Kaplan EduNeering makes excellent use of chunking. Note that the number of content topics (left gray panel) observes the appropriate limits, as do the information chunks on the topics themselves. Overview and Challenge are not counted because they contain organizing information and quizzes only.

List 1
- angry
- hoarse
- snuggle
- search
- fatigue
- stutter
- scorch
- warning
- teenager
- anxious

List 2
- thrunced
- rooped
- crocodile
- poosk
- quanned
- maffle
- brizzle
- gardybo
- haspenald
- cark

Familiar words are easier to remember and chunk together than unfamiliar words. Of the two lists, list 1 is easier to recall.

292635732 7045556791
292-63-5732 (704) 555-6791

Large strings of numbers are difficult to recall. Chunking large strings of numbers into multiple, smaller strings can help. Most people can remember their Social Security number and frequently called phone numbers.
Classical Conditioning

A technique used to associate a stimulus with an unconscious physical or emotional response.

Classical conditioning was the first type of learning to be studied by behavioral psychologists. Lab workers discovered the technique when they noticed that dogs in the laboratory began salivating as soon as they entered the room. Because the lab workers feed the dogs, their presence (neutral stimulus) had become associated with food (trigger stimulus), and, therefore, elicited the same response as the food itself (salivation). Similar behaviors are seen in fish when they surface at the sight of an approaching person, or in cats when they come running at the sound of a can opener.¹

Classical conditioning is commonly used in animal training (e.g., associating chemical traces of TNT with sugar water to train bees to detect bombs), behavior modification in people (e.g., associating smoking with aversive images or tastes), and advertising (i.e., associating products or services with attractive images or feelings). For example, television and magazine advertising firms use classical conditioning frequently to associate products and services with specific thoughts and feelings. Images of attractive people stimulate reward centers in the brain, and condition positive associations with products, services, and behaviors. Conversely, disturbing images of extreme violence or injury stimulate pain centers in the brain, and condition negative associations with products, services, and behaviors. Human emotions condition quickly and easily in this way, particularly when the association is negative. In a classic experiment, a young child was exposed to a white rat accompanied by a loud noise. The child not only grew to fear the white rat (which he did not fear previously), but other furry things as well (e.g., fur coats). Many phobias are caused by this type of association. For example, many children become anxious when visiting the dentist because previous experiences have been painful—dentists often give children treats in an attempt to reverse this association.²

Use classical conditioning to influence the appeal of a design or influence specific kinds of behaviors. Repeated pairings of a design with a trigger stimulus will condition an association over time. Examples of positive trigger stimuli include anything that causes pleasure or evokes a positive emotional response—a picture of food, the sound of a drink being poured, images of attractive people. Examples of negative trigger stimuli include anything that causes pain or evokes a negative emotional response—physical pain of a vaccination, an embarrassing experience, or images of extreme pain and violence.

See also Exposure Effect, Operant Conditioning, Shaping, and Veblen Effect.
This poster features before and after images of Jacqueline Saburido, a 20-year old college student who was hit by a drunk driver. It effectively associates the strong negative emotional reaction evoked by Jacqueline's injuries with the behavior that caused them.
Closure

A tendency to perceive a set of individual elements as a single, recognizable pattern, rather than multiple, individual elements.

The principle of closure is one of a number of principles referred to as Gestalt principles of perception. It states that whenever possible, people tend to perceive a set of individual elements as a single, recognizable pattern, rather than multiple, individual elements. The tendency to perceive a single pattern is so strong that people will close gaps and fill in missing information to complete the pattern if necessary. For example, when individual line segments are positioned along a circular path, they are first perceived holistically as a circle, and then as comprising multiple, independent elements. The tendency to perceive information in this way is automatic and subconscious; it is likely a function of an innate preference for simplicity over complexity, and pattern over randomness.¹

Closure is strongest when elements approximate simple, recognizable patterns, such as geometric forms, and are located near one another. When simple, recognizable patterns are not easily perceived, designers can create closure through transitional elements (e.g., subtle visual cues that help direct the eye to find the pattern). Generally, if the energy required to find or form a pattern is greater than the energy required to perceive the elements individually, closure will not occur.

The principle of closure enables designers to reduce complexity by reducing the number of elements needed to organize and communicate information. For example, a logo design that is composed of recognizable elements does not need to complete many of its lines and contours to be clear and effective. Reducing the number of lines in the logo not only reduces its complexity, but it makes the logo more interesting to look at—viewers subconsciously participate in the completion of its design. Many forms of storytelling leverage closure in a similar way. For example, in comic books, discrete scenes in time are presented to readers, who then supply what happens in between. The storyline is a unique combination of information provided by the storyteller, and information provided by the reader.²

Use closure to reduce the complexity and increase the interestingness of designs. When designs involve simple and recognizable patterns, consider removing or minimizing the elements in the design that can be supplied by viewers. When designs involve more complex patterns, consider the use of transitional elements to assist viewers in finding or forming the pattern.

See also Good Continuation, Law of Prägnanz, and Proximity.


² See, for example, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art by Scott McCloud, Kitchen Sink Press, 1993.
The elements are perceived holistically as a single pattern first (circle), and then as individual elements.

Elements in text and graphics can be minimized to allow viewers to participate in the completion of the pattern. The result is a more interesting design.

Series images are understood as representing motion because people supply the information in between the images.
Cognitive Dissonance

A tendency to seek consistency among attitudes, thoughts, and beliefs.

People strive to have consistency among their attitudes, thoughts, and beliefs. Cognitive dissonance is the state of mental discomfort that occurs when a person’s attitudes, thoughts, or beliefs (i.e., cognitions) conflict. If two cognitions agree with one another, there is consonance, and a state of comfort results. If two cognitions disagree with one another, there is dissonance, and a state of discomfort results.\(^1\)

People alleviate cognitive dissonance in one of three ways: by reducing the importance of dissonant cognitions, adding consonant cognitions, or removing or changing dissonant cognitions. For example, advertising campaigns that urge people to show how much you care by buying diamonds seek to create cognitive dissonance in consumers—i.e., dissonance between the love that people have for others, and the pressure to prove that love by buying diamonds. In order to alleviate the dissonance, people can reduce the importance of the dissonant cognition (e.g., a diamond is, after all, just a bunch of pressed carbon), add consonant cognitions (e.g., recognize that the advertising campaign is trying to manipulate them using cognitive dissonance), or remove or change dissonant cognitions (e.g., show how much you care by doing something else or, of course, buying the diamonds).

When a situation involves incentives, it is interesting to note that incentives of different sizes yield different results. When incentives for an unpleasant task are small, people reduce dissonance by changing the dissonant cognition (e.g., “it is okay to perform this task because I like it”). When incentives for an unpleasant task are large, people reduce dissonance by adding a consonant cognition (e.g., “it is okay to perform this task because I am paid well”). When incentives are small, people are inclined to change the way the way they feel about what they are doing to alleviate dissonance. When incentives increase, people retain their original beliefs and alleviate dissonance by justifying their participation with their compensation. A small incentive is usually required to get a person to consider an unpleasant thought or engage in an unpleasant activity. Any incentive beyond this small incentive reduces, not increases, the probability of changing attitudes and beliefs—this critical point is known as the point of minimum justification.\(^2\)

Consider cognitive dissonance in the design of advertising and marketing campaigns, or any other context where influence and persuasion is key. Use consonant and dissonant information when attempting to change beliefs. Engage people to invest their time, attention, and participation to create consonant cognitions, and then provide simple and immediate mechanisms to alleviate the dissonance. When using compensation to reinforce change, use the minimal compensation possible to achieve change.

See also Consistency, Cost-Benefit, and Hierarchy of Needs.

---


The point of minimum justification represents the optimal level of incentive required to change behavior and attitude. Incentives exceeding this level will continue to change behavior, but will fail to change attitude.

Perhaps the most successful use of cognitive dissonance in the history of advertising is the AOL free-hours campaign delivered on CD-ROM. The incentive to try AOL is provided in the form of a free trial period. People who try the service go through a set-up process, where they define unique e-mail addresses, screen names, and passwords, investing time and energy to get it all to work. The greater the time and energy invested during this trial period, the greater the cognitive dissonance at the time of expiration. Since the compensation to engage in this activity was minimal, the way most people alleviate the dissonance is to have positive feelings about the service—which leads to paid subscriptions.
Color

Color is used in design to attract attention, group elements, indicate meaning, and enhance aesthetics.

Color can make designs more visually interesting and aesthetic, and can reinforce the organization and meaning of elements in a design. If applied improperly, however, color can seriously harm the form and function of a design. The following guidelines address common issues regarding the use of color.¹

Number of Colors
Use color conservatively. Limit the palette to what the eye can process at one glance (about five colors depending on the complexity of the design). Do not use color as the only means to impart information since a significant portion of the population has limited color vision.

Color Combinations
Achieve aesthetic color combinations by using adjacent colors on the color wheel (analogous), opposing colors on the color wheel (complementary), colors at the corners of a symmetrical polygon circumscribed in the color wheel (triadic and quadratic), or color combinations found in nature. Use warmer colors for foreground elements, and cooler colors for background elements. Light gray is a safe color to use for grouping elements without competing with other colors.

Saturation
Use saturated colors (pure hues) when attracting attention is the priority. Use desaturated colors when performance and efficiency are the priority. Generally, desaturated, bright colors are perceived as friendly and professional; desaturated, dark colors are perceived as serious and professional; and saturated colors are perceived as more exciting and dynamic. Exercise caution when combining saturated colors, as they can visually interfere with one another and increase eye fatigue.

Symbolism
There is no substantive evidence supporting general effects of color on emotion or mood. Similarly, there is no universal symbolism for different colors—different cultures attach different meanings to colors. Therefore, verify the meaning of colors and color combinations for a particular target audience prior to use.²

See also Expectation Effect, Highlighting, Interference Effects, Similarity, and Uniform Connectedness.


² It is reasonable to assume that dark colors will make people sleepy, light colors will make people lively, and irritating colors will make people irritated. Otherwise, the only observable influence of color on behavior is its ability to lead people to repaint walls unnecessarily. For those determined to try to calm drunks and win football games through the application of color, see The Power of Color by Morton Walker, Avery Publishing, 1991.
Analogous color combinations use colors that are next to each other on the color wheel.

Complementary color combinations use two colors that are directly across from each other on the color wheel.

Hues from yellow to red-violet on the color wheel are warm. Hues from violet to green-yellow are cool.

Saturation refers to the amount of gray added to a hue. As saturation increases, the amount of gray decreases. Brightness refers to the amount of white added to a hue—as brightness increases, the amount of white increases.
Common Fate

Elements that move in the same direction are perceived to be more related than elements that move in different directions or are stationary.

The principle of common fate is one of a number of principles referred to as *Gestalt principles of perception*. It asserts that elements that move together in a common direction are perceived as a single group or chunk, and are interpreted as being more related than elements that move at different times or in different directions. For example, a row of randomly arranged Xs and Os that is stationary is naturally grouped by similarity, Xs with Xs, and Os with Os. However, if certain elements in the row move in one direction, and other elements move in the opposite direction, elements are grouped by their common motion and direction.¹

Perceived relatedness is strongest when the motion of elements occurs at the same time and velocity, and in the same direction. As any of these factors vary, the elements are decreasingly related. One exception is when the motion exhibits an obvious pattern or rhythm (e.g., wave patterns), in which case the elements are seen as related. Although common fate relationships usually refer to moving elements, they are also observed with static objects that flicker (i.e., elements that alternate between brighter and darker states). For flickering elements, perceived relatedness is strongest when the elements flicker at the same time, frequency, and intensity, or when a recognizable pattern or rhythm is formed.²

Common fate relationships influence whether elements are perceived as figure or ground elements. When certain elements are in motion and others are stationary, the moving objects will be perceived as figure elements, and stationary ones will be perceived as ground elements. When elements within a region move together with the bounding edge of the region, the elements and the region will be perceived as the figure. When elements within a region move together, but the bounding edge of the region remains stationary or moves opposite to the elements, the elements within the region will be perceived as the ground.³

Consider common fate as a grouping strategy when displaying information with moving or flickering elements. Related elements should move at the same time, velocity, and direction, or flicker at the same time, frequency, and intensity. It is possible to group elements when these variables are dissimilar, but only if the motion or flicker forms a recognizable pattern. When moving elements within bounded regions, move the edges of the region in the same direction as the elements to achieve a figure relationship or in the opposite direction as the elements to achieve a ground relationship.

See also *Figure-Ground Relationship* and *Similarity*.

³ “Common Fate as a Determinant of Figure-Ground Organization” by Joseph Lloyd Brooks, Stanford-Berkeley Talk, 2000, Stanford University, May 16, 2000.
Radar tracking displays use common fate to group tracked aircraft with key information about their identities and headings.

The Xs and Os group by similarity when stationary, such as Xs with Xs, O with Os. However, when a mix of the Xs and Os move up and down in a common fashion, they are grouped primarily by common fate.

This object is being tracked by radar. The object and its label are visually grouped because they are moving at the same speed and in the same direction.
Comparison

A method of illustrating relationships and patterns in system behaviors by representing two or more system variables in a controlled way.

People understand the way the world works by identifying relationships and patterns in or between systems. One of the most powerful methods of identifying and understanding these relationships is to represent information in controlled ways so that comparisons can be made. Key techniques for making valid comparisons are *apples to apples*, single contexts, and benchmarks.¹

**Apples to Apples**
Comparison data should be presented using common measures and common units. For example, when comparing crime rates of different countries, it is necessary to account for differences in variables such as population, types of laws, and level of law enforcement. Otherwise, conclusions based on the comparison will be unreliable. Common methods of ensuring apples-to-apples comparisons include clearly disclosing details of how variables were measured, making corrections to the data as necessary to eliminate confounding variables, and representing the variables using the same graphical and numerical standards.

**Single Context**
Comparison data should be presented in a single context, so that subtle differences and patterns in the data are detectable. For example, the ability to detect patterns across multiple graphs is lower if the graphs are located on separate pages versus the same page. Common methods of representing information in single contexts include the use of a small number of displays that combine many variables (versus many separate displays), and multiple small views of system states (known as *small multiples*) in a single display (versus multiple displays).

**Benchmarks**
Claims about evidence or phenomena should be accompanied by benchmark variables so that clear and substantive comparisons can be made. For example, claims about the seriousness of the size of the U.S. debt are meaningful only when accompanied by benchmark information about U.S. gross national product (GNP); a debt can appear serious when depicted as a quantity, but irrelevant when presented as a percentage of GNP. Common types of benchmark data include past performance data, competitor data, or data from well-accepted industry standards.

Use comparisons to convincingly illustrate patterns and relationships. Ensure that compared variables are apples to apples by measuring and representing variables in common ways, correcting for confounds in the data as necessary. Use multivariate displays and small multiples to present comparisons in single contexts when possible. Use benchmarks to anchor comparisons and provide a point of reference from which to evaluate the data.

This is a modified version of Florence Nightingale’s famous Coxcomb graphs. The graphs are composed of twelve wedges, each representing a month. Additionally, each wedge has three layers representing three different causes of death. A quick review of the graphs reveals that the real threat to British troops was not the Russians, but cholera, dysentery, and typhus. The graphs also convincingly illustrate the impact of improved hygienic practices at military camps and hospitals, which were aggressively implemented beginning in March 1855. The graphs make apples-to-apples comparisons, representing the same variable (death rates) the same way (area of the wedge).

The graphs are multivariate, integrating a number of key variables so that patterns and relationships in the data can be studied within one context. Deaths resulting from war wounds serve as a compelling benchmark to illustrate the significance of disease, as does the earlier graph for the later graph. The graphs have been corrected based on original data published in Nightingale’s Notes on Matters Affecting the Health, Efficiency and Hospital Administration of the British Army, 1858.

Diagram of the Causes of Mortality in the Army in the East
Confirmation

A technique for preventing unintended actions by requiring verification of the actions before they are performed.\(^1\)

Confirmation is a technique used for critical actions, inputs, or commands. It provides a means for verifying that an action or input is intentional and correct before it is performed. Confirmations are primarily used to prevent a class of errors called slips, which are unintended actions. Confirmations slow task performance, and should be reserved for use with critical or irreversible operations only. When the consequences of an action are not serious, or when actions are completely and easily reversible, confirmations are not needed. There are two basic confirmation techniques: dialog and two-step operation.\(^2\)

Confirmation using a dialog involves establishing a verbal interaction with the person using the system. It is most commonly represented as a dialog box on a software display (e.g., “Are you sure you want to delete all files?”). In this method, dialog boxes directly ask the user if the action was intended and if they would like to proceed. Confirmations should be used sparingly, or people will become frustrated at the frequent interruption and then learn to ignore them. Dialog messages should be concise but detailed enough to accurately convey the implications of the action. The message should end with one question that is structured to be answered Yes or No, or with an action verb that conveys the action to be performed (the use of OK and Cancel should be avoided for confirmations). For less critical confirmations that act more as reminders, an option to disable the confirmation should be provided.

Confirmation using a two-step operation involves a preliminary step that must occur prior to the actual command or input. This is most often used with hardware controls, and is often referred to as an arm/fire operation—first you arm the component, and then you fire (execute) it. For example, a switch cover might have to be lifted in order to activate a switch, two people might have to turn two unique keys in order to launch a nuclear weapon, or a control handle in a spacecraft might have to be rotated and then pushed down in order to be activated. The purpose of the two-step operation is to prevent accidental activation of a critical control. If the operation works only when the two-step sequence has been completed, it is unlikely that the operation will occur accidentally. Two-step operations are commonly used for critical operations in aircraft, nuclear power plants, and other environments involving dangerous operations.

Use confirmations to minimize errors in the performance of critical or irreversible operations. Avoid overusing confirmations to ensure that they are unexpected and uncommon; otherwise, they may be ignored. Use a two-step operation for hardware confirmations, and a dialog box for software confirmations. Permit less critical confirmations to be disabled after an initial confirmation.

See also Constraint, Errors, Forgiveness, and Garbage In–Garbage Out.
Common examples of confirmation strategies include: typing in a password twice to confirm spelling; confirming the intent of an action by clicking the action button (Send) with an option to disable future confirmations; having to remove a lock to open a valve; and having to turn two unique keys to complete a launch circuit.
Consistency

The usability of a system is improved when similar parts are expressed in similar ways.

According to the principle of consistency, systems are more usable and learnable when similar parts are expressed in similar ways. Consistency enables people to efficiently transfer knowledge to new contexts, learn new things quickly, and focus attention on the relevant aspects of a task. There are four kinds of consistency: aesthetic, functional, internal, and external.

Aesthetic consistency refers to consistency of style and appearance (e.g., a company logo that uses a consistent font, color, and graphic). Aesthetic consistency enhances recognition, communicates membership, and sets emotional expectations. For example, Mercedes-Benz vehicles are instantly recognizable because the company consistently features its logo prominently on the hood or grill of its vehicles. The logo has become associated with quality and prestige, and informs people how they should feel about the vehicle—i.e., respected and admired.

Functional consistency refers to consistency of meaning and action (e.g., a traffic light that shows a yellow light before going to red). Functional consistency improves usability and learnability by enabling people to leverage existing knowledge about how the design functions. For example, videocassette recorder control symbols, such as for rewind, play, forward, are now used on devices ranging from slide projectors to MP3 music players. The consistent use of these symbols on new devices enables people to leverage existing knowledge about how the controls function, which makes the new devices easier to use and learn.

Internal consistency refers to consistency with other elements in the system (e.g., signs within a park are consistent with one another). Internal consistency cultivates trust with people; it is an indicator that a system has been designed, and not cobbled together. Within any logical grouping elements should be aesthetically and functionally consistent with one another.

External consistency refers to consistency with other elements in the environment (e.g., emergency alarms are consistent across different systems in a control room). External consistency extends the benefits of internal consistency across multiple, independent systems. It is more difficult to achieve because different systems rarely observe common design standards.

Consider aesthetic and functional consistency in all aspects of design. Use aesthetic consistency to establish unique identities that can be easily recognized. Use functional consistency to simplify usability and ease of learning. Ensure that systems are always internally consistent, and externally consistent to the greatest degree possible. When common design standards exist, observe them.

See also Modularity, Recognition Over Recall, and Similarity.
Restaurant chains frequently use consistency to provide customers with the same experience across many locations. For example, Bob Evans uses the same logo, typefaces, color schemes, menus, staff uniforms, interior design, and architecture across its restaurants. This consistency improves brand recognition, reduces costs, and establishes a relationship with customers that extends beyond any single restaurant.
Constancy

The tendency to perceive objects as unchanging, despite changes in sensory input.¹

People tend to perceive objects as constant and unchanging, despite changes in perspective, lighting, color, or size. For example, a person viewed at a distance produces a smaller image on the retina than that same person up close, but the perception of the size of the person is constant. The ability to perceive objects as having constant properties despite variations in how they are perceived eliminates the need to reinterpret those objects when they are perceived under different conditions. This indicates that perception involves more than simply receiving sensory inputs; rather, it is a process of continuously reconciling sensory inputs with memories about the properties of things in the world. A few examples of constancy include:²

**Size Constancy**—The size of objects is perceived to be constant, even though a change in distance makes objects appear smaller or larger (e.g., a city skyline at a great distance appears small, but the perception of the size of the buildings remains constant).

**Brightness Constancy**—The brightness of objects is perceived to be constant, even though changes in illumination make the objects appear brighter or darker (e.g., a white shirt appears gray in a dark room, but the perception of the color of the shirt remains constant).

**Shape Constancy**—The shape of objects is perceived to be constant, even though changes in perspective make the objects appear to have different shapes (e.g., a wheel from the side appears circular, at an angle it appears elliptical, and from the front it appears rectangular, but the perception of the shape of the wheel remains constant).

**Loudness Constancy**—The loudness of a sound is perceived to be constant, even though a change in distance makes the sound seem softer or louder (e.g., music playing on a radio seems to get softer as you walk away from it, but the perception of the volume of the radio remains constant).

All senses exhibit constancy to some extent. Consider the tendency when designing high-fidelity renderings, simulations, or models of objects and environments. For example, changes in properties like distance, perspective, and illumination should change appropriately for the type of interaction. Use recognizable objects and distance cues to provide size and shape references for unfamiliar objects. Consider illumination levels and background colors in environments when making decisions about color and brightness levels; lighting and color variations in the environment can trick the senses and alter the perception of color.

See also Color, Highlighting, Interference Effects, and Orientation Sensitivity.

¹ Also known as perceptual constancy.
Despite their apparent differences, the pair of circles within the grid blocks are the same color and brightness—a fact easily revealed by covering the areas surrounding the circles.

The perceived differences are caused by correction errors made by the visual processing system, which tries to maintain constancy by offsetting color and brightness variations across different background conditions.
A method of limiting the actions that can be performed on a system.

Constraints limit the possible actions that can be performed on a system. For example, dimming or hiding unavailable software controls constrains the options that can be selected. Proper application of constraints in this fashion makes designs easier to use and dramatically reduces the probability of error during interaction. There are two basic kinds of constraints: physical constraints and psychological constraints.¹

Physical constraints limit the range of possible actions by redirecting physical motion in specific ways. The three kinds of physical constraints are paths, axes, and barriers. Paths convert applied forces into linear or curvilinear motion using channels or grooves (e.g., scroll bar in software user interfaces). Axes convert applied forces into rotary motion, effectively providing a control surface of infinite length in a small space (e.g., a trackball). Barriers absorb or deflect applied forces, thereby halting, slowing, or redirecting the forces around the barrier (e.g., boundaries of a computer screen). Physical constraints are useful for reducing the sensitivity of controls to unwanted inputs, and denying certain kinds of inputs altogether. Paths are useful in situations where the control variable range is relatively small and bounded. Axes are useful in situations where control real estate is limited, or the control variables are very large or unbounded. Barriers are useful for denying errant or undesired actions.

Psychological constraints limit the range of possible actions by leveraging the way people perceive and think about the world. The three kinds of psychological constraints are symbols, conventions, and mappings. Symbols influence behavior by communicating meaning through language, such as the text and icon on a warning sign. Conventions influence behavior based on learned traditions and practices, such as “red means stop, green means go.” Mappings influence behavior based on the perceived relationships between elements. For example, light switches that are close to a set of lights are perceived to be more related than switches that are far away. Symbols are useful for labeling, explaining, and warning using visual, aural, and tactile representation—all three if the message is critical. Conventions indicate common methods of understanding and interacting, and are useful for making systems consistent and easy to use. Mappings are useful for implying what actions are possible based on the visibility, location, and appearance of controls.²

Use constraints in design to simplify usability and minimize errors. Use physical constraints to reduce the sensitivity of controls, minimize unintentional inputs, and prevent or slow dangerous actions. Use psychological constraints to improve the clarity and intuitiveness of a design.

See also Affordance, Archetypes, Control, Errors, Forgiveness, Mapping, and Nudge.

¹ The seminal work on psychological constraints is The Design of Everyday Things by Donald Norman, Doubleday, 1990.
² Note that Norman uses the terms semantic constraints, cultural constraints, and logical constraints.
Contour Bias

A tendency to favor objects with contours over objects with sharp angles or points.

When presented with objects that possess sharp angles or pointed features, a region of the human brain involved in fear processing, the amygdala, is activated. Likely a subconscious mechanism that evolved to detect potential threats, this fear response suggests that angular features influence the way in which objects are affectively and aesthetically perceived. Indeed, in experiments where subjects were presented with otherwise similar angled versus contoured objects (e.g., round-faced watches versus square-faced watches), subjects strongly preferred the more rounded, contoured objects. In some of these experiments, brain activity was observed using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) as subjects indicated their preference. The degree of amygdala activation was proportional to the degree of angularity or sharpness of the object presented, and inversely related to object preference. These effects were observed in both male and female subjects, and suggest an innately rooted contour bias in humans.¹

The picture is more complex, however, than to simply infer that all designs should be made round to increase their appeal. Objects used in the experiments were emotionally neutral. For example, a baby doll was not used for a contour object as it carries with it a set of positive emotional associations and biases, and a knife was not used for an angular object as it carries with it a set of negative emotional associations and biases. It is clear that absent these competing biases and associations, the contour bias is a relevant influencer of overall perception. The degree to which the bias influences perception when competing biases (e.g., baby-face bias) or semantically relevant perceptions (e.g., criminals use knives) are at play is not yet clear. Additionally, objects with pointed features elicited stronger activations in regions of the brain related to associative processing, meaning that although the angular objects were less liked, they elicited a deeper level of processing than did the contoured objects—they were, in effect, more interesting and thought-provoking to look at. This seems consistent with the kind of innate response one would expect from potential threats and suggests a tradeoff between angular and contoured features: Angular objects are more effective at attracting attention and engaging thought; contoured objects are more effective at making a positive emotional and aesthetic impression.

Consider the contour bias in all aspects of design, but especially with regard to objects and environments that are emotionally neutral. Use angular and pointy features to attract attention and provoke thought. Use contoured features to make a positive first impression. Generally, the degree of angularity corresponds with the strength of amygdala activation, so ensure that the angularity of design elements aligns with the design objectives.

See also Archetypes, Baby-Face Bias, Freeze-Flight-Fight-Forfeit, Hunter-Nurturer Fixations, and Threat Detection.

From top left to bottom right, the Alessi il Conico, 9093, 9091, and Mami kettles arranged from most angular to most contoured. At the extremes of this continuum, the il Conico will be most effective at grabbing attention, and the Mami will be most liked generally. The 9093 and 9091 incorporate both angular and contoured features, balancing attention-getting with likeability. Historically, the il Conico and 9093 are Alessi’s best-selling kettles.
Control

The level of control provided by a system should be related to the proficiency and experience levels of the people using the system.

People should be able to exercise control over what a system does, but the level of control should be related to their proficiency and experience using the system. Beginners do best with a reduced amount of control, while experts do best with greater control. A simple example is when children learn to ride a bicycle. Initially, training wheels are helpful in reducing the difficulty of riding by reducing the level of control (e.g., eliminating the need to balance while riding). This allows the child to safely develop basic riding skills with minimal risk of accident or injury. Once the basic skills are mastered, the training wheels get in the way, and hinder performance. As expertise increases, so too does the need for greater control.1

A system can accommodate these varying needs by offering multiple ways to perform a task. For example, novice users of word processors typically save their documents by accessing the File menu and selecting Save, whereas more proficient users typically save their documents using a keyboard shortcut. Both methods achieve the same outcome, but one favors simplicity and structure, while the other favors efficiency and flexibility. This tradeoff is standard when allocating system control. Beginners benefit from structured interactions with minimal choices, typically supported by prompts, constraints, and ready access to help. Experts benefit from less structured interactions that provide more direct access to functions, bypassing the support devices of beginners. Since accommodating multiple methods increases the complexity of the system, the number of methods for any given task should be limited to two—one for beginners, and one for experts.

The need to provide expert shortcuts is limited to systems that are used frequently enough for people to develop expertise. For example, the design of museum kiosks and ATMs should assume that all users are first-time users, and not try to accommodate varying levels of expertise. When systems are used frequently enough for people to develop expertise, it is often useful to provide simple ways to customize the system design. This represents the highest level of control a design can provide. It enables the appearance and configuration of a system to be aligned with personal preferences and level of expertise, and enables the efficiency of use to be fine-tuned according to individual needs over time.

Consider the allocation of control in the design of complex systems. When possible, use a method that is equally simple and efficient for beginners and experts. Otherwise, provide methods specialized for beginners and experts. Conceal expert methods to the extent possible to minimize complexity for beginners. When systems are complex and frequently used, consider designs that can be customized to conform to individual preference and levels of expertise.

See also Constraint, Flexibility-Usability Tradeoff, and Hierarchy of Needs.

---

One method of accommodating variations in proficiency is to provide different methods of interaction for beginners and experts. For example, Macromedia Flash supports novice and expert developers by providing different user modes when writing scripts. Selecting the *Expert Mode* permits unconstrained command entry into the editor field. Selecting *Normal Mode* permits constrained entry only, requiring commands to be entered into specialized fields so that they can be immediately checked for correctness.
Convergence

A process in which similar characteristics evolve independently in multiple systems.

Natural or human-made systems that best approximate optimal strategies afforded by the environment tend to be successful, while systems exhibiting lesser approximations tend to become extinct. This process results in the convergence of form and function over time. The degree of convergence in an environment indicates its stability and receptivity to different kinds of innovation.

In nature, for example, the features of certain early dinosaurs—use of surface area for thermoregulation, and scales as an outer skin—evolved over millions of years to become the birds we see today. The genesis of flight for birds is different from that of other flying organisms such as bats and butterflies, but the set of adaptations for flight in all organisms has converged to just gliding and flapping. In human-created designs, this process can happen more quickly. For example, the design of virtually all automobiles today includes elements such as a four-wheel chassis, steering wheel, and an internal combustion engine—a convergence of form and function in decades versus millions of years.¹

In both cases, the high degree of convergence indicates a stable environment—one that has not changed much over time—and designs that closely approximate the optimal strategies afforded by that environment. The result is a rate of evolution that is slow and incremental, tending toward refinements on existing convergent themes. Contrast this with the life-forms during the Cambrian period (570 million years ago) and dot-com companies of the 1990s; both periods of great diversity and experimentation of system form and function. This low degree of convergence indicates a volatile environment—one that is still changing—with few or no stable optimal strategies around which system designs can converge. The result is a rapid and disruptive rate of evolution, often resulting in new and innovative approaches that depart from previous designs.²

Consider the level of stability and convergence in an environment prior to design. Stable environments with convergent system designs are receptive to minor innovations and refinements but resist radical departures from established designs. Unstable environments with no convergent system designs are receptive to major innovations and experimentation, but offer little guidance as to which designs may or may not be successful. Focus on variations of convergent designs in stable environments, and explore analogies with other environments and systems for guidance when designing for new or unstable environments.³

See also Iteration, Mimicry, and Most Advanced Yet Acceptable.

¹ See, for example, Cats’ Paws and Catapults: Mechanical Worlds of Nature and People by Steven Vogel, W. W. Norton & Company, 2000.


³ Alternatively, environments can be modified. For example, stable environments can be destabilized to promote innovation—e.g., a shift from managed markets to free markets.
Environmental and system analogies often reveal new design possibilities. The set of strategies for flight has converged to just gliding and flapping but expands to include buoyancy and jet propulsion when flight is reconsidered as movement through a fluid. In this case, the degree of convergence still indicates environments that have been stable for some time. New flying systems that do not use one or more of these strategies are unlikely to compete successfully in similar environments.
An activity will be pursued only if its benefits are equal to or greater than the costs.

From a design perspective, the cost-benefit principle is typically used to assess the financial return associated with new features and elements. The cost-benefit principle can also be applied to determine design quality from a user perspective. If the costs associated with interacting with a design outweigh the benefits, the design is poor. If the benefits outweigh the costs, the design is good. For example, walking some distance to see a museum exhibit constitutes a cost. The level of interest in the exhibit constitutes a benefit. Thus, if the level of interest outweighs the cost of the walk, the exhibit design is good.

The quality of every design aspect can be measured using the cost-benefit principle. How much reading is too much to get the point of a message? How many steps are too many to set the time and date of a video recorder? How long is too long for a person to wait for a Web page to download? The answer to all of these questions is that it depends on the benefits of the interaction. For example, the often-cited maximum acceptable download time for pages on the Internet is ten seconds. However, the acceptability of download time is a function of the benefits provided by the downloaded page. A high-benefit page can more than compensate for the cost of a download taking longer than ten seconds. Conversely, a low-benefit page cannot compensate the cost of any download time.

Reducing interaction costs does improve the quality of the design, but to simply design within cost limits without consideration of the interaction benefits misses the point of design altogether—i.e., to provide benefit.

A common mistake regarding application of the cost-benefit principle is to presume which aspects of a system will be perceived as costs, and which will be perceived as benefits. For example, new design features or elements that excite designers are often never used or even noticed by people who interact with the design. In many cases, such features and elements increase the design's interaction costs by adding complexity to the system. In order to avoid this, observe people interacting with the design or similar designs in the actual target environment. Focus groups and usability tests are valuable in assessing the cost-benefits of a design during development, when natural observation is not possible.

Consider the cost-benefit principle in all aspects of design. Do not make design decisions based on cost parameters alone without due consideration of the benefits realized from interactions. Verify cost-benefit perceptions of target populations through careful observations, focus groups, and usability tests.

See also 80/20 Rule, Aesthetic-Usability Effect, and Expectation Effect.
From a user perspective, Internet advertising via pop-up windows is all cost and no benefit. If the advertisements were properly designed to minimize cost and maximize benefit, people would be more likely to pay attention and form positive associations.

These banner advertisements demonstrate one method of improving the cost-benefit of Internet advertising: creative interactivity. Whether shooting viruses, playing slots, or engaging in word play, these advertisements use entertainment to compensate people for their time and attention.
Defensible Space

A space that has territorial markers, opportunities for surveillance, and clear indications of activity and ownership.

Defensible spaces are used to deter crime. A defensible space is an area such as a neighborhood, house, park, or office that has features that convey ownership and afford easy and frequent surveillance. These features allow residents to establish control over their private and community property, and ultimately deter criminal activity. There are three key features of defensible spaces: territoriality, surveillance, and symbolic barriers.¹

**Territoriality** is the establishment of clearly defined spaces of ownership. Common territorial features include community markers and gates to cultivate a community identity and mark the collective territory of residents; visible boundaries such as walls, hedges, and fences to create private yards; and privatization of public services so that residents must take greater personal responsibility and ownership (e.g., private trash cans instead of public dumpsters). These territorial elements explicitly assign custodial responsibility of a space to residents, and communicate to outsiders that the space is owned and protected.

**Surveillance** is the monitoring of the environment during normal daily activities. Common surveillance features include external lighting; windows and doors that open directly to the outside of first-floor dwellings; mailboxes located in open and well-trafficked areas; and well-maintained courtyards, playgrounds, and walkways that increase pedestrian activity and casual surveillance. These features make it more difficult for people to engage in unnoticed activities.

**Symbolic barriers** are objects placed in the environment to create the perception that a person’s space is cared for and worthy of defense. Common symbolic barriers include picnic tables, swings, flowers, and lawn furniture—any symbol that conveys that the owner of the property is actively involved in using and maintaining the property. Note that when items that are atypical for a community are displayed, it can sometimes symbolize affluence and act as a lure rather than a barrier. Therefore, the appropriateness of various kinds of symbolic barriers must be considered within the context of a particular community.²

Incorporate defensible space features in the design of residences, offices, industrial facilities, and communities to deter crime. Clearly mark territories to indicate ownership and responsibility; increase opportunities for surveillance and reduce environmental elements that allow concealment; reduce unassigned open spaces and services; and use typical symbolic barriers to indicate activity and use.

See also Control, Prospect-Refuge, Visibility, and Wayfinding.

¹ The seminal works on defensible space are *Defensible Space: People and Design in the Violent City*, Macmillan, 1972; and *Creating Defensible Space*, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1996, both by Oscar Newman.

Elements that indicate ownership and improve surveillance enhance the defensibility of a space. In this case, the addition of community markers and gating indicates a territory that is owned by the community; improved lighting and public benches increase opportunities for casual surveillance; and local fences, doormats, shrubbery, and other symbolic barriers clearly convey that the space is owned and maintained.


Depth of Processing

A phenomenon of memory in which information that is analyzed deeply is better recalled than information that is analyzed superficially.¹

Thinking hard about information improves the likelihood that the information will be recalled at a later time. For example, consider two tasks that involve interacting with and recalling the same information. In the first task, a group of people is asked to locate a keyword in a list and circle it. In the second task, another group of people is asked to locate a keyword in a list, circle it, and then define it. After a brief time, both groups are asked to recall the keywords from the tasks. The group that performed the second task will have better recall of the keywords because they had to analyze the keywords at a deeper level than the group in the first task; they had to think harder about the information.²

This phenomenon of memory results from the two ways in which information is processed, known as maintenance rehearsal and elaborative rehearsal. Maintenance rehearsal simply repeats the same kind of analysis that has already been carried out. For example, people often use maintenance rehearsal when they repeat a phone number back to themselves to help them remember; no additional analysis is performed on the phone number. Elaborative rehearsal involves a deeper, more meaningful analysis of the information. For example, people engage in elaborative rehearsal when they read a text passage and then have to answer questions about the meaning of the passage; additional analysis as to word and sentence meaning require additional thought. Generally, elaborative rehearsal results in recall performance that is two to three times better than maintenance rehearsal.³

The key determining factors as to how deeply information is processed are the distinctiveness of the information, the relevance of the information, and the degree to which the information is elaborated. Distinctiveness refers to the uniqueness of the information relative to surrounding information and previous experience. Relevance refers to the degree to which the information is perceived to be important. The degree of elaboration refers to how much thought is required to interpret and understand the information. Generally, deep processing of information that involves these factors will result in the best possible recall and retention of information.⁴

Consider depth of processing in design contexts where recall and retention of information is important. Use unique presentation and interesting activities to engage people to deeply process information. Use case studies, examples, and other devices to make information relevant to an audience. Note that deep processing requires more concentration and effort than mere exposure (e.g., classroom lecture), and therefore frequent periods of rest should be incorporated into the presentation and tasks.

See also Advance Organizer, Mnemonic Device, Picture Superiority Effect, and von Restorff Effect.
The more deeply learners process information, the better they learn. Depth of processing is improved through the use of multiple presentation media and learning activities that engage learners in elaborative rehearsal—as in this e-learning course by Kaplan EduNeering.
Design by Committee

A design process based on consensus building, group decision making, and extensive iteration.

It is a commonly held view that good design results when projects are driven by an autocratic leader, and bad design results when projects are driven by democratized groups.\(^1\) Many find this notion of an alpha leader romantically appealing, believing that great design requires a tyrannical “Steve Jobs” at the helm to be successful. This notion is, at best, an oversimplification, and in many cases it is simply incorrect.

Design by dictator is preferred when projects are time-driven, requirements are relatively straightforward, consequences of error are tolerable, and stakeholder buy-in is unimportant. It should be noted that with the exception of inventors, celebrity designers, and entrepreneurial start-ups, virtually all modern design is at some level design by committee (e.g., clients, brand managers, etc.). The belief that great design typically comes from dictators is more myth than reality.

Design by committee is preferred when projects are quality-driven, requirements are complex, consequences of error are serious, or stakeholder buy-in is important. For example, NASA employs a highly bureaucratized design process for each mission, involving numerous working groups, review committees, and layers of review from teams of various specializations. The process is slow and expensive, but the complexity of the requirements is high, the consequences of error are severe, and the need for stakeholder buy-in is critical. Virtually every aspect of mission technology is a product of design by committee.

Design by committee is optimal when committee members are diverse, bias and influence among committee members is minimized, local decision-making authority is encouraged operating within an agreed upon global framework, member input and contributions are efficiently collected and shared, ideal group sizes are employed (working groups contain three members, whereas review boards and decision-making panels contain seven to twelve members), and a simple governance model is adopted to facilitate decision making and ensure that the design process cannot be delayed or deadlocked.\(^2\)

Consider design by committee when quality, error mitigation, and stakeholder acceptance are primary factors. Consider design by dictator when an aggressive timeline is the primary factor. Favor some form of design by committee for most projects, as it generally outperforms design by dictator on most critical measures with lower overall risk of failure—bad dictators are at least as common as good dictators, and design by dictator tends to lack the error correction and organizational safety nets of committee-based approaches. Autocracy is linear and fast, but risky and prone to error. Democracy is iterative and slow, but careful and resistant to error. Both models have their place depending on the circumstances.\(^3\)

See also Development Cycle, Iteration, and Most Advanced Yet Acceptable.

---


3 For a popular treatment of the power of group- and committee-based decision making, see *The Wisdom of Crowds* by James Surowiecki, Anchor, 2005.
The striking original design for Freedom Tower (left) came from Daniel Libeskind using a design process that can be aptly characterized as design by dictator. However, the requirements of the building that would take the place of the World Trade Center towers were extraordinarily complex, the consequences of getting the design wrong unacceptable, and the number of passionate stakeholders great. Given these conditions, Freedom Tower was destined to be designed by committee. As the design iterated through the various commercial, engineering, security, and political factions, idiosyncrasies were averaged out—a standard byproduct of design by committee. The final design (right) is less visually interesting, but it is, by definition, a superior design.
Desire Line

Traces of use or wear that indicate preferred methods of interaction with an object or environment.¹

Desire lines generally refer to worn paths where people naturally walk—the beaten path that trails off the sidewalk, usually as a shortcut to a destination—but can be applied more broadly to any signs or traces of user activity in an object or environment. The implicit claim of desire lines is that they represent an unbiased indication of how an object or environment is actually used by people, which is valuable information that can be applied to the design or, in some cases, redesign of the object or environment. For example, the reconstruction of paths in New York City’s Central Park was based on paving desire lines that were created over many years by park visitors, versus simply repaving the existing paths.²

Landscape architects are increasingly embracing desire lines from the outset, allowing desire lines to emerge in parks and campuses over a period of many months, and then paving the lines to make permanent walkways. The approach is certainly preferable to the more common alternative: Attempt to predict how people will navigate a landscape, render the projected paths permanent with gravel or concrete, and then when it is discovered that real-world use differs from anticipated use, erect barriers or offer incentives to enforce the original errant design—a strategy that, aside from making a bad situation worse, often fails.

Desire lines have applications beyond the design of walkways. Traces of use or wear indicate frequency of real-world use generally, and are an important consideration in the design of any object or environment. For example, typing on a traditional keyboard forces the wrists into a position that often results in repetitive strain injury (RSI). To address this, several manufacturers have introduced keyboards that split in the middle, eliminating the need to cock the wrist and allowing each hand to assume a more natural position. In this case, the traces of use and wear are on the tendons and nerves of the user’s wrists and hands, and the desire line is the natural position of the user’s wrists and hands when typing. Other examples include text fields in a standardized form that are repeatedly filled incorrectly, usage activity on websites, and online voting systems where users can indicate their like or dislike for a particular item of information (e.g., Digg).³

Consider desire lines in projects that emphasize usability. When possible, use creative methods to detect desire lines prior to finalizing design specifications. When desire lines emerge after a design has been implemented, they do so due to an overriding user preference or improvement in efficiency. If the cost of the desire line is nominal, consider leaving it alone. If the cost is significant, it is generally more cost-beneficial to modify the design to incorporate and leverage the desire line than to attempt to subvert its use.

See also Affordance, Entry Point, Mapping, and Performance Load.

¹ Also known as Desire Path.

A “heat map” generated by the website...
A “heat map” generated by the website tracking service Crazy Egg. The map indicates desire lines using a heat metaphor, showing which areas of a site are “hot” with activity and which areas are “cold” with inactivity.

A classic example of a desire line that cuts through a paved bend in a park.
Development Cycle

Successful products typically follow four stages of creation: requirements, design, development, and testing.

All products progress sequentially through basic stages of creation. Understanding and using effective practices for each stage allows designers to maximize a product's probability of success. There are four basic stages of creation for all products: requirements, design, development, and testing.\(^1\)

Requirements
In formal processes, requirements are gathered through market research, customer feedback, focus groups, and usability testing. Informally, design requirements are often derived from direct knowledge or experience. Design requirements are best obtained through controlled interactions between designers and members of the target audience, and not simply by asking people what they want or like—often they do not know, or cannot clearly articulate their needs.

Design
This stage is where design requirements are translated into a form that yields a set of specifications. The goal is to meet the design requirements, though an implicit goal is to do so in a unique fashion. Excellent design is usually accomplished through careful research of existing or analogous solutions, active brainstorming of many diverse participants, ample use of prototyping, and many iterations of trying, testing, and tuning concepts. A design that is appreciably the same at the beginning and end of this stage is probably not much of a design.

Development
The development stage is where design specifications are transformed into an actual product. The goal of development is to precisely meet the design specifications. Two basic quality control strategies are used to accomplish this: reduce variability in the materials, creations of parts, and assembly of parts; and verify that specifications are being maintained throughout the development process.

Testing
The testing stage is where the product is tested to ensure that it meets design requirements and specifications, and will be accepted by the target audience. Testing at this stage generally focuses on the quality of modules and their integration, real-world performance (real contexts, real users), and ease and reliability of installation.

Gather requirements through controlled interactions with target audiences, rather than simple feedback or speculation by team members. Use research, brainstorming, prototyping, and iterative design to achieve optimal designs. Minimize variability in products and processes to improve quality. Test all aspects of the design to the degree possible.

See also Design by Committee, Hierarchy of Needs, Iteration, Life Cycle, and Prototyping

Although progress through the development cycle is sequential, it can be linear or iterative. The linear model (also known as the waterfall model) proceeds through the development cycle once, completing each stage before proceeding to the next. The iterative model (also known as the spiral model) proceeds through the development cycle multiple times, completing an increasing percentage of each stage with each iteration.

The linear model is preferred when requirements and specifications are exact and unchanging, and the cost of iteration is prohibitive. In all other cases, the iterative model is preferred.
Entry Point

A point of physical or attentional entry into a design.

People do judge books by their covers, Internet sites by their first pages, and buildings by their lobbies. This initial impression of a system or environment greatly influences subsequent perceptions and attitudes, which then affects the quality of subsequent interactions. This impression is largely formed at the entry point to a system or environment. For example, entering many Internet sites entails going through a slow-loading splash screen, followed by a slow-loading main page, followed by several pop-up windows with advertisements—all this to enter a site that may or may not have the information the person was looking for. Such errors in entry point design annoy visitors who make it through, or deter visitors altogether. Either way, it does not promote additional interaction. The key elements of good entry point design are minimal barriers, points of prospect, and progressive lures.1

Minimal Barriers
Barriers should not encumber entry points. Examples of barriers to entry are highly trafficked parking lots, noisy displays with many unnecessary elements, salespeople standing at the doors of retail stores, or anything that impedes people from getting to and moving through an entry point. Barriers can be aesthetic as well as functional in nature. For example, a poorly maintained building front or landscape is an aesthetic barrier to entry.

Points of Prospect
Entry points should allow people to become oriented and clearly survey available options. Points of prospect include store entrances that provide a clear view of store layout and aisle signs, or Internet pages that provide good orientation cues and navigation options. Points of prospect should provide sufficient time and space for a person to review options with minimal distraction or disruption—i.e., people should not feel hurried or crowded by their surroundings or other people.

Progressive Lures
Lures should be used to attract and pull people through the entry point. Progressive lures can be compelling headlines from the front page of a newspaper, greeters at restaurants, or the display of popular products or destinations (e.g., restrooms) just beyond the entry point of a store. Progressive lures get people to incrementally approach, enter, and move through the entry point.

Maximize the effectiveness of the entry point in a design by reducing barriers, establishing clear points of prospect, and using progressive lures. Provide sufficient time and space for people to review opportunities for interaction at the entry point. Consider progressive lures like highlighting, entry point greeters, and popular offerings visibly located beyond the entry point to get people to enter and progress through.

See also Immersion, Prospect-Refuge, and Wayfinding.

Apple Computer retail stores maintain the high standards of design excellence for which Apple is known. The stores appear more like museums than retail shops, creating tempting visual spectacles that are hard to pass by.

The redesign of the Wall Street Journal creates a clear entry point to each edition by highlighting the region of the page containing news summaries. The summaries also act as a point of prospect, allowing readers to quickly scan for stories of interest with no competing visual barriers. Page references on select summaries act as progressive lures, leading readers to the full articles in different sections of the paper.

Apple Retail Store
Level 1

A glass front eliminates visual barriers.

A large point of prospect is provided after entry to support orientation and decision making.

The use of glass minimizes visual barriers.

Products line the periphery of the space, offering clear options from the point of prospect.

A small set of glass stairs at the entry point acts as a lure, creating the impression of entering a special place.

A large glass staircase acts as a secondary lure, creating the impression of entering another special space.
Errors

An action or omission of action yielding an unintended result.

Most accidents are thought to be caused by what is referred to as human error, yet most accidents are actually due to design errors rather than errors of human operation. An understanding of the causes of errors suggests specific design strategies that can greatly reduce their frequency and severity. There are two basic types of errors: slips and mistakes.¹

Slips are sometimes referred to as errors of action or errors of execution, and occur when an action is not what was intended. For example, a slip occurs when a person dials a frequently dialed phone number when intending to dial a different number. Slips are the result of automatic, unconscious processes, and frequently result from a change of routine or an interruption of an action. For example, a person forgets their place in a procedure when interrupted by a phone call.²

Minimize slips by providing clear feedback on actions. Make error messages clear, and include the consequences of the error, as well as corrective actions, if possible. Position controls to prevent accidental activation of functions that may have detrimental consequences. When this is not possible, use confirmations to interrupt the flow and verify the action. Consider the use of affordances and constraints to influence actions.

Mistakes are sometimes referred to as errors of intention or errors of planning, and occur when an intention is inappropriate. For example, a mistake occurs when a nurse interprets an alarm incorrectly and then administers the incorrect medicine. Mistakes are caused by conscious mental processes, and frequently result from stress or decision-making biases. For example, a person is biased to select only from visible options.

Minimize mistakes by increasing situational awareness and reducing environmental noise. Make key indicators and controls visible within one eyespan whenever possible. Reduce stress and cognitive load by minimizing the auditory and visual noise. Provide just enough feedback to accomplish warnings and other functions, and no more. Consider the use of confirmations that require multiple steps to verify the intention of highly critical tasks. Train on error recovery and troubleshooting, emphasizing communication with other team members.

Finally, always incorporate the principle of forgiveness into a design. Forgiveness refers to the use of design elements to reduce the frequency and severity of errors when they occur, enhancing the design’s safety and usability.

See also Affordance, Confirmation, Constraint, and Forgiveness.


² Note that there are many different error taxonomies. A nice review and discussion regarding the various taxonomies is found in Human Error by James Reason, Cambridge University Press, 1990. A very readable and interesting treatment of human error is Set Phasers on Stun and Other True Tales of Design, Technology, and Human Error by Steven Casey, Aegean Publishing Company, 1998.
Two Types of Slips

**Action**

- **CAUSES**: Changes to repetitive tasks or habits
- **SOLUTIONS**: Provide clear and distinctive feedback
  - Use confirmations for critical tasks
  - Consider constraints, affordances, and mappings
- **EXAMPLE**: Confirmations are useful for disrupting behaviors and verifying intent

**Attention**

- **CAUSES**: Distractions and interruptions
- **SOLUTIONS**: Provide clear orientation and status cues
  - Use highlighting to focus attention
  - Use alarms to attract attention for critical situations
- **EXAMPLE**: Clear orientation and status cues are useful for enabling the easy resumption of interrupted procedures

Three Types of Mistakes

**Perception**

- **CAUSES**: Incomplete or ambiguous feedback
- **SOLUTIONS**: Improve situational awareness
  - Provide clear and distinctive feedback
  - Track and display historical system behaviors
- **EXAMPLE**: Historical displays are useful for revealing trends that are not detectable in point-in-time displays

**Decision**

- **CAUSES**: Stress, decision biases, and overconfidence
- **SOLUTIONS**: Minimize information and environmental noise
  - Use checklists and decision trees
  - Train on error recovery and troubleshooting
- **EXAMPLE**: Decision trees and checklists are useful decision-making and troubleshooting tools, especially in times of stress

**Knowledge**

- **CAUSES**: Lack of knowledge and poor communication
- **SOLUTIONS**: Use memory and decision aids
  - Standardize naming and operational conventions
  - Train using case studies and simulations
- **EXAMPLE**: Memory mnemonics are useful strategies for remembering critical information in emergency situations
Expectation Effect

A phenomenon in which perception and behavior changes as a result of personal expectations or the expectations of others.

The expectation effect refers to ways in which expectations affect perception and behavior. Generally, when people are aware of a probable or desired outcome, their perceptions and behavior are affected in some way. A few examples of this phenomenon include:

- **Halo Effect**—Employers rate the performance of certain employees more highly than others based on their overall positive impression of those employees.

- **Hawthorne Effect**—Employees are more productive based on their belief that changes made to the environment will increase productivity.

- **Pygmalion Effect**—Students perform better or worse based on the expectations of their teacher.

- **Placebo Effect**—Patients experience treatment effects based on their belief that a treatment will work.

- **Rosenthal Effect**—Teachers treat students differently based on their expectations of how students will perform.

- **Demand Characteristics**—Participants in an experiment or interview provide responses and act in ways that they believe are expected by the experimenter or interviewer.

The expectation effect demonstrates that expectations can greatly influence perceptions and behavior. For example, tell a large group of people that a new product will change their lives, and a significant number will find their lives changed—the belief is simply a device that helps create the change. Once a person believes something will happen, the belief alone creates that possibility. Unfortunately, this can have a negative impact on the ability to accurately measure a design’s success. Since designers are naturally biased toward their designs, they often unintentionally influence test subjects through words or actions, or may omit certain results in order to corroborate their expectations. Test subjects often respond by seeking to meet the expectations communicated to them.

Consider the expectation effect when introducing and promoting a design. When trying to persuade, set expectations in a credible fashion for the target audience rather than letting them form their own unbiased conclusions. When evaluating a design, use proper test procedures to avoid biases resulting from the expectation effect.

See also Exposure Effect, Framing, and Uncertainty Principle.
The expectation effect can influence perception and behavior, but the changes are temporary. For example, the marker along the time axis indicates the point at which an expectation was set. A change in performance may be observed as a result (e.g., increased productivity) but usually reverts back to baseline.

A credible presentation will generate an expectation effect in about 30 percent of any given audience. Keeping the claims and outcomes vague often helps—a believing person is biased to interpret ambiguous effects in accordance with their expectations. This technique was used to sell snake oil solutions, and is still widely used to sell astrology, psychic predictions, and things such as fad diets.

SAGITTARIUS

November 23–December 21
It’s a favorable time for real estate, investments, and moneymaking opportunities to be successful. Romance could develop through social activities or short trips. Don’t expect new acquaintances to be completely honest about themselves. Your lucky day this week will be Sunday.
Exposure Effect

Repeated exposure to stimuli for which people have neutral feelings will increase the likeability of the stimuli.¹

The exposure effect occurs when stimuli are repeatedly presented and, as a result, are increasingly well liked and accepted. For example, the more a song or slogan is repeated, the more popular it is likely to become; a phenomenon exploited by both radio and television networks. The exposure effect applies only to stimuli that are perceived as neutral or positive. Repeated exposures to an offending stimulus may actually amplify the negative perception, rather than remedy it. The exposure effect is observed with music, paintings, drawings, images, people, and advertisements.²

The strongest exposure effects are seen with photographs, meaningful words, names, and simple shapes; the smallest effects are seen with icons, people, and auditory stimuli. The exposure effect gradually weakens as the number of presentations increases—probably due to boredom. Complex and interesting stimuli tend to amplify the effect, whereas simple and boring stimuli tend to weaken it. Interestingly, the longer a stimulus is exposed, the weaker the exposure effect. The strongest effect is achieved when exposures are so brief or subtle that they are subliminal (not consciously processed), or when they are separated by a delay.³

Familiarity plays a primary role in aesthetic appeal and acceptance; people like things more when frequently exposed to them. For example, the initial resistance by many people to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial was primarily caused by a lack of familiarity with its minimalist, abstract design. Similar resistance was experienced by Pablo Picasso with his Cubist works, Gustave Eiffel with the Eiffel Tower, Frank Lloyd Wright with the Guggenheim Museum, and many others whose works are today widely accepted as brilliant and beautiful. As the level of exposure to these works increased with time, familiarity with the works also increased and resulted in greater acceptance and popularity.

Use the exposure effect to strengthen advertising and marketing campaigns, enhance the perceived credibility and aesthetic of designs, and generally improve the way people think and feel about a message or product. Keep the exposures brief, and separate them with periods of delay. The exposure effect will be strongest for the first ten exposures; therefore, focus resources on early presentations for maximum benefit. Expect and prepare for resistance to a design if it is significantly different from the norm.

See also Classical Conditioning, Cognitive Dissonance, Framing, Priming, and Stickiness.
The exposure effect has always been a primary tool of propagandists. Ubiquitous positive depictions, such as those of Vladimir Lenin, are commonly used to increase the likeability and support of political leaders. Similar techniques are used in marketing, advertising, and electoral campaigns.
Face-ism Ratio

The ratio of face to body in an image that influences the way the person in the image is perceived.¹

Images depicting a person with a high face-ism ratio—the face takes up most of the image—focus attention on the person’s intellectual and personality attributes. Images depicting a person in a low face-ism ratio—the body takes up most of the image—focus attention on the physical and sensual attributes of the person. The face-ism ratio is calculated by dividing the distance from the top of the head to the bottom of the chin (head height) by the distance from the top of the head to the lowest visible part of the body (total visible height). An image without a face would have a face-ism ratio of 0.00, and an image with only a face would have a face-ism ratio of 1.00. Irrespective of gender, people rate individuals in high face-ism images as being more intelligent, dominant, and ambitious than individuals in low face-ism images.

The term face-ism originated from research on gender bias in the media. It was found that images of men in magazines, movies, and other media have significantly higher face-ism ratios than images of women. This appears true across most cultures, and is thought to reflect gender-stereotypical beliefs regarding the characteristics of men and women. While there is little consensus as to why this is the case, it is likely the result of unconscious processes resulting from a mix of biological and cultural factors. In one experiment, for example, male and female college students were randomly assigned a task to draw either a man or a woman. The students were told they would be evaluated on their drawing skills, and were given no additional instructions. Both genders drew men with prominent and detailed faces, and drew women with full bodies and minimally detailed faces.²

Consider face-ism in the representation of people in photographs and drawings. When the design objective requires more thoughtful interpretations or associations, use images with high face-ism ratios. When the design objective requires more ornamental interpretations or associations, use images with low-face-ism ratios. Note that the interpretations of the images will be the same irrespective of the subject’s or viewer’s gender.

See also Attractiveness Bias, Baby-Face Bias, Classical Conditioning, Framing, and Waist-to-Hip Ratio.

¹ The term face-ism is used by some researchers to refer to the tendency of the media to represent men in high face-ism images, and women in low face-ism images—also referred to as body-ism.

The effect of face-ism is evident in these photographs. The high face-ism photograph emphasizes more cerebral or personality-related attributes like intelligence and ambition. The lower face-ism photographs emphasize more physical attributes like sensuality and physical attractiveness.
Factor of Safety

The use of more elements than is thought to be necessary to offset the effects of unknown variables and prevent system failure.1

Design requires dealing with unknowns. No matter how knowledgeable the designer and how thoroughly researched the design specification, basic assumptions about unknowns of one kind or another are inevitable in every design process. Factors of safety are used to offset the potential effects of these unknowns. This is achieved by adding materials and components to the system in order to make the design exceed the specification that is believed to be necessary to meet the design requirements. For example, designing an Internet service that can support one thousand users is straightforward. However, to account for unanticipated uses of the service (e.g., downloading large files), the design specification can be multiplied by a safety factor (e.g., three). In this case, a safety factor of three would mean that the service would be rated to support one thousand users, but actually designed to support three times that many, or three thousand users.

The size of the safety factor corresponds directly to the level of ignorance of the design parameters. The greater the ignorance, the greater the safety factor. For example, structures that are well understood and made of materials of consistent quality, such as steel and concrete structures, typically use a safety factor ranging from two to four. Structures that are well understood and made of materials of varying quality, such as wood, may use a safety factor ranging from four to eight. When ignorance is combined with materials of varying quality, the safety factor can get quite large. For example, the designers of the Great Pyramid at Giza unknowingly applied a safety factor of over twenty.2

Increasing the safety factor in a design translates into the addition of elements (e.g., materials). More elements means more cost. New designs must typically have large factors of safety because the number of unknowns is great. If a design performs reliably over time, confidence that the unknowns in the system have been managed combines with the pressure to reduce costs, and typically leads to a “tuning” process to reduce elements and lower the safety factor. Unfortunately, this process usually continues until an accident or failure occurs, at which point cost considerations become secondary and safety factors are again increased.3

Use safety factors to minimize the probability of failure in a design. Apply them in proportion to the ignorance of the design parameters and the severity of the consequences of failure. Reduce safety factors with caution, especially when specifications extend beyond design precedents. Observe the rated capacity of a system when making decisions that stress system limits, and not the designed capacity (capacity including factors of safety), except in cases of emergency.

See also Design by Committee, Errors, Modularity, Structural Forms, and Weakest Link.

1 Also known as factor of ignorance.

2 Note that different elements within a system can observe different factors of safety. For example, a wing on an aircraft may apply a factor of safety that is much greater than the factor of safety applied to less critical elements.

3 See, for example, To Engineer Is Human: The Role of Failure in Successful Design, Macmillan, 1985; and Design Paradigms: Case Histories of Error and Judgment in Engineering, Cambridge University Press, 1994, both by Henry Petroski.
The O-ring design of the space shuttle Challenger’s solid rocket booster was designed to have a safety factor of three. However, low temperatures contributed to the erosion of O-rings in past launches and, consequently, to the erosion of this safety factor; at low temperatures, the safety factor was well below three. On the morning of January 28, 1986, the temperature at the launch pad was 36 degrees F (2.2 degrees C)—the lowest launch temperature to date. Despite the objections of several engineers, the decision to proceed with the launch was based largely on the belief that the safety factor was sufficient to offset any low-temperature risks. Catastrophic failure occurred shortly after launch.
Feedback Loop

A relationship between variables in a system where the consequences of an event feed back into the system as input, modifying the event in the future.

Every action creates an equal and opposite reaction. When reactions loop back to affect themselves, a feedback loop is created. All real-world systems are compose of many such interacting feedback loops—animals, machines, businesses, and ecosystems, to name a few. There are two types of feedback loops: positive and negative. Positive feedback amplifies system output, resulting in growth or decline. Negative feedback dampens output, stabilizing the system around an equilibrium point.¹

Positive feedback loops are effective for creating change, but generally result in negative consequences if not moderated by negative feedback loops. For example, in response to head and neck injuries in football in the 1950s, designers created plastic football helmets with internal padding to replace leather helmets. The helmets provided more protection, but induced players to take increasingly greater risks when tackling. More head and neck injuries occurred than before. By concentrating on the problem in isolation (e.g., not considering changes in player behavior) designers inadvertently created a positive feedback loop in which players used their head and neck in increasingly risky ways. This resulted in more injuries, which resulted in additional redesigns that made the helmet shells harder and more padded, and so on.²

Negative feedback loops are effective for resisting change. For example, the Segway Human Transporter uses negative feedback loops to maintain equilibrium. As a rider leans forward or backward, the Segway accelerates or decelerates to keep the system in equilibrium. To achieve this smoothly, the Segway makes one hundred adjustments every second. Given the high adjustment rate, the oscillations around the point of equilibrium are so small as to not be detectable. However, if fewer adjustments were made per second, the oscillations would increase in size and the ride would become increasingly jerky.

A key lesson of feedback loops is that things are connected—changing one variable in a system will affect other variables in that system and other systems. This is important because it means that designers must not only consider particular elements of a design, but also their relation to the design as a whole and the greater environment. Consider positive feedback loops to perturb systems to change, but include negative feedback loops to prevent runaway behaviors that lead to system failure. Consider negative feedback loops to stabilize systems, but be cautious in that too much negative feedback in a system can lead to stagnation.³

See also Convergence, Errors, and Shaping.


The design history of the football helmet is a classic example of positive feedback. Positive feedback loops will eventually collapse, or taper to an S-shaped curve if limited by some other factor, such as new rules penalizing the use of helmets in tackling.

Negative feedback loops are used to stabilize systems—in this case, to balance the Segway and its rider. Negative feedback loops are applied similarly in thermostatic systems and fly-by-wire controls in aircraft. Negative feedback loops assume a goal state, or oscillate around a goal state if there are delays between the variables in the loop.
Fibonacci Sequence

A sequence of numbers in which each number is the sum of the preceding two.

A Fibonacci sequence is a sequence of numbers in which each number is the sum of the two preceding numbers (e.g., 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13). Patterns exhibiting the sequence are commonly found in natural forms, such as the petals of flowers, spirals of galaxies, and bones in the human hand. The ubiquity of the sequence in nature has led many to conclude that patterns based on the Fibonacci sequence are intrinsically aesthetic and, therefore, worthy of consideration in design.1

Fibonacci patterns are found in many classic works, including classic poetry, art, music, and architecture. For example, it has been argued that Virgil used Fibonacci sequences to structure the poetry in the *Aeneid*. Fibonacci sequences are found in the musical compositions of Mozart’s sonatas and Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. Le Corbusier meshed key measures of the human body and Fibonacci sequences to develop the *Modulor*, a classic system of architectural proportions and measurements to aid designers in achieving practical and harmonious designs.2

Fibonacci sequences are generally used in concert with the golden ratio, a principle to which it is closely related. For example, the division of any two adjacent numbers in a Fibonacci sequence yields an approximation of the golden ratio. Approximations are rough for early numbers in the sequence but increasingly accurate as the sequence progresses. As with the golden ratio, debate continues as to the aesthetic value of Fibonacci patterns. Are such patterns considered aesthetic because people find them to be more aesthetic or because people have been taught to believe they are aesthetic? Research on the aesthetics of the golden ratio tends to favor the former, but little empirical research exists on the aesthetics of non-golden Fibonacci patterns.3

The Fibonacci sequence continues to be one of the most influential patterns in mathematics and design. Consider Fibonacci sequences when developing interesting compositions, geometric patterns, and organic motifs and contexts, especially when they involve rhythms and harmonies among multiple elements. Do not contrive designs to incorporate Fibonacci sequences, but also do not forego opportunities to explore Fibonacci relationships when other aspects of the design are not compromised.

See also Aesthetic-Usability Effect, Golden Ratio, and Most Average Facial Appearance Effect.
Le Corbusier derived two Fibonacci sequences based on key features of the human form to create the Modulor. The sequences purportedly represent a set of ideal measurements to aid designers in achieving practical and harmonious proportions in design. Golden ratios were calculated by dividing each number in the sequence by its preceding number (indicated by horizontal lines).
Figure-Ground Relationship

Elements are perceived as either figures (objects of focus) or ground (the rest of the perceptual field).

The figure-ground relationship is one of several principles referred to as Gestalt principles of perception. It asserts that the human perceptual system separates stimuli into either figure elements or ground elements. Figure elements are the objects of focus, and ground elements compose an undifferentiated background. This relationship can be demonstrated with both visual stimuli, such as photographs, and auditory stimuli, such as soundtracks with dialog and background music.\(^1\)

When the figure and ground of a composition are clear, the relationship is stable; the figure element receives more attention and is better remembered than the ground. In unstable figure-ground relationships, the relationship is ambiguous and can be interpreted in different ways; the interpretation of elements alternates between figure and ground.

The visual cues that determine which elements will be perceived as figure and which as ground are:

- The figure has a definite shape, whereas the ground is shapeless.
- The ground continues behind the figure.
- The figure seems closer with a clear location in space, whereas the ground seems farther away and has no clear location in space.
- Elements below a horizon line are more likely to be perceived as figures, whereas elements above a horizon line are more likely to be perceived as ground.
- Elements in the lower regions of a design are more likely to be perceived as figures, whereas elements in the upper regions are more likely to be perceived as ground.\(^2\)

Clearly differentiate between figure and ground in order to focus attention and minimize perceptual confusion. Ensure that designs have stable figure-ground relationships by incorporating the appropriate visual cues listed above. Increase the probability of recall of key elements by making them figures in the composition.

See also Gutenberg Principle, Law of Prägnanz, Top-Down Lighting Bias, and Visuospatial Resonance.

---

\(^1\) The seminal work on the figure-ground relationship is “Synoplevede Figurer” [Figure and Ground] by Edgar Rubin, Gyldendalske, 1915, translated and reprinted in Readings in Perception by David C. Beardslee and Michael Werth-eimer, D. Van Nostrand, 1958, p. 194–203.

The Rubin vase is unstable because it can be perceived as a white vase on a black background or two black faces looking at each other on a white background.

Initially, there is no stable figure-ground relationship in this image. However, after a moment, the Dalmatian pops out and the figure-ground relationship stabilizes.

Placing the spa name below the horizon line in the logo makes it a figure element—it will receive more attention and be better remembered than the design that places the name at the top of the logo.

Placing the logo at the bottom of the page makes it a figure element—it will receive more attention and will be better remembered than the logo at the top of the page.
Fitts’ Law

The time required to move to a target is a function of the target size and distance to the target.

According to Fitts’ Law, the smaller and more distant a target, the longer it will take to move to a resting position over the target. In addition, the faster the required movement and the smaller the target, the greater the error rate due to a speed-accuracy tradeoff. Fitts’ Law has implications for the design of controls, control layouts, and any device that facilitates movement to a target.¹

Fitts’ Law is applicable only for rapid, pointing movements, not for more continuous movements, such as writing or drawing. It has been used to predict efficiency of movement for assembly work performed under a microscope, as well as movement of a foot to a car pedal. Pointing movements typically consist of one large, quick movement toward a target (ballistic movement), followed by fine-adjustment movements (homing movements) to a resting position over (acquiring) the target. Homing movements are generally responsible for most of the movement time and cause most errors.²

Designers can decrease errors and improve usability by understanding the implications of Fitts’ Law. For example, when pointing to an object on a computer screen, movement in the vertical or horizontal dimensions can be constrained, which dramatically increases the speed with which objects can be accurately acquired. This kind of constraint is commonly applied to controls such as scroll bars, but less commonly to the edges of the screen, which also act as a barrier to cursor movement; positioning a button along a screen edge or in a screen corner significantly reduces the homing movements required, resulting in fewer errors and faster acquisitions.

Consider Fitts’ Law when designing systems that involve pointing. Make sure that controls are near or large, particularly when rapid movements are required and accuracy is important. Likewise, make controls more distant and smaller when they should not be frequently used, or when they will cause problems if accidentally activated. Consider strategies that constrain movements when possible to improve performance and reduce error.

See also Constraint, Errors, and Hick’s Law.

¹ The seminal work on Fitts’ Law is “The Information Capacity of the Human Motor System in Controlling Amplitude of Movement” by Paul M. Fitts, Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1954, vol. 4, p. 381–191. The Fitts’ law equation is $MT = a + b \log_2 (d/s + 1)$, where $MT =$ movement time to a target; $a = 0.230$ sec; $b = 0.166$ sec; $d =$ distance between pointing device and target; and $s =$ size of the target. For example, assume the distance between the center of a screen and an icon of 1” (3 cm) diameter is 6” (15 cm). The time to acquire the icon would be $MT = 0.230$ sec + $0.166$ sec (log* $(6/1 + 1)$) = 0.7 sec.

The Macintosh user interface makes it easy to move to a resting place over menus. The top screen edge stops the cursor, effectively making the menus bigger by giving them infinite height.

The time required to acquire the closer, smaller folder is the same as for the distant, larger folder.

The Microsoft Windows user interface presents pop-up menus when you press the right mouse button. Since the distance between the cursor position and the pop-up menu is minimal, menu items are quickly acquired.

In the 1990s, many cases of unintentional acceleration were reported in Chrysler Jeep Cherokees. Brake pedals are usually located to the right of the steering wheel centerline, as in the Ford Taurus. However, the Jeep Cherokee’s large transmission hump forced the pedal positions to the left. This increased the distance between foot and brake pedal, making the latter more difficult to reach. This, combined with a violation of convention, caused Jeep Cherokee drivers to press the accelerator when they intended to press the brake pedal.
Five Hat Racks

There are five ways to organize information: category, time, location, alphabet, and continuum.¹

The organization of information is one of the most powerful factors influencing the way people think about and interact with a design. The five hat racks principle asserts that there are a limited number of organizational strategies, regardless of the specific application: category, time, location, alphabet, and continuum.²

*Category* refers to organization by similarity or relatedness. Examples include areas of study in a college catalog, and types of retail merchandise on a Web site. Organize information by category when clusters of similarity exist within the information, or when people will naturally seek out information by category (e.g., a person desiring to purchase a stereo may seek a category for electronic appliances).

*Time* refers to organization by chronological sequence. Examples include historical timelines and *TV Guide* schedules. Organize information by time when presenting and comparing events over fixed durations, or when a time-based sequence is involved (e.g., a step-by-step procedure).

*Location* refers to organization by geographical or spatial reference. Examples include emergency exit maps and travel guides. Organize information by location when orientation and wayfinding are important or when information is meaningfully related to the geography of a place (e.g., an historic site).

*Alphabet* refers to organization by alphabetical sequence. Examples include dictionaries and encyclopedias. Organize information alphabetically, when information is referential, when efficient nonlinear access to specific items is required, or when no other organizing strategy is appropriate.

*Continuum* refers to organization by magnitude (e.g., highest to lowest, best to worst). Examples include baseball batting averages and Internet search engine results. Organize information by continuum when comparing things across a common measure.

See also *Advance Organizer, Consistency, and Framing.*

¹ The term *hat racks* is built on an analogy—hats as information and racks as the ways to organize information. Also known as *five ways of organizing information.*

² The seminal work on the five hat racks is *Information Anxiety* by Richard Saul Wurman, Bantam Books, 1990. Note that Wurman changed the hat rack title of *continuum* to *hierarchy* in a later edition of the book, which permits the acronym LATCH. The original title *continuum* is presented here, as the authors believe it to be a more accurate description of the category.
The five hat racks are applied here to the tallest structures in the world. Although the same information is presented in each case, the different organizations dramatically influence which aspects of the information are emphasized.
Flexibility-Usability Tradeoff

As the flexibility of a system increases, the usability of the system decreases.

The flexibility-usability tradeoff is related to the well-known maxim, jack of all trades, master of none. Flexible designs can perform more functions than specialized designs, but they perform the functions less efficiently. Flexible designs are, by definition, more complex than inflexible designs, and as a result are generally more difficult to use. For example, a Swiss Army Knife has many attached tools that increase its flexibility. These tools taken together are less usable and efficient than corresponding individual tools that are more specialized but provide a flexibility of use not available from any single tool. The flexibility-usability tradeoff exists because accommodating flexibility entails satisfying a larger set of design requirements, which invariably means more compromises and complexity in the design.¹

It is a common assumption that designs should always be made as flexible as possible. However, flexibility has real costs in terms of complexity, usability, time, and money; it generally pays dividends only when an audience cannot clearly anticipate its future needs. For example, personal computers are flexible devices that are difficult to use, relative to more specialized devices like video game players. However, the primary value of a personal computer is that it addresses uncertainty about how it can and will be used: word processing, tax preparation, email. People purchase video game players to play games, but they purchase personal computers to satisfy a variety of needs, many of which are unknown at the time of purchase.

The ability of an audience to anticipate future uses of a product is a key indicator of how they will value flexibility versus usability in design. When an audience can clearly anticipate its needs, more specialized designs that target those needs will be favored. When an audience cannot clearly define its needs, more flexible designs that enable people to address future contingencies will be favored. The degree to which an audience can or cannot define future needs should correspond to the degree of specialization or flexibility in the design. As an audience comes to understand the range of possible needs that can be satisfied, their needs become better defined and, consequently, the designs need to become more specialized. This shift from flexibility toward specialization over time is a general pattern observed in the evolution of all systems, and should be considered in the life cycle of products.

The flexibility-usability tradeoff has implications for weighing the relative importance of flexibility versus usability in a design. When an audience has a clear understanding of its needs, favor specialized designs that target those needs as efficiently as possible. When an audience has a poor understanding of its needs, favor flexible designs to address the broadest possible set of future applications. When designing multiple generations of products, consider the general shift toward specialization as audience needs become more defined.


See also 80/20 Rule, Convergence, Hierarchy of Needs, Life Cycle, Modularity, and Progressive Disclosure.
There is a basic tradeoff between flexibility and usability, as demonstrated by these remote control designs. The simple remote control is the easiest to use, but not very flexible. Conversely, the universal remote control is very flexible but far more complex and difficult to use.
Forgiveness

Designs should help people avoid errors and minimize the negative consequences of errors when they do occur.

Human error is inevitable, but it need not be catastrophic. Forgiveness in design helps prevent errors before they occur, and minimizes the negative consequences of errors when they do occur. Forgiving designs provide a sense of security and stability, which in turn, fosters a willingness to learn, explore, and use the design. Common strategies for incorporating forgiveness in designs include:

*Good Affordances*—physical characteristics of the design that influence its correct use (e.g., uniquely shaped plug that can only be inserted into the appropriate receptacle).

*Reversibility of Actions*—one or more actions can be reversed if an error occurs or the intent of the person changes (e.g., undo function in software).

*Safety Nets*—device or process that minimizes the negative consequences of a catastrophic error or failure (e.g., pilot ejection seat in aircraft).

*Confirmation*—verification of intent that is required before critical actions are allowed (e.g., lock that must be opened before equipment can be activated).

*Warnings*—signs, prompts, or alarms used to warn of imminent danger (e.g., road signs warning of a sharp turn ahead).

*Help*—information that assists in basic operations, troubleshooting, and error recovery (e.g., documentation or help line).

The preferred methods of achieving forgiveness in a design are affordances, reversibility of actions, and safety nets. Designs that effectively use these strategies require minimal confirmations, warnings, and help—i.e., if the affordances are good, help is less necessary; if actions are reversible, confirmations are less necessary; if safety nets are strong, warnings are less necessary. When using confirmations, warnings, and help systems, avoid cryptic messages or icons. Ensure that messages clearly state the risk or problem, and also what actions can or should be taken. Keep in mind that too many confirmations or warnings impede the flow of interaction and increase the likelihood that the confirmation or warning will be ignored.

Create forgiving designs by using good affordances, reversibility of actions, and safety nets. If this is not possible, be sure to include confirmations, warnings, and a good help system. Be aware that the amount of help necessary to successfully interact with a design is inversely proportional to the quality of the design—if a lot of help is required, the design is poor.

See also Affordance, Confirmation, Errors, Factor of Safety, and Nudge.
Road signs make roads more forgiving by warning drivers of impending hazards.

Locking and tagging equipment is a common confirmation strategy to ensure that people do not accidentally engage systems under repair.

The good affordance of this plug prevents it from being inserted into the socket improperly.

In case of a catastrophic failure, the ballistic recovery system acts as a safety net, enabling the pilot and craft to return safely to earth.

The Adobe Photoshop History palette enables users to flexibly undo and redo their previous actions.
Form Follows Function

Beauty in design results from purity of function.

The *form follows function* corollary is interpreted in one of two ways—as a description of beauty or a prescription for beauty. The descriptive interpretation is that beauty results from purity of function and the absence of ornamentation. The prescriptive interpretation is that aesthetic considerations in design should be secondary to functional considerations. The corollary was adopted and popularized by modernist architects in the early 20th century, and has since been adopted by designers in a variety of disciplines.¹

The descriptive interpretation—i.e., that beauty results from purity of function—was originally based on the belief that form follows function in nature. However, this belief is false, since function follows form in nature if it follows anything at all. Evolution by natural selection transmits no *intention* from one generation to the next; genetic patterns are simply passed on and it is left to each organism to find use of the form that they have inherited. Despite this, functional aspects of a design are less subjective than aesthetic aspects and, therefore, functional criteria represent a more objective aesthetic than alternative approaches. The result is designs that are more timeless and enduring, but also frequently perceived by general audiences as simple and uninteresting.²

The prescriptive interpretation—i.e., that aesthetic considerations in design should be secondary to functional considerations—was likely derived from the descriptive interpretation. The use of *form follows function* as a prescription or design guideline is problematic in that it focuses the designer on the wrong question. The question should not be, “What aspects of form should be omitted or traded for function?” but rather, “What aspects of the design are critical to success?” These success criteria, not a blind allegiance to form or function, should drive design specifications and decisions. When time and resources are limited, design tradeoffs should be based on what does the least harm to the probability of success, however success is defined. In certain circumstances, aesthetic considerations will be compromised, and in others, functional considerations will be compromised. The determining factor? Whatever best serves the need.

Use the descriptive interpretation of *form follows function* as an aesthetic guide, but do not apply the prescriptive interpretation as a strict design rule. When making design decisions, focus on the relative importance of all aspects of the design—form and function—in light of the success criteria.

¹ The origin of the concept is attributed to the 18th century Jesuit monk Carlo Lodoli. His theories on architecture likely influenced later designers like Horatio Greenough and Louis Sullivan who then articulated the concept in popular form. The seminal works on *form follows function* are “The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered” by Louis H. Sullivan, Lippincott’s Magazine, March 1896; and *Form Follows Fiasco: Why Modern Architecture Hasn’t Worked* by Peter Blake, Little, Brown, and Company, 1977.

² The tendency of general audiences to resist the new is a function of their familiarity with the old. It often takes several generations to erode population biases sufficiently such that the merits of a new design can be objectively considered.
Defining success criteria is essential to good design. For example, if the success criteria for a watch are defined in terms of speed and accuracy, the digital display is superior. If the success criteria are defined in terms of pure aesthetics, the minimalist analog display is superior (the pure function of the digital display has not yet translated to a popular aesthetic for general audiences). In all cases, the success criteria should direct design decisions and trade-offs, and should be the primary consideration in determining the specifications for a design.

Perhaps no purer functional form exists than the original Humvee. Born out of military specifications, the success of the Humvee in combat led to the commercial successors—Hummer H1 and H2. Each represents a unique and compelling aesthetic that results from purity of function and minimal ornamentation.
Framing

A technique that influences decision making and judgment by manipulating the way information is presented.

Framing is the use of images, words, and context to manipulate how people think about something. Information can be presented in such a way as to emphasize the positive (e.g., glass is half-full) or the negative (e.g., glass is half-empty). The type of frame used to present information dramatically affects how people make decisions and judgments, and is consequently a powerful influencer of behavior. News media, politicians, propagandists, and advertisers all commonly use framing (knowingly or unknowingly) with great effect.¹

In October 2002, Russian Special Forces used a sedating gas to knock out Chechen rebels who were holding over 750 hostages captive in the Moscow Theater. The gas prevented the rebels from setting off explosives and killing all of the hostages, but the gas itself caused the death of well over 100 hostages. Newspapers throughout the world reported the incident in basically one of two ways: Gas Kills Over 100 Hostages, or Gas Saves Over 500 Hostages. This event is tragic no matter how it is presented, but judgment of the Russian efforts to free the hostages is greatly influenced by the frame of its presentation. The negative frame emphasizes the lives lost, and presents the information in a way that suggests the Russians bungled the affair. The positive frame emphasizes the lives saved, and presents the information in a way that suggests the Russians cleverly salvaged a seemingly intractable situation. Similar positive and negative frames are typically used in advertising. For example, it is common to see yogurt advertised as 95 percent fat free, rather than 5 percent fat rich; and tobacco legislation has been defeated more than once by framing the legislation as a matter of taxation, instead of a matter of public health.

Positive frames tend to elicit positive feelings, and result in proactive and risk-seeking behaviors. Negative frames tend to elicit negative feelings, resulting in reactive and risk-avoiding behaviors. Stress and time pressures amplify these behaviors, a phenomenon frequently exploited in high pressure sales: present a product in a positive frame, present competitors in a negative frame, and time-bound the decision to pressure the buy. However, when people are exposed to multiple conflicting frames, the framing effect is neutralized, and people think and act consistently with their own beliefs.

Use framing to elicit positive or negative feelings about a design, and to influence behaviors and decision-making. Use positive frames to move people to action (e.g., make a purchase) and negative frames to move people to inaction (e.g., prevent use of illegal drugs). To maintain a strong framing effect, make sure that frames are not conflicting. Conversely, neutralize framing effects by presenting multiple conflicting frames.

See also Expectation Effect, Exposure Effect, and Scarcity.

The Ohio Dry Campaign of 1918 is a case study in framing. Prohibition advocates framed the issue as either supporting prohibition of alcohol or supporting waste, poverty, crime, treason, and so on. The campaign was successful in turning public opinion, and resulted in passage of prohibition legislation in 1918. Similar framing tactics are common today. For example, abortion-rights advocates frame their position as prochoice and their opponents’ as antichoice; abortion-rights critics frame their position as prolifé and their opponents’ as anti-life or proabortion.
Freeze-Flight-Fight-Forfeit

The ordered sequence of responses to acute stress in humans.¹

When people are exposed to stressful or threatening situations, they respond in a manner summarized by the catchy phrase, “fight or flight.” Less catchy but more accurate is the contemporary construction, “freeze-flight-fight-forfeit,” which not only describes the full set of responses, but also reflects the general sequence in which they occur. The response set typically begins at stage one, and escalates to subsequent stages as the level of threat increases:

- If a threat is believed to be imminent, **freeze**—a response characterized by a state of hyperawareness and hypervigilance; purpose is to detect potential threats (“stop, look, and listen” response).

- If a threat is detected, take **flight**—a response characterized by a state of fear and panic; purpose is to escape from the threat (“run away” response).

- If unable to escape the threat, **fight**—a response characterized by a state of desperation and aggression; purpose is to neutralize the threat (“fight for your life” response).

- If unable to neutralize the threat, **forfeit**—a response characterized by a state of tonic immobility and paralysis; purpose is to surrender to the perceived threat (“playing dead” response).

These stages are innate responses that operate in all humans (and mammals generally), though the triggers for each stage vary widely from person to person. Depending on the strength of the threat stimulus, the response can skip stages. For example, an unexpected explosion might immediately trigger a flight response in some and a forfeit response in others. Training can alter the sensitivity to triggers and the stage sequence. For example, soldiers are trained to freeze and then fight and in some cases to never engage in flight or forfeit.

Consider freeze-flight-fight-forfeit in the design of systems that involve performance under stress, such as the design of life-critical control systems (e.g., air traffic control), emergency response plans and systems (e.g., emergency evacuation), and emergency and self-defense training. Simplify tools, plans, and displays appropriately in anticipation of diminished performance capabilities. Employ tools and controls that require gross motor control only, and incorporate forgiveness to prevent and minimize the effects of errors. Ensure the visibility of critical elements to mitigate the effects of tunnel vision. In contexts where complex decision making is required, avoid overusing alerts and alarms as they undermine concentration and further burden cognitive functions.

See also Classical Conditioning, Defensible Space, and Threat Detection.

¹ Also known as Fight or Flight and sympathetic nervous system (SNS) reaction.

On January 15, 2009, US Airways Flight 1549 suffers total engine failure shortly after takeoff due to bird strike. The plane is forced to ditch in the Hudson River. The plane will sink in 24 minutes. Passenger reaction spans the freeze-flight-flight-forfeit continuum, but the crew manages this range of reactions through calm and assertive leadership. As a result, all 150 passengers and five crew members survive the incident.
Garbage In–Garbage Out

The quality of system output is dependent on the quality of system input.\(^1\)

The garbage in–garbage out principle is based on the observation that good inputs generally result in good outputs, and bad inputs, barring design intervention, generally result in bad outputs. The rule has been generalized over time to apply to all systems, and is commonly invoked in domains such as business, education, nutrition, and engineering, to name a few. The “garbage in” metaphor refers to one of two kinds of input problems: problems of type and problems of quality.\(^2\)

Problems of type occur when the incorrect type of input is fed into a system, such as entering a phone number into a credit card number field. Problems of type are serious because the input provided could be radically different from the input expected. This can be advantageous in that problems of type are relatively easy to detect, but problematic in that they represent the maximum form of garbage if undetected. Problems of type are generally caused by a class of errors called mistakes—incorrect actions caused by conscious actions. The primary strategies for minimizing problems of type are affordances and constraints. These strategies structure input and minimize the frequency and magnitude of garbage input.

Problems of quality occur when the correct type of input is fed into a system, but with defects, such as entering a phone number into a phone number field but entering the wrong number. Depending on the frequency and severity of these defects, problems of quality may or may not be serious. Mistyping one letter in a name may have minor consequences (e.g., search item not found); trying to request a download of fifty records but typing five thousand might lock up the system. Problems of quality are generally caused by a class of errors called slips—incorrect actions caused by unconscious, accidental actions. The primary strategies for minimizing problems of quality are previews and confirmations. These strategies allow the consequences of actions to be reviewed and verified prior to input.

The best way to avoid garbage out is to prevent garbage in. Use affordances and constraints to minimize problems of type. Use previews and confirmations to minimize problems of quality. When input integrity is critical, use validation tests to check integrity prior to input, and consider confirmation steps that require the independent verification of multiple people. Consider mechanisms to automatically flag and, in some cases, autocorrect bad input (e.g., automatic spelling correction in word processors).

See also Errors, Feedback Loop, and Signal-to-Noise Ratio.

---

\(^1\) Also known as GIGO.

\(^2\) While the garbage in–garbage out concept dates back to Charles Babbage (1864), or earlier, the term is attributed to George Fuechsel, a programming instructor who used it as a teaching device in the late 1950s. It should be noted that Fuechsel used the principle to emphasize that “garbage out” is not the inevitable result of “garbage in,” but rather a condition that should be addressed through design.
These two different designs of the same order form illustrate how designers can influence the amount of garbage entered into a system.

Unconstrained fields increase the probability of garbage input.

Allow users to automate input by accessing stored information.

Constrain input when a specific amount of information is required.

Constrain input using menus of options.

Allow users to preview information before they complete transactions.
Golden Ratio

A ratio within the elements of a form, such as height to width, approximating 0.618.¹

The golden ratio is the ratio between two segments such that the smaller ($bc$) segment is to the larger segment ($ab$) as the larger segment ($ab$) is to the sum of the two segments ($ac$), or $bc/ab = ab/ac = 0.618$.²

The golden ratio is found throughout nature, art, and architecture. Pinecones, seashells, and the human body all exhibit the golden ratio. Piet Mondrian and Leonardo da Vinci commonly incorporated the golden ratio into their paintings. Stradivari utilized the golden ratio in the construction of his violins. The Parthenon, the Great Pyramid of Giza, Stonehenge, and the Chartres Cathedral all exhibit the golden ratio.

While many manifestations of the golden ratio in early art and architecture were likely caused by processes not involving knowledge of the golden ratio, it may be that these manifestations result from a more fundamental, subconscious preference for the aesthetic resulting from the ratio. A substantial body of research comparing individual preferences for rectangles of various proportions supports a preference based on the golden ratio. However, these findings have been challenged on the theory that preferences for the ratio in past experiments resulted from experimenter bias, methodological flaws, or other external factors.³

Whether the golden ratio taps into some inherent aesthetic preference or is simply an early design technique turned tradition, there is no question as to its past and continued influence on design. Consider the golden ratio when it is not at the expense of other design objectives. Geometries of a design should not be contrived to create golden ratios, but golden ratios should be explored when other aspects of the design are not compromised.⁴

See also Aesthetic-Usability Effect, Form Follows Function, Rule of Thirds, and Waist-to-Hip Ratio.

¹ Also known as golden mean, golden number, golden section, golden proportion, divine proportion, and sectio aurea.

² The golden ratio is irrational (never-ending decimal) and can be computed with the equation $(\sqrt{5}-1)/2$. Adding 1 to the golden ratio yields 1.618…, referred to as $\Phi$ (ϕ). The values are used interchangeably to define the golden ratio, as they represent the same basic geometric relationship. Geometric shapes derived from the golden ratio include golden ellipses, golden rectangles, and golden triangles.


⁴ The page spread of this book approximates a golden rectangle. The page height is 10 inches (25 cm) and the page width is 8.5 inches (22 cm). The total page-spread width (17 inches [43 cm]) divided by the page height yields a ratio of 1.7.
In each example, the ratio between the blue and red segments approximates the golden ratio. Note how the ratio corresponds with a significant feature or alteration of the form. Examples are the Parthenon, Stradivarius Violin, Notre-Dame Cathedral, Nautilus Shell, Eames LCW Chair, Apple iPod MP3 Player, and da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man.
Good Continuation

Elements arranged in a straight line or a smooth curve are perceived as a group, and are interpreted as being more related than elements not on the line or curve.

Good continuation is one of several principles referred to as *Gestalt principles of perception*. It asserts that aligned elements are perceived as a single group or chunk, and are interpreted as being more related than unaligned elements. For example, speed markings on a speedometer are easily interpreted as a group because they are aligned along a linear or circular path.¹

The principle of good continuation also explains why lines will generally be perceived as maintaining their established directions, versus branching or bending abruptly. For example, two V-shaped lines side by side appear simply as two V-shaped lines. When one V-shaped line is inverted and the other is placed above it (forming an X), the shape is interpreted as two opposing diagonal lines instead of two V-shaped lines—the less abrupt interpretation of the lines is dominant. A bar graph in which the bars are arranged in increasing or decreasing order so that the tops of the bars form a continuous line are more easily processed than bar arrangements in which the tops of the bars form a discontinuous, abrupt line.²

The ability to accurately perceive objects depends largely on the perceptibility of the corners and sharp curves that make up their shape. When sections of a line or shape are hidden from view, good continuation leads the eye to continue along the visible segments. If extensions of these segments intersect with minimal disruption, the elements along the line will be perceived as related. As the angle of disruption becomes more acute, the elements will be perceived as less related.³

Use good continuation to indicate relatedness between elements in a design. Locate elements such that their alignment corresponds to their relatedness, and locate unrelated or ambiguously related items on different alignment paths. Ensure that line extensions of related objects intersect with minimum line disruption. Arrange elements in graphs and displays such that end points of elements form continuous, rather than abrupt lines.

See also Alignment, Area Alignment, Chunking, Five Hat Racks, and Uniform Connectedness.


² See, for example, *Elements of Graph Design* by Stephen M. Kosslyn, W. H Freeman and Company, 1994, p. 7.

Despite the gaps, the jagged line is still seen as a single object because the occlusions can be bridged with minimal disruption.

The first graph is easier to read than the second because the end points of its bars form a line that is more continuous.

The circular alignment of the increments of this speedometer make it evident that the numbers and increments along the lines belong together.

Good continuation is commonly used in camouflage. For example, the lines on zebras continue across one another when in a herd, making it difficult for predators to target any one zebra.
Gutenberg Diagram

A diagram that describes the general pattern followed by the eyes when looking at evenly distributed, homogeneous information.¹

The Gutenberg diagram divides a display medium into four quadrants: the primary optical area at the top left, the terminal area at the bottom right, the strong fallow area at the top right, and the weak fallow area at the bottom left. According to the diagram, Western readers naturally begin at the primary optical area and move across and down the display medium in a series of sweeps to the terminal area. Each sweep begins along an axis of orientation—a horizontal line created by aligned elements, text lines, or explicit segments—and proceeds in a left-to-right direction. The strong and weak fallow areas lie outside this path and receive minimal attention unless visually emphasized. The tendency to follow this path is metaphorically attributed to reading gravity—the left-right, top-bottom habit formed from reading.²

Designs that follow the diagram work in harmony with reading gravity, and return readers to a logical axis of orientation, purportedly improving reading rhythm and comprehension. For example, a layout following the Gutenberg diagram would place key elements at the top left (e.g., headline), middle (e.g., image), and bottom right (e.g., contact information). Though designs based directly or indirectly on the Gutenberg diagram are widespread, there is little empirical evidence that it contributes to improved reading rates or comprehension.

The Gutenberg diagram is likely only predictive of eye movement for heavy text information, evenly distributed and homogeneous information, and blank pages or displays. In all other cases, the weight of the elements of the design in concert with their layout and composition will direct eye movements. For example, if a newspaper has a very heavy headline and photograph in its center, the center will be the primary optical area. Familiarity with the information and medium also influences eye movements. For example, a person who regularly views information presented in a consistent way is more likely to first look at areas that are often changing (e.g., new top stories) than areas that are the same (e.g., the title of a newspaper).

Consider the Gutenberg diagram to assist in layout and composition when the elements are evenly distributed and homogeneous, or the design contains heavy use of text. Otherwise, use the weight and composition of elements to lead the eye.

See also Alignment, Entry Point, Progressive Disclosure, and Serial Position Effects.

¹ Also known as the Gutenberg rule and the Z pattern of processing.

² The seminal work on the Gutenberg diagram is attributed to the typographer Edmund Arnold, who is said to have developed the concept in the 1950s. See, for example, Type & Layout: How Typography and Design Can Get Your Message Across or Get in the Way, by Colin Wheildon, Strathmoor Press, 1995.
Reading gravity pulls the eyes from the top-left to the bottom-right of the display medium. In homogeneous displays, the Gutenberg diagram makes compositions interesting and easy to read. However, in heterogeneous displays, the Gutenberg diagram does not apply, and can constrain composition unnecessarily.

The composition of these pages illustrates the application of the Gutenberg diagram. The first page is all text, and it is, therefore, safe to assume readers will begin at the top-left and stop at the bottom-right of the page. The pull quote is placed between these areas, reinforcing reading gravity. The placement of the image on the second page similarly reinforces reading gravity, which it would not do if it were positioned at the top-right or bottom-left of the page.

The redesign of the Wall Street Journal leads the eyes of readers, and does not follow the Gutenberg diagram. Additionally, recurring readers of the Wall Street Journal tend to go to the section they find most valuable, ignoring the other elements of the page.
Hick’s Law

The time it takes to make a decision increases as the number of alternatives increases.¹

Hick’s Law states that the time required to make a decision is a function of the number of available options. It is used to estimate how long it will take for people to make a decision when presented with multiple choices. For example, when a pilot has to press a particular button in response to some event, such as an alarm, Hick’s Law predicts that the greater the number of alternative buttons, the longer it will take to make the decision and select the correct one. Hick’s Law has implications for the design of any system or process that requires simple decisions to be made based on multiple options.²

All tasks consist of four basic steps: (1) identify a problem or goal, (2) assess the available options to solve the problem or achieve the goal, (3) decide on an option, and (4) implement the option. Hick’s Law applies to the third step: decide on an option. However, the law does not apply to decisions that involve significant levels of searching, reading, or complex problem solving. For example, a complex task requiring reading sentences and intense concentration with three options can easily take longer than a simple stimulus-response task with six options. Therefore, Hick’s Law is most applicable for simple decision-making tasks in which there is a unique response to each stimulus. For example, if A happens, then push button 1, if B happens, then push button 2. The law is decreasingly applicable as the complexity of tasks increases.³

Designers can improve the efficiency of a design by understanding the implications of Hick’s Law. For example, the law applies to the design of software menus, control displays, wayfinding layout and signage, and emergency response training—as long as the decisions involved are simple. As the complexity of the tasks increases, the applicability of Hick’s Law decreases. For example, Hick’s Law does not apply to complex menus or hierarchies of options. Menu selection of this type is not a simple decision-making task since it typically involves reading sentences, searching and scanning for options, and some level of problem solving.

Consider Hick’s Law when designing systems that involve decisions based on a set of options. When designing for time-critical tasks, minimize the number of options involved in a decision to reduce response times and minimize errors. When designs require complex interactions, do not rely on Hick’s Law to make design decisions; rather, test designs on the target population using realistic scenarios. In training people to perform time-critical procedures, train the fewest possible responses for a given scenario. This will minimize response times, error rates, and training costs.

See also Errors, Fitts’ Law, Progressive Disclosure, and Wayfinding.

¹ Also known as Hick-Hyman Law.


³ The Hick’s Law equation is $RT = a + b \log_2(n)$, where $RT =$ response time, $a =$ the total time that is not involved with decision making, $b =$ an empirically derived constant based on the cognitive processing time for each option (in this case $0.155$ seconds for humans), $n =$ number of equally probable alternatives. For example, assume it takes 2 seconds to detect an alarm and understand it’s meaning. Further, assume that pressing one of five buttons will solve the problem caused by the alarm. The time to respond would be $RT = (2 \text{ sec}) + (0.155 \text{ sec})(\log_2(5)) = 2.36 \text{ sec}$. 

120 Universal Principles of Design
Menus
The time for a person to select an item from a simple software menu increases with the number of items. However, this may not be the case for more complex menus involving a lot of text or submenus.

Predatory Behavior
The time for a predator to target a prey increases with the number of potential prey.

Simple Tasks
The time for a person to press the correct button (R, G, or B) depending on the color of the light (red, green, or blue) increases with the number of possible colors.

Test Options
Hick’s Law does not apply to tasks involving significant levels of reading and problem solving, as in taking an exam.

Device Settings
The time for a person to make simple decisions about adjustments on a device increases with the number of controls. This may not be the case for more complex decisions or combinations of settings.

Martial Arts
The time for a martial artist to block a punch increases with the number of known blocking techniques.

Braking
The time for a driver to press the brake to avoid hitting an unexpected obstacle increases if there is a clear opportunity to steer around the obstacle.

Road Signs
As long as road signs are not too dense or complex, the time for a driver to make a turn based on a particular road sign increases with the total number of road signs.
Hierarchy

Hierarchical organization is the simplest structure for visualizing and understanding complexity.

Increasing the visibility of the hierarchical relationships within a system is one of the most effective ways to increase knowledge about the system. Examples of visible hierarchies are book outlines, multi-level software menus, and classification diagrams. Perception of hierarchical relationships among elements is primarily a function of their relative left-right and top-down positions, but is also influenced by their proximity, size, and the presence of connecting lines. Superordinate elements are commonly referred to as parent elements, and subordinate elements as child elements. There are three basic ways to visually represent hierarchy: trees, nests, and stairs.

Tree structures illustrate hierarchical relationships by locating child elements below or to the right of parent elements, or through the use of other strategies indicating hierarchy (e.g., size, connecting lines). Tree structures are effective for representing hierarchies of moderate complexity, but can become cumbersome for large or complex hierarchies. Tree structures grow large quickly, and become tangled when multiple parents share common child elements. Tree structures are commonly used to represent overviews or high-level maps of system organization.

Nest structures illustrate hierarchical relationships by visually containing child elements within parent elements, as in a Venn diagram. Nest structures are most effective when representing simple hierarchies. When the relationships between the different levels of the hierarchy become too dense and complex to be clearly distinguishable, nest structures become less effective. Nest structures are most commonly used to group information and functions, and to represent simple logical relationships.

Stair structures illustrate hierarchical relationships by stacking child elements below and to the right of parent elements, as in an outline. Stair structures are effective for representing complex hierarchies, but are not easily browsed, and falsely imply a sequential relationship between the stacked child elements. Interactive stair structures found in software often deal with the former problem by concealing child elements until a parent element is selected. Stair structures are commonly used to represent large system structures that change over time.

Hierarchical representation is the simplest method of increasing knowledge about the structure of a system. Consider tree structures when representing high-level views of hierarchies of moderate complexity. Consider nest structures when representing natural systems, simple hierarchical relationships, and grouped information or functions. Consider stair structures when representing complex hierarchies, especially if the volatility and growth of the system represented is unpredictable. Explore ways to selectively reveal and conceal the complexity of hierarchical structures to maximize their clarity and effectiveness.

See also Advance Organizer, Alignment, Five Hat Racks, Layering, and Proximity.
Hierarchy of Needs

In order for a design to be successful, it must meet people’s basic needs before it can attempt to satisfy higher-level needs.¹

The hierarchy of needs principle specifies that a design must serve the low-level needs (e.g., it must function), before the higher-level needs, such as creativity, can begin to be addressed. Good designs follow the hierarchy of needs principle, whereas poor designs may attempt to meet needs from the various levels without building on the lower levels of the hierarchy first. The five key levels of needs in the hierarchy are described below.²

**Functionality needs** have to do with meeting the most basic design requirements. For example, a video recorder must, at minimum, provide the capability to record, play, and rewind recorded programs. Designs at this level are perceived to be of little or no value.

**Reliability needs** have to do with establishing stable and consistent performance. For example, a video recorder should perform consistently and play back recorded programs at an acceptable level of quality. If the design performs erratically, or is subject to frequent failure, reliability needs are not satisfied. Designs at this level are perceived to be of low value.

**Usability needs** have to do with how easy and forgiving a design is to use. For example, configuring a video recorder to record programs at a later time should be easily accomplished, and the recorder should be tolerant of mistakes. If the difficulty of use is too great, or the consequences of simple errors too severe, usability needs are not satisfied. Designs at this level are perceived to be of moderate value.

**Proficiency needs** have to do with empowering people to do things better than they could previously. For example, a video recorder that can seek out and record programs based on keywords is a significant advance in recording capability, enabling people to do things not previously possible. Designs at this level are perceived to be of high value.

**Creativity** is the level in the hierarchy where all needs have been satisfied, and people begin interacting with the design in innovative ways. The design, having satisfied all other needs, is now used to create and explore areas that extend both the design and the person using the design. Designs at this level are perceived to be of the highest value, and often achieve cult-like loyalty among users.

Consider the hierarchy of needs in design, and ensure that lower-level needs are satisfied before resources are devoted to serving higher-level needs. Evaluate existing designs with respect to the hierarchy to determine where modifications should be made.

See also 80/20 Rule, Aesthetic-Usability Effect, and Form Follows Function.
The hierarchy of needs specifies that a design must address lower-level needs before higher-level needs can be addressed. The perceived value of a design corresponds to its place in the hierarchy—i.e., higher levels in the hierarchy correspond to higher levels of perceived value. The levels of hierarchy are adapted from Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.
Highlighting

A technique for bringing attention to an area of text or image.

Highlighting is an effective technique for bringing attention to elements of a design. If applied improperly, however, highlighting can be ineffective, and actually reduce performance in these areas. The following guidelines address the benefits and liabilities of common highlighting techniques.¹

General
Highlight no more than 10 percent of the visible design; highlighting effects are diluted as the percentage increases. Use a small number of highlighting techniques applied consistently throughout the design.

Bold, Italics, and Underlining
Use bold, italics, and underlining for titles, labels, captions, and short word sequences when the elements need to be subtly differentiated. Bolding is generally preferred over other techniques as it adds minimal noise to the design and clearly highlights target elements. Italics add minimal noise to a design, but are less detectable and legible. Underlining adds considerable noise and compromises legibility, and should be used sparingly if at all.²

Typeface
Uppercase text in short word sequences is easily scanned, and thus can be advantageous when applied to labels and keywords within a busy display. Avoid using different fonts as a highlighting technique. A detectable difference between fonts is difficult to achieve without also disrupting the aesthetics of the typography.

Color
Color is a potentially effective highlighting technique, but should be used sparingly and only in concert with other highlighting techniques. Highlight using a few desaturated colors that are clearly distinct from one another.

Inversing
Inversing elements works well with text, but may not work as well with icons or shapes. It is effective at attracting attention, but adds considerable noise to the design and therefore should be used sparingly.

Blinking
Blinking—flashing an element between two states—is a powerful technique for attracting attention. Blinking should be used only to indicate highly critical information that requires an immediate response, such as an emergency status light. It is important to be able to turn off the blinking once it is acknowledged, as it compromises legibility, and distracts from other tasks.

See also Color, Legibility, and Readability.


² A concise summary of typographic principles of this kind is found in The Mac is Not a Typewriter by Robin Williams, Peachpit Press, 1990. Despite the title, the book is of value to non-Macintosh owners as well.
“You mean you can’t take less,” said the Hatter, “it’s very easy to take more than nothing.”

“Nobody asked your opinion,” said Alice.

“Nobody asked your opinion,” said Alice.

“You mean you can’t take less,” said the Hatter, “it’s very easy to take more than nothing.”

“Nobody asked your opinion,” said Alice.

“I can’t explain myself, I’m afraid, sir” said Alice, “because I’m not myself, you see.”

“What is a Caucus-race?” said Alice; not that she wanted much to know, but the Dodo had paused as if it thought that somebody ought to speak, and no one else seemed inclined to say anything.

“What is a Caucus-race?” said Alice; not that she wanted much to know, but the Dodo had paused as if it thought that SOMEBODY ought to speak, and no one else seemed inclined to say anything.

Which brought them back again to the beginning of the conversation. Alice felt a little irritated at the Caterpillar’s making such very short remarks, and she drew herself up and said, very gravely, “I think, you ought to tell me who you are, first.”

Which brought them back again to the beginning of the conversation. Alice felt a little irritated at the Caterpillar’s making such very short remarks, and she drew herself up and said, very gravely, “I think, you ought to tell me who you are, first.”

Who stole the tarts?
Horror Vacui

A tendency to favor filling blank spaces with objects and elements over leaving spaces blank or empty.

Horror vacui—a Latin expression meaning “fear of emptiness”—regards the desire to fill empty spaces with information or objects. In style, it is the opposite of minimalism. Though the term has varied meanings across different disciplines dating back to Aristotle, today it is principally used to describe a style of art and design that leaves no empty space. Examples include the paintings of artists Jean Dubuffet and Adolf Wölfli, works of graphic designers David Carson and Vaughan Oliver, and the cartoons of S. Clay Wilson and Robert Crumb. The style is also commonly employed in various commercial media such as newspapers, comic books, and websites.¹

Recent research into how horror vacui is perceived suggests a general inverse relationship between horror vacui and value perception—that is, as horror vacui increases, perceived value decreases. For example, in a survey of more than 100 clothing stores that display merchandise in shop windows, the degree to which the shop windows were filled with mannequins, clothes, price tags, and signage was inversely related to the average price of the clothing and brand prestige of the store. Bulk sales shops and chain stores tended to fill window displays to the maximum degree possible, using every inch of real estate to display multiple mannequins, stacks of clothes, and advertising promotions, whereas high-end boutiques often used a single mannequin, no hanging or stacked clothes, no signage, and no price tags—if passersby need to know the price, they presumably could not afford it. This result is certainly consistent with common experience, but somewhat surprising as lavish decoration is historically considered an indication of affluence and luxury.

It may be that the inverse relationship is actually between the affluence of a society and the perceived value associated with horror vacui—that is, for those accustomed to having more, less is more, and for those accustomed to having less, more is more. Others have speculated that the relationship is more a function of education than affluence. This area of research is immature and much follow-up is required to tease out the causal factors, but the preliminary findings are compelling.²

Consider horror vacui in the design of commercial displays and advertising. To promote associations of high value, favor minimalism for affluent and well-educated audiences and horror vacui for poorer and less-educated audiences, and vice versa. For information-rich media such as newspapers and websites, employ information-organizing principles such as alignment and chunking to retain the benefits of information-dense pages while mitigating horror vacui.

See also Alignment, Chunking, Ockham’s Razor, Progressive Disclosure, and Signal-to-Noise Ratio.

¹ Horror vacui is most notably associated with the Italian-born critic Mario Praz, who used the term to describe the cluttered interior design of the Victorian age.
Three shop windows with varying levels of merchandise on display. The perceived value of the merchandise and prestige of the store are generally inversely related to the visual complexity of the display.
Hunter-Nurturer Fixations

A tendency for male children to be interested in hunting-related objects and activities, and female children to be interested in nurturing-related objects and activities.

There are a number of innate cognitive-behavioral differences between males and females, one of which is early childhood play preferences. Male children tend to engage in play activities that emulate hunting-related behaviors, whereas female children tend to engage in play activities that emulate nurturing-related behaviors. Although such preferences were long thought to be primarily a function of social and environmental factors, research increasingly favors a more biologically based explanation. For example, that male children tend to prefer stereotypically male toys (e.g., cars) and females tend to prefer stereotypically female toys (e.g., dolls) has long been established. However, in studies where male and female vervet monkeys are presented with the same human toys, the male vervets prefer to play with the male toys and the female vervets prefer to play with the female toys. This suggests a deeply rooted, biologically based gender bias for certain play behaviors.1

Like play behaviors in other animals, these early childhood fixations likely had adaptive significance in preparing our hunter-gatherer ancestors for survival: male children for hunting and female children for child rearing. Though these fixations are essentially vestigial in modern society, they continue to influence our preferences and behaviors from early childhood through adolescence.

Hunter fixation is characterized by activities involving:

- Object movement and location
- Weapons and tools
- Hunting and fighting
- Predators
- Physical play

Nurturer fixation is characterized by activities involving:

- Form and colors
- Facial expressions and interpersonal skills
- Nurturing and caretaking
- Babies
- Verbal play

Consider hunter-nurturer fixations in the design of objects and environments for children. When targeting male children, incorporate elements that involve object movement and tracking, angular forms, predators, and physical play. When targeting female children, incorporate elements that involve aesthetics and color, round forms, babies, and tasks requiring interpersonal interaction.

See also Archetypes, Baby-Face Bias, Contour Bias, and Threat Detection.

---

When vervets are presented with human toys, female vervets prefer stereotypically female toys and male vervets prefer stereotypically male toys. This suggests a biological basis for gender-based play preferences in primates—including humans.

The Pleo moves slowly and lacks the predatory or angular features that appeal to male children—better to have made it a velociraptor. Its baby face will appeal to female children, but its reptilian semblance, rubber skin, and rigid innards do not invite nurturing—better to have made it a soft, furry mammal. Despite its technical sophistication, Pleo lacked the basic elements necessary to trigger hunter or nurturer fixations in children, a likely factor in the demise of its manufacturer, Ugobe.
Iconic Representation

The use of pictorial images to improve the recognition and recall of signs and controls.

Iconic representation is the use of pictorial images to make actions, objects, and concepts in a display easier to find, recognize, learn, and remember. Iconic representations are used in signage, computer displays, and control panels. They can be used for identification (company logo), serve as a space-efficient alternative to text (road signs), or to draw attention to an item within an informational display (error icons appearing next to items in a list). There are four types of iconic representation: similar, example, symbolic, and arbitrary.¹

Similar icons use images that are visually analogous to an action, object, or concept. They are most effective at representing simple actions, objects, or concepts, and less effective when the complexity increases. For example, a sign indicating a sharp curve ahead can be represented by a similar icon (e.g., curved line). A sign to reduce speed, however, is an action not easily represented by similar icons.

Example icons use images of things that exemplify or are commonly associated with an action, object, or concept. They are particularly effective at representing complex actions, objects, or concepts. For example, a sign indicating the location of an airport uses an image of an airplane, rather than an image representing an airport.

Symbolic icons use images that represent an action, object, or concept at a higher level of abstraction. They are effective when actions, objects, or concepts involve well-established and easily recognizable objects. For example, a door lock control on a car door uses an image of a padlock to indicate its function, even though the padlock looks nothing like the actual control.

Arbitrary icons use images that bear little or no relationship to the action, object, or concept—i.e., the relationship has to be learned. Generally, arbitrary icons should only be used when developing cross-cultural or industry standards that will be used for long periods of time. This gives people sufficient exposure to an icon to make it an effective communication device. For example, the icon for radiation must be learned, as nothing intrinsic to the image indicates radiation. Those who work with radiation, however, recognize the symbol all over the world.

Iconic representation reduces performance load, conserves display and control area, and makes signs and controls more understandable across cultures. Consider similar icons when representations are simple and concrete. Use example icons when representations are complex. Consider symbolic icons when representations involve well-established and recognizable symbols. Consider arbitrary icons when representations are to be used as standards. Generally, icons should be labeled and share a common visual motif (style and color) for optimal performance.

See also Chunking, Performance Load, and Picture Superiority Effect.

¹ The seminal work in iconic representation is Symbol Sourcebook by Henry Dreyfuss, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1984. The four kinds of iconic representation are derived from “Icons at the Interface: Their Usefulness” by Yvonne Rogers, Interacting With Computers, vol. 1, p. 105–118.
Iconic Representation

**Similar**
- Right Turn
- Falling Rocks
- Sharp
- Stop

**Example**
- Airport
- Cut
- Basketball
- Restaurant

**Symbolic**
- Electricity
- Water
- Unlock
- Fragile

**Arbitrary**
- Collate
- Female
- Radioactive
- Resistor
Immersion

A state of mental focus so intense that awareness of the “real” world is lost, generally resulting in a feeling of joy and satisfaction.

When perceptual and cognitive systems are under-taxed, people become apathetic and bored. If they are over-taxed, people become stressed and frustrated. Immersion occurs when perceptual and cognitive systems are challenged at near capacity, without being exceeded. Under these conditions, the person loses a sense of the “real” world and typically experiences intense feelings of joy and satisfaction. Immersion can occur while working on a task, playing a game, reading a book, or painting a picture. Immersion is characterized by one or more of the following elements:¹

- challenges that can be overcome
- contexts where a person can focus without significant distraction
- clearly defined goals
- immediate feedback with regards to actions and overall performance
- a loss of awareness of the worries and frustrations of everyday life
- a feeling of control over actions, activities, and the environment
- a loss of concern regarding matters of the self (e.g., awareness of hunger or thirst)
- a modified sense of time (e.g., hours can pass by in what seems like minutes).

It is not clear which of these elements must be present in what combination to create a generally immersive experience. For example, theme park rides can provide rich sensory experiences with minimal cognitive engagement and still be immersive. Conversely, complex games like chess can provide rich cognitive engagement with minimal sensory experience and also be immersive. Given the wide range of human cognitive abilities and relatively narrow range of perceptual abilities, it is generally easier to design activities and environments that achieve immersion through perceptual stimulation than through cognitive engagement. However, perceptual immersion is more difficult to sustain for long periods of time and is, therefore, usable only for relatively brief experiences. Optimal immersive experiences involve both rich sensory experiences and rich cognitive engagement.

Incorporate elements of immersion in activities and environments that seek to engage the attention of people over time—e.g., entertainment, instruction, games, and exhibits. Provide clearly defined goals and challenges that can be overcome. Design environments that minimize distractions, promote a feeling of control, and provide feedback. Emphasize stimuli that distract people from the real world, and suppress stimuli that remind them of the real world. Achieving the right balance of elements to achieve immersion is more art than science; therefore, leave ample time in the design process for experimentation and tuning.

See also Chunking, Depth of Processing, Inattentional Blindness, Performance Load, and Storytelling.
Personalized audio guides, lavish contexts, and interactive elements make the R.M.S. Titanic exhibit more than just another museum exhibit—it is an immersive journey through time that allows visitors to personally experience the triumphs and tragedies of the R.M.S. Titanic. The exhibit, featuring such items as a boarding pass and a scale model of the ship, engages the sight, sound, smell, and touch of visitors in the experience, all the while leaving them in control of the pace of presentation and level of interaction. A sense of time is lost, and matters of the real world fade as the tragedy slowly unfolds.
Inattentional Blindness

The failure to cognitively process a stimulus that is presented in clear view, leaving the observer without any awareness or memory of the stimulus.¹

When focused on performing a task, observers are often blind to stimuli that are literally presented right before their eyes. For example, in 1972, an Eastern Airlines cockpit crew noticed that a landing gear indicator failed to light. They became so fixated on the cause that they failed to notice their loss in altitude or respond to ground alarms. The resulting crash killed more than 100 people. In 2001, a submarine commander looked through the periscope and saw no nearby ships. He ordered the submarine to rapidly surface and unwittingly crashed into another ship directly overhead. The ship overturned, killing nine people. These types of occurrences are common, and are not restricted to catastrophic incidents. It is inattentional blindness that enables many of the tricks and misdirections employed by magicians and illusionists. Inattentional blindness is one reason talking on a cell phone while driving is unsafe — the eyes may be on the road, but the mind is often elsewhere. In any situation where people fix their attention on a task, they will be blind to stimuli that are unexpected and unrelated to the task.²

How does one capture the attention of a person once he or she is focused on a task? It isn’t easy. Typically, being very different is a great way to capture attention. However, when people focus their attention on a certain kind of stimulus, being very different actually makes it less likely that a second stimulus will be noticed. For example, in 1996, Pennsylvania highway workers actually paved over a dead deer — they didn’t see it. It seems reasonable to think that a surprise such as seeing a deer in the road would have captured the workers’ attention, but again, counterintuitively, when people are task-focused, unexpected stimuli are actually worse at getting noticed than anticipated stimuli. When people are in this focused state, roughly 50 percent will be functionally blind to stimuli not related to the task. So, what does get noticed? Stimuli that are relevant to the goal (e.g., a shopper seeking a certain brand of soda will likely notice other soda bottles, but not dishwasher soap bottles), stimuli expressed through different modalities (e.g., auditory versus visual stimuli), faces — whether familiar or anonymous — seem effective at capturing attention, personally relevant stimuli (e.g., a person’s name), and threat stimuli (e.g., snakes).³

Consider inattentional blindness in all contexts where attention is key, including security, safety, product design, retail, and advertising. Given the robustness of the effect, the best strategy is to create or alter tasks to focus attention on desired stimuli (e.g., receiving a coupon book prior to visiting a store can predefine the shopping targets ahead of time). When trying to draw attention away from one stimulus to another, consider semantically similar stimuli, alternative modalities, faces, personal names, and threat stimuli.

See also Immersion, Interference Effects, and Threat Detection.

¹ Also known as perceptual blindness.
In a now classic experiment on inattentive blindness, Daniel Simons and Christopher Chabris showed subjects a short video of two teams of students tossing a basketball and moving about quickly. Subjects were instructed to count the number of times the team in the white shirts passed the basketball, a challenging task given all of the movement. In the middle of the video, a student in a gorilla costume strolls to the center of the screen, beats her chest, and then strolls off the screen. Roughly half of the subjects in the experiment did not notice the gorilla.
Interference Effects

A phenomenon in which mental processing is made slower and less accurate by competing mental processes.

Interference effects occur when two or more perceptual or cognitive processes are in conflict. Human perception and cognition involve many different mental systems that parse and process information independently of one another. The outputs of these systems are communicated to working memory, where they are interpreted. When the outputs are congruent, the process of interpretation occurs quickly and performance is optimal. When outputs are incongruent, interference occurs and additional processing is needed to resolve the conflict. The additional time required to resolve such conflicts has a negative impact on performance. A few examples of interference effects include:

1. **Stroop Interference**—an irrelevant aspect of a stimulus triggers a mental process that interferes with processes involving a relevant aspect of the stimulus. For example, the time it takes to name the color of words is greater when the meaning and color of the words conflict.

2. **Garner Interference**—an irrelevant variation of a stimulus triggers a mental process that interferes with processes involving a relevant aspect of the stimulus. For example, the time it takes to name shapes is greater when they are presented next to shapes that change with each presentation.

3. **Proactive Interference**—existing memories interfere with learning. For example, in learning a new language, errors are often made when people try to apply the grammar of their native language to the new language.

4. **Retroactive Interference**—learning interferes with existing memories. For example, learning a new phone number can interfere with phone numbers already in memory.

Prevent interference by avoiding designs that create conflicting mental processes. Interference effects of perception (i.e., Stroop and Garner) generally result from conflicting coding combinations (e.g., a red go button, or green stop button) or from an interaction between closely positioned elements that visually interact with one another (e.g., two icons group or blend because of their shape and proximity). Minimize interference effects of learning (i.e., proactive and retroactive) by mixing the presentation modes of instruction (e.g., lecture, video, computer, activities), employing advance organizers, and incorporating periods of rest every thirty to forty-five minutes.

See also Advance Organizer, Performance Load, Errors, and Mapping.

In populations that have learned that green means go and red means stop, the incongruence between the color and the label-icon results in interference.

Reading the words aloud is easier than naming their colors. The mental process for reading is more practiced and automatic and, therefore, interferes with the mental process for naming the colors.

In populations that have learned that a traffic arrow always means go, the introduction of a red arrow in new traffic lights creates potentially dangerous interference.

Naming the column of shapes that stands alone is easier than naming either of the columns located together. The close proximity of the columns results in the activation of mental processes for naming proximal shapes, creating interference.
Inverted Pyramid

A method of information presentation in which information is presented in descending order of importance.

The inverted pyramid refers to a method of information presentation in which critical information is presented first, and then additional elaborative information is presented in descending order of importance. In the pyramid metaphor, the broad base of the pyramid represents the least important information, while the tip of the pyramid represents the most important information. For example, in traditional scientific writing, a historical foundation (tip of the pyramid) is presented first, followed by arguments and evidence, and then a conclusion (base of the pyramid). To invert the pyramid is to present the important information first, and the background information last. The inverted pyramid has been a standard in journalism for over one hundred years, and has found wide use in instructional design, technical writing, and Internet publishing.1

The inverted pyramid consists of a lead (critical information) and a body (elaborative information). The lead is a terse summary of the “what,” “where,” “when,” “who,” “why,” and “how” of the information. The body consists of subsequent paragraphs or chunks of information that elaborate facts and details in descending order of importance. It is increasingly common in Internet publishing to present only the lead, and make the body available upon request (e.g., with a “more…” link).

The inverted pyramid offers a number of benefits over traditional methods of information presentation: it conveys the key aspects of the information quickly; it establishes a context in which to interpret subsequent facts; initial chunks of information are more likely to be remembered than later chunks of information; it permits efficient searching and scanning of information; and information can be easily edited for length, knowing that the least important information will always be at the end. The efficiency of the inverted pyramid is also its limiting factor. While it provides a succinct, information-dense method of information presentation, the inverted pyramid does not allow the flexibility of building suspense or creating a surprise ending, so is often perceived as uninteresting and boring.

Use the inverted pyramid when presentation efficiency is important. Develop leads that present a concise overview of the information, followed by short chunks of information of decreasing importance. If interestingness is important and has been compromised, include multiple media, interesting layouts, and interactivity to complement the information and actively engage audiences. When it is not possible to use the inverted pyramid method (e.g., in standard scientific writing), consider a compromise solution based on the principle by providing an executive summary at the beginning to present the key findings.

See also Advance Organizer, Form Follows Function, Ockham’s Razor, Progressive Disclosure, and Serial Position Effects.

1 The development of the inverted pyramid is attributed to Edwin Stanton, Abraham Lincoln’s Secretary of War (1865). See, for example, Just the Facts: How “Objectivity” Came to Define American Journalism by David T. Z. Mindich, New York University Press, 2000.
This evening at about 9:30 P.M., at Ford’s Theater, the President, while sitting in his private box with Mrs. Lincoln, Miss Harris, and Major Rathbone, was shot by an assassin who suddenly entered the box and approached the President. The assassin then leapt upon the stage, brandished a large dagger or knife, and made his escape in the rear of the theater. The pistol-ball entered the back of the President’s head and penetrated nearly through the head. The wound is mortal. The President has been insensible ever since it was inflicted and is now dying.

About the same hour an assassin, whether the same or not, entered Mr. Seward’s apartments, and under the pretense of having a prescription, was shown to the Secretary’s sick chamber. The assassin immediately rushed to the bed, and inflicted two or three stabs on the throat and two on the face. It is hoped the wounds may not be mortal. My apprehension is that they will prove fatal. The nurse alarmed Mr. Frederick Seward, who was in an adjoining room, and hastened to the door of his father’s room, when he met the assassin, who inflicted upon him one or more dangerous wounds. The recovery of Frederick Seward is doubtful.

It is not probable that the President will live throughout the night. General Grant and wife were advertised to be at the theater this evening, but he started for Burlington at six o’clock this evening. At a cabinet meeting at which General Grant was present, the subject of the state of the country, and the prospect of a speedy peace was discussed. The President was very cheerful and hopeful, and spoke very kindly of General Lee and others of the Confederacy, and of the establishment of government in Virginia. All the members of the cabinet, except Mr. Seward, are now in attendance upon the President.

I have seen Mr. Seward, but he and Frederick are both unconscious.

EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War. April 14, 1865.

This report of President Lincoln’s assassination established the inverted pyramid style of writing. Its economy of style, a stark contrast to the lavish prose of the day, was developed for efficient communication by telegraph.
Iteration

A process of repeating a set of operations until a specific result is achieved.

Ordered complexity does not occur without iteration. In nature, iteration allows complex structures to form by progressively building on simpler structures. In design, iteration allows complex structures to be created by progressively exploring, testing, and tuning the design. The emergence of ordered complexity results from an accumulation of knowledge and experience that is then applied to the design. For example, a quality software user interface is developed through a series of design iterations. Each version is reviewed and tested, and the design is then iterated based on the feedback. The interface typically progresses from low fidelity to high fidelity as more is learned about the interface and how it will be used. Iteration occurs in all development cycles in two basic forms: design iteration and development iteration.¹

Design iteration is the expected iteration that occurs when exploring, testing, and refining design concepts. Each cycle in the design process narrows the wide range of possibilities until the design conforms to the design requirements. Prototypes of increasing fidelity are used throughout the process to test concepts and identify unknown variables. Members of the target audience should be actively involved in various stages of iterations to support testing and verify design requirements. Whether tests are deemed a success or failure is irrelevant in design iteration, since both success and failure provide important information about what does and does not work. In fact, there is often more value in failure, as valuable lessons are learned about the failure points of a design. The outcome of design iteration is a detailed and well-tested specification that can be developed into a final product.²

Development iteration is the unexpected iteration that occurs when building a product. Unlike design iteration, development iteration is rework—i.e., unnecessary waste in the development cycle. Development iteration is costly and undesirable, and generally the result of either inadequate or incorrect design specifications, or poor planning and management in the development process. The unknowns associated with a design should ideally be eliminated during the design stage.

Plan for and employ design iteration. Establish clear criteria defining the degree to which design requirements must be satisfied for the design to be considered complete. One of the most effective methods of reducing development iteration is to ensure that all development members have a clear, high-level vision of the final product. This is often accomplished through well-written specifications accompanied by high-fidelity models and prototypes.

See also Development Cycle, Fibonacci Sequence, Most Advanced Yet Acceptable, Prototyping, and Self-Similarity.


² A common problem with design iteration is the absence of a defined endpoint—i.e., each iteration refines the design, but also reveals additional opportunities for refinement, resulting in a design process that never ends. To avoid this, establish clear criteria defining the degree to which design requirements must be satisfied for the design to be considered complete.
Quality design does not occur without iteration. For example, the design of the SnoWalkers snowshoes is the result of numerous design iterations over a two-year period. The design process made ample use of prototypes, which allowed designers to improve their understanding of design requirements and product performance, and continually refine the design with each iteration.
Law of Prägnanz

A tendency to interpret ambiguous images as simple and complete, versus complex and incomplete.¹

The Law of Prägnanz is one of several principles referred to as *Gestalt principles of perception*. It asserts that when people are presented with a set of ambiguous elements (elements that can be interpreted in different ways), they interpret the elements in the simplest way. Here, “simplest” refers to arrangements having fewer rather than more elements, having symmetrical rather than asymmetrical compositions, and generally observing the other Gestalt principles of perception.²

For example, a set of shapes that touches at their edges could be interpreted as either adjacent or overlapping. When the shapes are complex, the simplest interpretation is that they are adjacent like pieces in a puzzle. When the shapes are simple, the simplest interpretation is that they overlap one another. The law applies similarly to the way in which images are recalled from memory. For example, people recall the positions of countries on maps as more aligned and symmetrical than they actually are.

The tendency to perceive and recall images as simply as possible indicates that cognitive resources are being applied to translate or encode images into simpler forms. This suggests that fewer cognitive resources may be needed if images are simpler at the outset. Research supports this idea and confirms that people are better able to visually process and remember simple figures than complex figures.³

Therefore, minimize the number of elements in a design. Note that symmetrical compositions are perceived as simpler and more stable than asymmetrical compositions, but symmetrical compositions are also perceived to be less interesting. Favor symmetrical compositions when efficiency of use is the priority, and asymmetrical compositions when interestingness is the priority. Consider all of the Gestalt principles of perception (closure, common fate, figure-ground relationship, good continuation, proximity, similarity, and uniform connectedness).

See also Aesthetic-Usability Effect, Ockham’s Razor, Rule of Thirds, and Visuospatial Resonance.

¹ Also known as the *law of good configuration, law of simplicity, law of pregnancy, law of precision, and law of good figure*.


Low resolution images (left) of a rock formation on Mars led many to conclude that intelligent life once existed there. Higher-resolution images (right) taken some years later suggest a more Earth-based explanation: Humans tend to add order and meaning to patterns and formations that do not exist outside their perception.

Both sets of figures are interpreted as simple overlapping shapes, rather than a more complex interpretation—e.g., two inverted “L” shapes and a square, and two triangles and a five-sided polygon.

These sets of characters are interpreted as single faces rather than multiple independent characters.

Dazzle camouflage schemes used on war ships were designed to prevent simple interpretations of boat type and orientation, making it a difficult target for submarines. This is a rendering of the French cruiser *Gloire.*
Layering

The process of organizing information into related groupings in order to manage complexity and reinforce relationships in the information.

Layering involves organizing information into related groupings and then presenting or making available only certain groupings at any one time. Layering is primarily used to manage complexity, but can also be used to reinforce relationships in information. There are two basic kinds of layering: two-dimensional and three-dimensional.

Two-dimensional layering involves separating information into layers such that only one layer of information can be viewed at a time. Two-dimensional layers can be revealed in either a linear or nonlinear fashion. Linear layers are useful when information has a clear beginning, middle, and end (e.g., stories), and are revealed successively like pages in a book. Nonlinear layers are useful when reinforcing relationships between the layers. The types of nonlinear layer relationships can be hierarchical, parallel, or web. Hierarchical layers are useful when information has superordinate and subordinate relationships within itself (e.g., organizational chart), and are revealed top-down or bottom-up in rigid accordance with the hierarchical structure. Parallel layers are useful when information is based on the organization of other information (e.g., thesaurus), and are revealed through some correspondence with that organization. Web layers are useful when information has many different kinds of relationships within itself (e.g., hypertext), and are revealed through any number of associative linkages to other layers.

Three-dimensional layering involves separating information into layers such that multiple layers of information can be viewed at a time. Three-dimensional layers are revealed as either opaque or transparent planes of information that sit atop one another (i.e., in a third dimension). Opaque layers are useful when additional information about a particular item is desired without switching contexts (e.g., software pop-up windows). Transparent layers are useful when overlays of information combine to illustrate concepts or highlight relationships (e.g., weather maps).

Use two-dimensional layering to manage complexity and direct navigation through information. Consider linear layers when telling stories and presenting sequences of time-based events, and use nonlinear layers when emphasizing relationships within the information. Use three-dimensional layering to elaborate information and illustrate concepts without switching contexts. Consider opaque layers when presenting elaborative information, and transparent layers when illustrating concepts or highlighting relationships in information.

See also Chunking, Five Hat Racks, Progressive Disclosure, and Propositional Density.

1 A similar concept is found in Designing Business: Multiple Media, Multiple Disciplines by Clement Mok, Adobe Press, 1996, p. 102–107 [Organizational Models].

2 See, for example, Envisioning Information by Edward R. Tufte, Graphics Press, 1998, p. 53–65; 81–95 [Layering and Separation; Color and Information].
Two-dimensional layering is useful for presentation and navigation. Layers are revealed one at a time, like pages in a book.

Three-dimensional layering is useful for elaboration and highlighting. Relationships and patterns on one layer of information (left) are elaborated by layers of information that pop up or overlay (right).
Legibility

The visual clarity of text, generally based on the size, typeface, contrast, text block, and spacing of the characters used.

Confusion regarding the research on legibility is as persistent as it is pervasive. The rapid growth and advancement of modern desktop publishing, Web-based publishing, and multimedia presentation continue to compound the confusion with increasing font and layout capabilities, display and print options, and the need to effectively integrate with other media. The following guidelines address common issues regarding text legibility.¹

Size
For printed text, standard 9- to 12-point type is considered optimal. Smaller sizes are acceptable when limited to captions and notes. Use larger type for low-resolution displays and more senior audiences.²

Typeface
There is no performance difference between serif and sans serif typefaces, so select based on aesthetic preference. Sentence case text should be used for text blocks. On low-resolution displays, antialiasing the text may marginally improve legibility, but primarily serves as an aesthetic enhancement of the typeface.³

Contrast
Use dark text on a light background or vice versa. Performance is optimal when contrast levels between text and background exceed 70 percent. Foreground/background color combinations generally do not affect legibility as long as you observe the minimum contrast level, so select based on aesthetic preference. Patterned or textured backgrounds can dramatically reduce legibility, and should be avoided.⁴

Text Blocks
There is no performance difference between justified and unjustified text, so select based on aesthetic preference. For 9- to 12-point type, a line length of 3 to 5 inches (8 cm to 13 cm) is recommended, resulting in a maximum of about 10 to 12 words per line, or 35 to 55 characters per line.⁵

Spacing
For 9- to 12-point type, set leading (spacing between text lines, measured from baseline to baseline) to the type size plus 1 to 4 points. Proportionally spaced typefaces are preferred over monospaced.

See also Iconic Representation and Readability.

¹ The seminal empirical works on legibility for print are Bases for Effective Reading, University of Minnesota Press, 1963; and Legibility of Print, Iowa State University Press, 1965, both by Miles A. Tinker. A comprehensive and elegant contemporary reference from a typographic perspective is The Elements of Typographic Style by Robert Bringhurst, Hartley & Marks (2nd ed.), 1997.

² Legibility research on low-resolution computer displays continues to yield mixed results but generally supports Tinker’s original findings. However, be conservative to account for lower-resolution displays.

³ On lower-resolution displays and for type smaller than 12 point, use sans serif typefaces without antialiasing. Serifs and antialiasing blur the characters of smaller type and, therefore, compromise legibility.

⁴ Dark text on light backgrounds is preferred. High-contrast, inverse text can “visually bleed” to the background and dramatically reduce legibility. Factors other than legibility should be considered when selecting foreground/background color combinations (e.g., color blindness and fatigue), so select carefully and test atypical combinations.

⁵ The speed with which text can be visually processed is greatest on long text lines (80 characters or more). However, readers prefer short text lines (35 to 55 characters). Unless visual processing speed is critical to the design task, shorter text lines are recommended. See, for example, “The Effects of Line Length and Method of Movement on Patterns of Reading from Screen,” by Mary C. Dyson and Gary J. Kipping, Visible Language, 1998, vol. 32(2), p. 150-181.
Size

This is 9-point Trade Gothic  
This is 10-point Trade Gothic  
This is 12-point Trade Gothic

Typeface

Serif vs. San Serif

Serif typefaces have small “feet” at the ends of the letters.

Serif

Sans Serif

Upper vs. Mixed Case

People recognize words by letter groups and shapes. Uppercase text is more difficult to read than sentence case and title case because the shapes of uppercase words are all rectangular.

Aliens vs. Aliased Text

Antialiased text looks smooth because of pixels added to smooth the transition between the text color and the background color. Aliased text looks jagged because it does not contain these transition pixels.

Text Cases

This is sentence case  
This is Title Case  
this is lowercase  
THIS IS UPPERCASE

Contrast

The Mad Hatter  
The Mad Hatter

Textblocks

Aligned Left, Ragged Right Text

Soon her eye fell on a little glass box that was lying under the table: she opened it, and found in it a very small cake, on which the words “EAT ME” were beautifully marked in currants.

Justified Text

Soon her eye fell on a little glass box that was lying under the table: she opened it, and found in it a very small cake, on which the words “EAT ME” were beautifully marked in currants.

Aligned Right, Ragged Left Text

Soon her eye fell on a little glass box that was lying under the table: she opened it, and found in it a very small cake, on which the words “EAT ME” were beautifully marked in currants.

Spacing

Leading

Leading (rhymes with sledding) is the amount of vertical space from the baseline of one line of text to the baseline of the next line of text. Below, the type size is 12 points and the leading is 18 points.

“...” said the Hatter with a sigh. “it’s always tea-time, and we’ve no time to wash the things between whiles...”

Monospaced vs. Proportionally Spaced

Typefaces

In monospaced typefaces, all characters assume the same amount of horizontal space. In proportionally spaced typefaces, characters assume variable amounts of horizontal space, depending on the width of the actual character and the relationships among groups of characters.

"Off with her head!" the Queen shouted.  
monospaced typeface

"Off with her head!" the Queen shouted.  
proportionally spaced typeface
Life Cycle

All products progress sequentially through four stages of existence: introduction, growth, maturity, and decline.

All products progress through stages of existence that roughly correspond to birth, life, and death. For example, a new type of electronic device is envisioned and developed; its popularity grows; after a while its sales plateau; and then finally, the sales decline. Understanding the implications of each of the stages allows designers to prepare for the unique and evolving requirements of a product over its lifetime. There are four basic stages of life for all products: introduction, growth, maturity, and decline.¹

Introduction
The introduction stage is the official birth of a product. It will at times overlap with the late testing stage of the development cycle. The design focus is to monitor early use of the design to ensure proper performance, working closely with customers to tune or patch the design as necessary.

Growth
The growth stage is the most challenging stage, where most products fail. The design focus is to scale the supply and performance of the product to meet the growing demand, and provide the level of support necessary to maintain customer satisfaction and growth. Efforts to gather requirements for the next-generation product should be underway at this stage.

Maturity
The maturity stage is the peak of the product life cycle. Product sales have begun to diminish and competition from competitors is strong. The design focus at this stage is to enhance and refine the product to maximize customer satisfaction and retention. Design and development of the next generation product should be well underway at this stage.

Decline
The decline stage is the end of the life cycle. Product sales continue to decline and core market share is at risk. The design focus is to minimize maintenance costs and develop transition strategies to migrate customers to new products. Testing of the next generation product should begin at this stage.

Consider the life cycle of a product when planning and preparing for the future. During the introduction phase, work closely with early adopters to refine and tune products. During the growth stage, focus on scaling product supply and performance. During the maturity stage, focus on customer satisfaction through performance enhancements and improved support. During decline, focus on facilitating the transition to next generation products. Note that the development cycle for the next-generation product begins during the growth stage of a current-generation product.

See also Development Cycle, Hierarchy of Needs, Iteration, and Prototyping.

The needs of a product change over the course of its life cycle. It is important to understand the dynamics of these changes in order to focus business and design resources accordingly. Failure to do so shortens the life cycle of a product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Early Adopters</th>
<th>Mainstream</th>
<th>Late Adopters</th>
<th>Laggards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Growing</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Contracting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Flattening</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Focus</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Market Share</td>
<td>Customer Retention</td>
<td>Transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Focus</td>
<td>Tuning</td>
<td>Scaling</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Transition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mapping

A relationship between controls and their movements or effects. Good mapping between controls and their effects results in greater ease of use.¹

Turn a wheel, flip a switch, or push a button, and you expect some kind of effect. When the effect corresponds to expectation, the mapping is considered to be good or natural. When the effect does not correspond to expectation, the mapping is considered to be poor. For example, an electric window control on a car door can be oriented so that raising the control switch corresponds to raising the window, and lowering the control switch lowers the window. The relationship between the control and raising or lowering the window is obvious. Compare this to an orientation of the control switch on the surface of an armrest, such that the control motion is forward and backward. The relationship between the control and the raising and lowering of the window is no longer obvious; does pushing the control switch forward correspond to raising or lowering the window?²

Good mapping is primarily a function of similarity of layout, behavior, or meaning. When the layout of stovetop controls corresponds to the layout of burners, this is similarity of layout; when turning a steering wheel left turns the car left, this is similarity of behavior; when an emergency shut-off button is colored red, this is similarity of meaning (e.g., most people associate red with stop). In each case, similarity makes the control-effect relationship predictable, and therefore easy to use.³

Position controls so that their locations and behaviors correspond to the layout and behavior of the device. Simple control-effect relationships work best. Avoid using a single control for multiple functions whenever possible; it is difficult to achieve good mappings for a one control-multiple effect relationship. In cases where this is not possible, use visually distinct modes (e.g., different colors) to indicate active functions. Be careful when relying on conventions to attach meaning to controls, as different population groups may interpret the conventions differently (e.g., in England, flipping a lightswitch up turns it off and flipping it down turns it on).

See also Affordance, Interference Effects, Nudge, Proximity, and Visibility.

¹ Also known as control-display relationship and stimulus-response compatibility.
² The seminal work on mapping is The Design of Everyday Things by Donald Norman, Doubleday, 1990.
The relationship between stovetop controls and burners is ambiguous when the controls are horizontally oriented and equally spaced (poor mapping). The relationship becomes clearer when the controls are grouped with the burners, but the horizontal orientation still confuses which control goes with which burner (poor, but improved mapping). When the layout of the controls corresponds to the layout of the burners, the control-burner relationships are clear (good mapping).

The relationship between the window control and the raising and lowering of the window is obvious when it is mounted on the wall of the door (good mapping), but ambiguous when mounted on the surface of the armrest (poor mapping).

The Segway Human Transporter makes excellent use of mapping. Lean forward to go forward, and lean backward to go backward.
Mental Model

People understand and interact with systems and environments based on mental representations developed from experience.

Mental models are representations of systems and environments derived from experience. People understand and interact with systems and environments by comparing the outcomes of their mental models with the real-world systems and environments. When the outcomes correspond, a mental model is accurate and complete. When the outcomes do not correspond, the mental model is inaccurate or incomplete. With regards to design, there are two basic types of mental models: mental models of how systems work (system models) and mental models of how people interact with systems (interaction models).1

Designers generally have very complete and accurate system models, but often have weak interaction models—i.e., they know much about how a system works, but little about how people will interact with the system. Conversely, users of a design tend to have sparse and inaccurate system models, but through use and experience commonly attain interaction models that are more complete and accurate than those of designers. Optimal design results only when designers have an accurate and complete system model, attain an accurate and complete interaction model, and then design a system interface that reflects an efficient merging of both models.2

Designers can obtain accurate and complete interaction models through personal use of the system, laboratory testing (e.g., focus groups and usability testing), and direct observation of people interacting with the system, or similar systems. Use of the system by the designer will reveal obvious design problems, but will fail to reveal the problems of interaction that emerge when people are unfamiliar with the system. Laboratory testing is useful for evaluating designs in a controlled environment, but must be conducted with care, as the artificial context and expectation effects can compromise the validity of the results. Direct observation in the target environment is the preferred method for acquiring accurate information about how people interact with systems, but is costly and impractical for designs that are not yet publicly available.

Design with people’s interaction models in mind. If there is a standard mental model for how something works, try to design leveraging that model. When this is not possible, (e.g., the system is new and novel), create an interaction experience that draws from common mental models as much as possible, such as the desktop metaphor for computers. However, do not contrive design just to leverage a familiar model—it is better to have people learn a new model that is clear and consistent, than to use a familiar model that does not fit. Use the systems that you design, and employ laboratory testing and field observation in order to develop accurate and complete interaction models. Above all, watch people use the design and take note of how they use it.

See also Affordance, Expectation Effects, Mapping, and Mimicry.
Despite the measurable safety benefits of antilock brakes in controlled tests with trained drivers, research by the Highway Loss Data Institute indicates that antilock brakes have not reduced the frequency or cost of accidents in real-world driving situations. The likely cause is that people are not using antilock brakes properly—or rather, antilock brakes are not designed properly. The interaction model for antilock brakes differs radically from the interaction model for conventional brakes. This suggests that designers gave little consideration to the interaction models of the target audience in the design process.

### Interaction Model for Conventional Brakes

**On slick surfaces...**
- depress the brake pedal smoothly
- pump brakes to prevent brakes from locking up
- do not steer while braking, except to counter-steer
- noise and vibration are signs that something is wrong

**INCORRECT INTERACTION**
**slamming brakes/steering while braking**
Car will take a longer time to stop and will not make the turn

**CORRECT INTERACTION**
**pumping brakes**
Car will take a shorter time to stop and may make the turn

### Interaction Model for ABS Brakes

**On slick surfaces...**
- depress the brake pedal fast and hard
- do not pump brakes
- steer while braking
- noise and vibration are signs that the system is operating properly

**INCORRECT INTERACTION**
**slamming brakes/steering while braking**
Car will take a longer time to stop and will not make the turn

**CORRECT INTERACTION**
**pumping brakes**
Car will take a shorter time to stop and may make the turn
Mimicry

The act of copying properties of familiar objects, organisms, or environments in order to realize specific benefits afforded by those properties.

In nature, mimicry refers to the copying of properties of familiar objects, organisms, or environments in order to hide from or deter other organisms. For example, katydids and walking sticks mimic the leaves and branches of plants to hide from predators, and the viceroy butterfly mimics the less tasty monarch butterfly to deter predators. In design, mimicry refers to copying properties of familiar objects, organisms, or environments in order to improve the usability, likeability, or functionality of an object. There are three basic kinds of mimicry in design: surface, behavioral, and functional.1

Surface mimicry is defined as making a design look like something else. When a design mimics the surface aspects of a familiar object, the design implies (by its familiar appearance) the way it will function or can be used. An example is the use of computer software icons that are designed to look like folders and documents.2

Behavioral mimicry is defined as making a design act like something else (e.g., making a robotic dog act like a real dog). Behavioral mimicry is useful for improving likeability, but should be used with caution when mimicking complex behaviors from large repertoires. For example, mimicking behaviors like smiling generally elicit positive responses, but can give the impression of artificiality or deceit if inconsistent with other cues (e.g., a baby doll that smiles when touched—or spanked).3

Functional mimicry is defined as making a design work like something else. Functional mimicry is useful for solving mechanical and structural problems (e.g., mimicking the keypad of an adding machine in the design of a touch tone telephone). Significant insights and rapid progress can be achieved by mimicking existing solutions and design analogs. However, functional mimicry must be performed with caution since the physical principles governing function may not transfer from one context to another or from one scale to another (e.g., early attempts at human flight by flapping wings).4

Mimicry is perhaps the oldest and most efficient method for achieving major advances in design. Consider surface mimicry to improve usability, ensuring that the perception of the design corresponds to how it functions or is to be used. Consider behavioral mimicry to improve likeability, but exercise caution when mimicking complex behaviors. Consider functional mimicry to assist in solving mechanical and structural problems, but also consider transfer and scaling effects that may undermine the success of the mimicked properties.

See also Affordance, Anthromorphic Form, Baby-Face Bias, Convergence, Savanna Preference, and Scaling Fallacy.
Mimicry is an effective strategy to begin exploring a design problem, but it should not be assumed that mimicked solutions are correct or best. For example, the early design of the phone keypad mimicked the keypad of adding machines. Usability testing by researchers at Bell Laboratories suggested that an inverted keypad layout was easier to master. Bell decided to abandon the mimicked solution and establish a new standard for telephones.

The Mimic Octopus is capable of both surface and behavioral mimicry, in this case changing its pattern and texture, and hiding all but two legs in order to mimic the highly poisonous Sea Snake.

The Sony AIBO mimics many key canine behaviors—barking, wagging tail—leveraging the positive feelings many people have for dogs to make the design more appealing.

Surface mimicry is common in the design of software icons and controls. Even to those unfamiliar with the software, the familiar appearance of these objects hints at their function.
Mnemonic Device

A method of reorganizing information to make the information easier to remember.

Mnemonic devices are used to reorganize information so that the information is simpler and more meaningful and, therefore, more easily remembered. They involve the use of imagery or words in specific ways to link unfamiliar information to familiar information that resides in memory. Mnemonic devices that involve imagery are strongest when they are vivid, peculiar, and exaggerated in size or quantity. Mnemonic devices that involve words are strongest when the words are familiar and clearly related. Mnemonic devices are useful for remembering names of new things, large amounts of rote information, and sequences of events or procedures. A few examples of mnemonic devices include:1

First-Letter—The first letter of items to be recalled are used to form the first letters in a meaningful phrase, or combined to form an acronym. For example, Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally to assist in the recall of the arithmetic order of operations: Parentheses, Exponents, Multiplication, Division, Addition, Subtraction; or AIDS as a simple means of referring to and remembering Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.

Keyword—A word that is similar to, or a subset of, a word or phrase that is linked to a familiar bridging image to aid in recall. For example, the insurance company AFLAC makes its company name more memorable by reinforcing the similarity of the pronunciation of AFLAC and the quack of the duck. The duck in the advertising is the bridging image.

Rhyme—One or more words in a phrase are linked to other words in the phrase through rhyming schemes to aid in recall. For example, red touches yellow kill a fellow is a popular mnemonic to distinguish the venomous coral snake from the nonvenomous king snake.

Feature-Name—A word that is related to one or more features of something that is linked to a familiar bridging image to aid in recall. For example, the rounded shape of the Volkswagen Beetle is a key feature of its biological namesake, which serves as the bridging image.

Consider mnemonic devices when developing corporate and product identities, slogans and logos for advertising campaigns, instructional materials dealing with rote information and complex procedures, and other contexts in which ease of recall is critical to success. Use vivid and concrete imagery and words that leverage familiar and related concepts.

See also Chunking, Serial Position Effects, and von Restorff Effect.

1 The seminal contemporary work on mnemonics is The Art of Memory by Frances A. Yates, University of Chicago Press, 1974.
Clever use of mnemonic devices can dramatically influence recall. These logos employ various combinations of mnemonic devices to make them more memorable.
Modularity

A method of managing system complexity that involves dividing large systems into multiple, smaller self-contained systems.

Modularity is a structural principle used to manage complexity in systems. It involves identifying functional clusters of similarity in systems, and then transforming the clusters into interdependent self-contained systems (modules). For example, the modular design of computer memory chips provides computer owners the option of increasing the memory in their computer without any requirement to do so. If the design of the computer and memory chips were not modular in this way, the only practical method of upgrading computer memory would be to buy a new computer. The option to easily and inexpensively improve a system without the requirement to do so gives modular designs an intrinsic advantage over non-modular designs.¹

Modules should be designed to hide their internal complexity and interact with other modules through simple interfaces. The result is an overall reduction in system complexity and a decentralization of system architecture, which improves reliability, flexibility, and maintainability. Additionally, a modular design encourages innovation of modules, as well as competition regarding their design and manufacture; it creates an opportunity for third parties to compete to develop better modules.

The benefits of modular design are not without costs: modular systems are significantly more complex to design than nonmodular systems. Designers must have significant knowledge of the inner workings of a system and its environment to decompose the systems into modules, and then make those modules function together as a whole. Consequently, most modular systems that exist today did not begin that way—they have been incrementally transformed to be more modular as knowledge of the system increased.

Consider modularity when designing or modifying complex systems. Identify functional clusters of similarity in systems, and clearly define their relationships with other system elements. If feasible, create modules that conceal their complexity and communicate with other modules through simple, standard interfaces. Do not attempt complex modular designs without experienced designers and a thorough understanding of the system. However, consider the incremental modularization of existing systems, especially during maintenance and product updates.²

See also 80/20 Rule, Chunking, and Cost-Benefit.


² Many designers resist modularity for fear of limiting creativity. However, modules applied at the appropriate level will liberate designers from useless activity and allow them to focus creativity where it is most needed.
The rapid increase in availability, quality, and computing power of personal computers over the last twenty years is largely attributable to their modular designs. The key components of the computer are standard modules that use standard interfaces. This enables competition among third-party manufacturers to improve modules and reduce price, which also improves the computer and reduces its price.
Most Advanced Yet Acceptable

A method for determining the most commercially viable aesthetic for a design.¹

What does it mean to create a successful design? Some define success in terms of aesthetics, others in terms of function, and still others in terms of usability. The noted industrial designer, Raymond Loewy, defined success in terms of commercial performance—that is, sales. By this standard, Loewy believed that aesthetic appeal was essentially a balancing act between two variables: familiarity and uniqueness—or, in modern psychological parlance, typicality and novelty—and to find the optimal balance between these variables was to find the commercial sweet spot for success. According to Loewy, the sweet spot could be identified using the Most Advanced Yet Acceptable (MAYA) principle, which asserts that the most advanced form of an object or environment that is still recognizable as something familiar will have the best prospects for commercial success. Though Loewy generally equated “most advanced” with “most streamlined,” a more accurate modern interpretation would be “most novel.”²

Although MAYA clearly has pragmatic appeal, the question as to its correctness is an empirical one, and a growing body of research supports the principle. People do indeed like the familiar, an observation supported by the exposure effect, which claims that the appeal of objects and environments increases with repeated exposures. People also like the novel, especially within design and fine art circles—two communities that tend to value originality above all else. Additionally, people tend to notice and remember novelty greater than typicality, a phenomenon known as the von Restorff effect. Research assessing the relative value of typicality and novelty suggests that the two variables seem to weigh about equally in influencing perceptions of aesthetic appeal. The last question is whether MAYA’s proposed point along the familiarity-novelty continuum is the ideal one, and there is good evidence that Loewy got it pretty much right. When dealing with everyone but design and art experts, the most novel design that is still recognizable as a familiar object or environment is perceived to have the greatest aesthetic appeal.³

Consider MAYA when designing for mass audiences. When introducing innovative products that define a new category, consider incorporating elements that reference familiar forms. In contexts where aesthetic assessments are made by design or art experts (e.g., design competitions refereed by expert judges), MAYA does not apply—in these cases, emphasize novelty, as it will be weighed more heavily than typicality.⁴

¹ Also known as MAYA.
⁴ Though familiarity and typicality are similar and generally correlate, they are distinct. Familiarity refers to the level of past exposure (e.g., a person sees a juicer every day). Typicality refers to how recognizable a thing is for its type (e.g., a new juicer is recognizable as a juicer based on the appearance of past juicers).

See also Exposure Effect, Normal Distribution, and von Restorff Effect.
The traditional four-legged upholstered chair served as the basic cognitive prototype for office chairs for more than fifty years.

The Aeron chair, introduced in 1992, stretched this cognitive prototype for most consumers. Its novel form and high price were not acceptable to most at that time. It would take several years for norms to adjust and allow the Aeron to become widely accepted.

The Variable Balans was introduced in 1976. Its highly unique form and approach to active sitting continues to be too different for most consumers, garnering positive attention almost exclusively from the design community where novelty is more highly valued.
Most Average Facial Appearance Effect

A tendency to prefer faces in which the eyes, nose, lips, and other features are close to the average of a population.¹

People find faces that approximate their population average more attractive than faces that deviate from their population average. In this context, population refers to the group in which a person lives or was raised, and average refers to the arithmetic mean of the form, size, and position of the facial features. For example, when pictures of many faces within a population are combined (averaged) to form a single composite image, the composite image is similar to the facial configurations of professional models in that population.²

The most average facial appearance effect is likely the result of some combination of evolution, cognitive prototypes, and symmetry. Evolution by natural selection tends to select out extremes from a population over time. Therefore, it is possible that a preference for averageness has evolved as an indicator of general fitness. Cognitive prototypes are mental representations that are formed through experience. As people see the faces of other people, their mental representation of what a face is may be updated through a process similar to compositing. If this is the case, average faces pattern-match easily with cognitive prototypes, and contribute to a preference. Finally, average faces are symmetrical, and symmetry has long been viewed as an indicator of health and fitness. Asymmetric members of all species tend to have fewer offspring and live shorter lives—generally the asymmetry is the result of disease, malnutrition, or bad genes.³

The evolution of racial preferences among isolated ethnic groups demonstrates the influence of the most average facial appearance effect. Isolated groups form cognitive prototypes based on the faces within their population. When two of these groups first encounter one another, they invariably regard members of the unfamiliar group as strange and less attractive. The facial appearance of unfamiliar groups is perceived as less attractive because it is further from the average facial appearance of the familiar group. As the differences become more familiar, however, cognitive prototypes are updated and the definition of facial beauty changes.

The most average facial appearance for a population is an accurate benchmark of beauty for that population. There are other elements that contribute to attractiveness (e.g., smile versus scowl), but faces that are not average will not be perceived as attractive. Use composite images of faces created from randomly sampled faces of target populations to indicate local perceptions of beauty. Consider the use of digital compositing and morphing software to develop attractive faces from common faces for advertising and marketing campaigns, especially when real models are unavailable or budgetary resources are limited.

See also Attractiveness Bias, Baby-Face Bias, Mental Model, Normal Distribution, and Symmetry.

¹ Also referred to as MAFA effect.
² The seminal work on the most average facial appearance effect is “Attractive Faces are Only Average” by Judith H. Langlois and Lori A. Roggman, Psychological Science, 1990, vol. 1, p. 115–121.
The most average facial appearance for a population is also the most attractive. In this population of four men and four women, two generations of composites were created to demonstrate the effect. Unique and idiosyncratic facial features are minimized and overall symmetry is improved.
Normal Distribution

A term used to describe a set of data, that when plotted, forms the shape of a symmetrical, bell-shaped curve.¹

Normal distributions result when many independently measured values of a variable are plotted. The resulting bell-shaped curve is symmetrical, rising from a small number of cases at both extremes to a large number of cases in the middle. Normal distributions are found everywhere—annual temperature averages, stock market fluctuations, student test scores—and are thus commonly used to determine the parameters of a design.

In a normal distribution, the average of the variable measured is also the most common. As the variable deviates from this average, its frequency diminishes in accordance with the area under the curve. However, it is a mistake to conclude that the average is the preferred design parameter because it is the most common. Generally, a range across the normal distribution must be considered in defining design parameters, since variance between the average and the rest of the population translates to the variance the design must accommodate. For example, a shoe designed for the average of a population would fit only about 68 percent of the population.

Additionally, it is important to avoid trying to create something that is average in all dimensions. A person average in one measure will not be average in other measures. The probability that a person will match the average of their population group in two measures is approximately 7 percent; this falls to less than 1 percent for eight measures. The common belief that average people exist and are the standard to which designers should design is called the “average person fallacy.”²

Where possible, create designs that will accommodate 98 percent of the population; namely, the first to the 99th percentile. While design considerations can be expanded to accommodate a larger portion of the population, generally, the larger the audience accommodated, the greater the costs. Consideration of the target population is key. When designing specifically for a narrow portion of the population (e.g., airline seats that will accommodate 98 percent of American males), it is crucial to obtain the appropriate measurement data for this very specific group.

See also Convergence, Most Advanced Yet Acceptable, and Most Average Facial Appearance Effect.

¹ Also known as standard normal distribution, Gaussian distribution, and bell curve.

The measures of men and women are normally distributed. The wide range of measures across the distribution illustrates the problem of simply designing for an average group. Note that no one man or woman is represented by these measures—i.e., there is no average person in reality.

The normal distribution is represented by a symmetric bell-shaped curve. The four standard deviations represented by below and above the average reflect the normal percentages found in the variability around the average. Percentiles are indicated along the bottom of the curve. Note that in a normal distribution, approximately 68 percent of the population falls within one standard deviation of the average; approximately 95 percent of the population falls within two standard deviations of the average; and approximately 99 percent of the population falls within three standard deviations of the average.
Not Invented Here

A bias against ideas and innovations that originate elsewhere.

The not invented here (NIH) syndrome is an organizational phenomenon in which groups resist ideas and inputs from external sources, often resulting in subpar performance and redundant effort (i.e., "reinventing the wheel"). Examples abound. When Phillips bought Sonicare, manufacturer of the very popular Sonicare toothbrush, Phillips decided to redesign and reengineer the product, though there was no compelling need to do so. A similar questionable redesign occurred with the American introduction of the Sinclair Spectrum computer, which Timex reengineered and released as the Timex 2068. The changes increased the computer’s capability, but the cost was a bland form factor and numerous software incompatibilities, resulting in a failed product. Long after market feedback and usability research indicated that the optimum number of buttons for a computer mouse was two, Apple stubbornly refused to change and maintained its one-button mouse design. When a devoted owner of an AIBO created an application that enabled the robot dog to dance to music, Sony responded with a lawsuit threat to quash the effort. What drives organizations to engage in these kinds of counterproductive NIH behaviors?

Four social dynamics underlie NIH: belief that internal capabilities are superior to external capabilities; fear of losing control; desire for credit and status; and significant emotional and financial investment in internal initiatives. NIH resulting from a perception of superiority is often pervasive in organizations with a proud legacy of successful innovation; their past successes effectively sabotage their capacity to consider external sources. Correction typically requires a significant failure to humble the organization and reset the culture. Fear of losing control is common when groups perceive a risk to their jobs or status in an organization, but it is also common when products are used in unexpected ways. Correction typically requires clear goals and direction from management with clarification regarding how staff members fit into the operating plan. NIH resulting from investments in current or legacy initiatives is difficult to overcome. Correction typically requires significant organizational change or a change in leadership.1

The best way to address NIH is prevention. Rotate and cross-pollinate team members on a project basis. Engage outsiders in both the strategy and the evaluation stages of the design process to ensure fresh perspectives and new thinking. Encourage team members to regularly interact with the wider community (e.g., conferences). Formalize regular competitor reviews and environmental scanning to stay abreast of the activities of competitors and the industry in general. Consider open innovation models, competitions (e.g., Netflix Prize), and outside collaborations to institutionalize a meritocratic approach to new ideas. Lastly, teach team members about the causes, costs, and remedies for NIH, as recognition is the first step to prevention and recovery.2

See also Cognitive Dissonance, Design by Committee, Life Cycle, and Mimicry.


In 1982, the Sinclair ZX81 was licensed to Timex for resale in the United States as the Timex Sinclair 1000. The computers were identical except for the name on the case and minor motherboard differences. Sales were strong. With subsequent models, however, NIH syndrome inclined Timex to introduce more and more changes. Eventually, the product divergence created issues of software compatibility—costs went up, sales went down. Timex dropped out of the computer market in 1984.
Nudge

A method for predictably altering behavior without restricting options or significantly changing incentives.¹

People prefer the path of least resistance when making decisions. When the path of least resistance happens to lead to a generally favorable outcome everyone is happy. When the path of least resistance leads to a generally unfavorable outcome, however, the results are problematic. For example, when the default option for new employees is to not be registered for a basic pension program, savings rates are very low. However, when the default option is to enroll employees automatically into a basic pension plan, savings rates increase dramatically. In both cases, employees are free to join, change plans, or not join, but intelligent defaults nudge employees to make the most responsible decision.

The following methods are common nudging techniques:

Defaults—Select defaults that do the least harm and most good (e.g., many lives are lost due to lack of available organ donations, a shortage that could be addressed by changing the default enrollment from opt-in to opt-out).

Feedback—Provide visible and immediate feedback for actions and inactions (e.g., many modern automobiles have alert lights on the dashboard that stay on until the seatbelt is fastened, increasing seatbelt usage).

Incentives—Avoid incentive conflicts and align incentives to preferred behaviors (e.g., the “Cash for Clunkers” legislation passed in the United States in 2009 provided a cash incentive for consumers to trade in older cars for new cars, boosting sales for the ailing automotive industry and reducing total energy consumption and pollution).

Structured Choices—Provide the means to simplify and filter complexity to facilitate decision making (e.g., Netflix structures choices for customers to help them find movies, enabling them to search and browse based on titles, actors, directors, genres, and the recommendations of other customers).

Visible Goals—Make simple performance measures clearly visible so that people can immediately assess their performance against a goal state (e.g., clearly displaying manufacturing output and goals in factories is often, by itself, sufficient to increase productivity).²

Consider nudges in the design of objects and environments where behavior modification is key. Set default states that correspond to the most generally desired option, not the most conservative option. Provide clear, visible, and immediate feedback to reinforce desired actions and mildly punish undesired behaviors. Align incentives with desired behaviors, being careful to avoid incentive conflict. Simplify and structure choices when decision-making parameters are complex. Make goals and performance status clearly visible.

See also Affordance, Confirmation, Constraint, Framing, and Mapping.

¹ Also known as choice architecture.

To reduce the cleaning burden of the men’s restrooms in the Schiphol airport in Amsterdam, the image of a fly was etched into each of the bowls just above the drains. The result was an 80 percent reduction in “spillage.” Why? When people see a target, they try to hit it.
Ockham’s Razor

Given a choice between functionally equivalent designs, the simplest design should be selected.¹

Ockham’s razor asserts that simplicity is preferred to complexity in design. Many variations of the principle exist, each adapted to address the particulars of a field or domain of knowledge. A few examples include:

- “Entities should not be multiplied without necessity.”—William of Ockham
- “That is better and more valuable which requires fewer, other circumstances being equal.”—Robert Grosseteste
- “Nature operates in the shortest way possible.”—Aristotle
- “We are to admit no more causes of natural things than such as are both true and sufficient to explain their appearances.”—Isaac Newton
- “Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.”—Albert Einstein

Implicit in Ockham’s razor is the idea that unnecessary elements decrease a design’s efficiency, and increase the probability of unanticipated consequences. Unnecessary weight, whether physical, visual, or cognitive, degrades performance. Unnecessary design elements have the potential to fail or create problems. There is also an aesthetic appeal to the principle, which likens the “cutting” of unnecessary elements from a design to the removal of impurities from a solution—the design is a cleaner, purer result.

Use Ockham’s razor to evaluate and select among multiple, functionally equivalent designs. Functional equivalence here refers to comparable performance of a design on common measures. For example, given two functionally equivalent displays—equal in information content and readability—select the display with the fewest visual elements. Evaluate each element within the selected design and remove as many as possible without compromising function. Finally, minimize the expression of the remaining elements as much as possible without compromising function.²

See also Form Follows Function, Horror Vacui, Mapping, and Signal-to-Noise Ratio.

¹ Also known as Occam’s razor, law of parsimony, law of economy, and principle of simplicity. The term “Ockham’s razor” references William of Ockham, a 14th century Franciscan friar and logician who purportedly made abundant use of the principle. The principle does not actually appear in any of his extant writings and, in truth, little is known about either the origin of the principle or its originator. See, for example, “The Myth of Occam’s Razor” by W. M. Thorburn, Mind, 1918, vol. 27, p. 345-353.

The Yamaha Compact Silent Electric Cello is a minimalist cello with only those portions touched by the player represented. Musicians can hear concert-quality cello sound through headphones while creating little external sound, or through an amplifier and speakers for public performances. The cello can also be collapsed for easy transport and storage.

While other Internet search services were racing to add advertising and ad hoc functions to their Web sites, Google kept its design simple and efficient. The result is the best performing and easiest to use search service on the Web.

The Taburet M Stacking Stool is strong, comfortable, and stackable. It is constructed from a single piece of molded wood and has no extraneous elements.
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Operant Conditioning

A technique used to modify behavior by reinforcing desired behaviors, and ignoring or punishing undesired behaviors.¹

Operant conditioning is probably the most researched and well-known technique used to modify behavior. The technique involves increasing or decreasing a particular behavior by associating the behavior with a positive or negative condition (e.g., rewards or punishments). Operant conditioning is commonly applied to animal training, instructional design, video game design, incentive programs, gambling devices, counseling, and behavioral therapy. It is also finding increased application in artificial intelligence. There are three basic operant conditioning techniques: positive reinforcement, negative reinforcement, and punishment.²

Positive reinforcement increases the probability of a behavior by associating the behavior with a positive condition; pulling the lever on a slot machine results in positive visual and auditory feedback, and a possible monetary reward. Negative reinforcement increases the probability of a behavior by associating the behavior with the removal of a negative condition; fastening a seat belt in a car silences an annoying buzzer. Punishment decreases the probability of a behavior by associating the behavior with a negative condition; touching a poison mushroom in a video game reduces the score. Positive and negative reinforcement should be used instead of punishment whenever possible. Punishment should be reserved for rapidly extinguishing a behavior, or it should not be used at all.

Reinforcement and punishment are administered after a behavior is performed one or more times. When there is a clear and predictive relationship between the frequency of a behavior and an outcome, behavior will be paced to do just what is required to receive reinforcement or avoid punishment. When there is not a clear and predictive relationship between the frequency of behavior and the outcome, behavior will be performed more frequently and will be more resistant to extinction (the loss of the desired behavior). An optimal behavior modification plan typically includes predictable reinforcement early in training (fixed ratio schedules) and less predictable reinforcement later in the training (variable ratio schedules).

Use operant conditioning in design contexts where behavioral change is required. Focus on positive or negative reinforcement, rather than punishment whenever possible. Use fixed ratio schedules of reinforcement early in training. As basic behaviors are mastered, switch to variable schedules of reinforcement.

See also Classical Conditioning and Shaping.

¹ Also known as instrumental conditioning.
This graph shows how reinforcement strategies influence the frequency of behavior. Variable ratio schedules provide reinforcement after a variable number of correct responses. They ultimately achieve the highest frequency of behavior and are useful for maintaining behavior. Fixed ratio schedules provide reinforcement after a fixed number of correct responses. They are useful for connecting the reinforcement to the behavior during the early stages of learning.

The addictive nature of video games and gambling machines is a direct result of their application of operant conditioning.

In the game Black & White, the nature of the characters evolve to become good, neutral, or evil based on how their behaviors are rewarded and punished.
Orientation Sensitivity

A phenomenon of visual processing in which certain line orientations are more quickly and easily processed and discriminated than other line orientations.

The efficiency with which people can perceive and make judgments about the orientation of lines is influenced by a number of factors. For example, the time displayed on a standard analog clock can be quickly interpreted because the numbers are positioned at 30-degree increments around the center. The 30-degree increment happens to correspond to the minimum recommended difference in line orientation required to be easily detectable; i.e., differences in line orientation of less than 30 degrees require more effort to detect. Orientation sensitivity is based on two phenomena that are observed in visual perception: oblique effect and pop-out effect.¹

The oblique effect is the ability to more accurately perceive and judge line orientations that are close to vertical and horizontal, than line orientations that are oblique. For example, in tasks where people have to estimate the relative orientation of a line by any number of methods (e.g., redrawing from memory), the most accurate judgments are for horizontal and vertical lines, and the least accurate judgments are for oblique lines. The oblique effect is caused by a greater sensitivity of neurons to vertical and horizontal stimuli than to oblique stimuli. Additionally, people tend to make judgments about line orientation that are biased toward the nearest vertical or horizontal axis; lines oriented close to the vertical or horizontal axis will often be perceived or recalled as truly vertical or horizontal. Designs in which the primary elements are vertical or horizontal are also considered generally more aesthetic than designs in which primary elements are oblique.²

The pop-out effect is the tendency of certain elements in a display to pop out as figure elements, and as a result be quickly and easily detected. For example, in tasks where people have to identify a target line against a background of lines of a common orientation, the target line is easily detected when it differs from the background lines by 30 degrees or more. The pop-out effect is caused by a change in the visual stimuli sufficient to activate additional input neurons, which then help to detect differences in line orientation and patterns. The effect is strongest when combined with the oblique effect; it is easier to detect subtle differences in the orientation of a target line against a background of vertical and horizontal lines, than against a background of oblique lines.³

Consider orientation sensitivity in compositions requiring discrimination between different lines or textures, or decisions based on the relative position of elements. Facilitate discrimination between linear elements by making their orientation differ by more than 30 degrees. In displays requiring estimates of orientation or angle, provide visual indicators at 30-degree increments to improve accuracy in oblique regions. Use horizontal and vertical lines as visual anchors to enhance aesthetics and maximize discrimination with oblique elements.

See also Closure, Constancy, Figure-Ground Relationship, and Good Continuation.
Differences in line orientation are most easily detected when set against vertical or horizontal lines.

Standard analog clocks are easily read because numbers are separated by 30 degrees. However, the same time on a twenty-four hour clock is more difficult to read because numbers are separated by only 15 degrees.

Systems that require precise estimation of orientation and position should be designed to accommodate orientation sensitivity. For example, radar-tracking displays should indicate orientation by providing markers in 30-degree increments or less. Without the markers, estimates in oblique regions of the display will be prone to error.
Performance Load

The greater the effort to accomplish a task, the less likely the task will be accomplished successfully.¹

Performance load is the degree of mental and physical activity required to achieve a goal. If the performance load is high, performance time and errors increase, and the probability of successfully accomplishing the goal decreases. If the performance load is low, performance time and errors decrease, and the probability of successfully accomplishing the goal increases. Performance load consists of two types of loads: cognitive load and kinematic load.²

Cognitive load is the amount of mental activity—perception, memory, problem solving—required to accomplish a goal. For example, early computer systems required users to remember large sets of commands, and then type them into the computer in specific ways. The number of commands that had to be remembered to perform a task was the cognitive load for that task. The advent of the graphical user interface allowed users to browse sets of commands in menus, rather than recalling them from memory. This reduction in cognitive load dramatically reduced the mental effort required to use computers, and consequently enabled them to become mass-market devices. General strategies for reducing cognitive load include minimizing visual noise, chunking information that must be remembered, using memory aids to assist in recall and problem solving, and automating computation- and memory-intensive tasks.

Kinematic load is the degree of physical activity—number of steps or movements, or amount of force—required to accomplish a goal. For example, the telegraph required people to communicate letters one at a time through a series of taps on a mechanical armature. The number of taps to communicate a message was the kinematic load for that task. Samuel Morse designed Morse code to minimize kinematic load by assigning the simplest codes to the most frequently occurring letters; the letter E was expressed as a dot, and the letter Q was expressed as the longer dash dash dot dash. This approach reduced the physical effort (kinematic load), dramatically reducing transmission times and error rates. General strategies for reducing kinematic load include reducing the number of steps required to complete tasks, minimizing range of motion and travel distances, and automating repetitive tasks.³

Design should minimize performance load to the greatest degree possible. Reduce cognitive load by eliminating unnecessary information from displays, chunking information that is to be remembered, providing memory aids to assist in complex tasks, and automating computation-intensive and memory-intensive tasks. Reduce kinematic load by reducing unnecessary steps in tasks, reducing overall motion and energy expended, and automating repetitive tasks.

See also 80/20 Rule, Chunking, Cost-Benefit, Hick’s Law, Fitts’ Law, Mnemonic Device, and Recognition Over Recall.
Modern slot machines no longer require the pulling of a lever or the insertion of coins to play. Inserting a charge card and pressing a button is all that is required, though the lever continues to be retained as a usable ornament. This reduction in kinematic load not only makes it easier to play the slots, it makes it easier for casinos to make money.

Remote keyless entry enables people to lock and unlock all doors of a vehicle at the press of a button—a dramatic reduction in kinematic load.

People can easily save their favorite Internet destinations in all modern browsers. This feature replaces the more load-intensive alternatives of remembering destinations, or writing them down.

The use of Universal Product Codes, also known as bar codes, dramatically reduces the performance load associated with consumer transactions: products no longer need price tags, cashiers no longer need to type in prices, and inventory is automatically updated.
Performance Versus Preference

The designs that help people perform optimally are often not the same as the designs that people find most desirable.

Designers and managers often confuse the business maxim “the customer is always right” with “the user is always right.” This is a dangerous confusion, since what helps people perform well and what people like is often not the same thing. For example, the Dvorak keyboard is estimated to improve typing efficiency by more than 30 percent, but has failed to rise in popularity because people prefer the more familiar QWERTY keyboard. If you asked people if they would like to be able to type 30 percent faster with fewer errors, most would answer in the affirmative. Despite this, more than 50 years have passed since the introduction of the Dvorak keyboard, and it is still more of a novelty item than a practical alternative.¹

This underscores an important lesson for designers: the reasons people prefer one design to another is a combination of many factors, and may have nothing to do with performance. Is the design pleasing to look at? Does it compete with long-standing designs or standards of use? Does it contribute to the well-being or self-esteem of the user? These are all factors that must be carefully balanced in the development of the design requirements. If a superbly performing design is never bought or used because people (for whatever reason) do not prefer it to alternatives, the performance benefits are moot. Conversely, if a well-liked design does not help people perform at the level required, the preference benefits are moot.

The best way to correctly balance performance and preference in design is to accurately determine the importance of performance versus preference. While surveys, interviews, and focus groups try to find out what people want or like, they are unreliable indicators of what people will actually do, especially for new or unfamiliar designs. Additionally, people are poor at discriminating between features they like, and features that actually enhance their performance; they commonly prefer designs that perform less well than available alternatives, and incorrectly believe that those designs helped them achieve the best performance.²

The best method of obtaining accurate performance and preference requirements is to observe people interacting with the design (or a similar design) in real contexts. When this is not feasible, test using structured tasks that approximate key aspects of the way the design will be used. It is important to obtain preference information in context while the task is being performed, and not afterward. Do not rely on reports of what people say they have done, will do, or are planning to do in the future regarding the use of a design; such reports are unreliable.


The QWERTY layout was designed to prevent the jamming of mechanical arms on early typewriters. The Dvorak layout, by contrast, was designed to maximize typing efficiency: it grouped keys based on frequency of use, and positioned keys to promote alternating keystrokes between hands, among other refinements. The result is a 30 percent improvement in typing efficiency, and claim to most of the world records for speed typing. Despite the clear advantages of the Dvorak design, QWERTY enjoys the following of generations of people trained on the layout, which in turn drives manufacturers to continue perpetuating the standard. Dvorak wins on performance, but QWERTY wins on preference.
Personas

A technique that employs fictitious users to guide decision making regarding features, interactions, and aesthetics.

The design that seeks to accommodate everybody generally accommodates nobody well. For example, the percentage of visitors who actually buy products on an e-commerce website is typically quite small relative to the total number of visitors, but most website designs (and redesigns) fail to consider the differing needs of buyers versus browsers—that is, they design for the average visitor, an impersonal and homogenized construct derived from sources such as visitation statistics, surveys, and usability testing. It is better to understand and perfectly meet the needs of the critical few than to poorly meet the needs of many. It is this specific problem that personas seek to address.¹

Personas involve the creation of profiles for a small number of archetypal users, each profile representing a composite of a subpopulation of users. Information for the profiles is derived from user and stakeholder interviews, reviews of market research and customer feedback, and statistics about how a product is used when available. Done right, the number of personas is small, with typically no more than three primary personas representing the primary target audience, and up to four secondary personas when the needs of the user population are highly stratified. Each persona is typically represented with a photograph, name, description, and details about specific interests and relevant behaviors. It is often useful for members of the design, development, and testing teams to role-play different personas. This clarifies user needs and behaviors and is an effective means of creating empathy for the user perspective. Personas not only make the target audience more real to designers and engineers, they also ensure that requirements are prioritized to specifically meet the needs of high-value users.

The use of personas in the design process is increasing in popularity, though empirical evidence for the technique as compared to more traditional approaches is lacking. The measurable merits of the approach are difficult to ascertain due to the proprietary and relatively secretive nature of the methodology developed by Cooper. The unfortunate result is an abundance of teachers, consultants, and practitioners engaging in their own version or interpretation of personas. Nevertheless, the anecdotal evidence for the general approach—especially its user-sensitizing impact on designers and developers—is compelling.

Consider personas early in the design process to define and prioritize requirements. Keep persona profiles short, preferably one eye span, so that the information can be easily consulted. Limit the number of primary personas to three and secondary personas to four. Base personas on interviews and market research—do not make them up or recycle personas from past projects. The time required to research and develop personas is generally less than one month.

See also 80/20 Rule, Desire Line, Iteration, and Normal Distribution.

¹ The seminal work on personas is The Inmates Are Running the Asylum: Why High-Tech Products Drive Us Crazy and How to Restore the Sanity by Alan Cooper, SAMS, 1999. See also The Persona Lifecycle: Keeping People in Mind Throughout the Product Design by John Pruitt and Tamara Adlin, Elsevier, 2006.
### Three personas illustrating the varying needs and behaviors of users for an e-commerce website for toys.

Amanda is not generally a buyer, but she is an influencer. She likes entertaining and interactive websites. When she looks for toys, she wants an easy way to communicate (and lobby) her wish list to her friends and family. Gloria is the prototypical buyer. She is an over-worked mom who worries about her children being on the Internet. When she visits the site, it is because her kids are pesterling her to buy something. Charles is an infrequent visitor. He typically visits to buy his grandchildren toys. He has no idea what toys are "in" or what toys his grandchildren already have. When he tries to buy, he may need a lot of support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMANDA</th>
<th>GLORIA</th>
<th>CHARLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occupation</strong></td>
<td>Second grade student</td>
<td>Part-time office administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home Life</strong></td>
<td>Lives with her mother, father, and younger sister in the suburbs of a large city.</td>
<td>Lives with her husband and two children in a mid-sized city.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td>In elementary school</td>
<td>Has a bachelor degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activities</strong></td>
<td>Plays soccer, reads, and takes ballet lessons; saves her birthday money and allowance to spend at the mall.</td>
<td>Enjoys crossword puzzles and reading mystery novels. Spends a lot of time driving her children to activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ultimate Goal</strong></td>
<td>Goal is to turn 10 so that her parents will let her baby-sit her cousins.</td>
<td>Goal is to make sure her family is taken care of and to find a little time for herself each day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Web Usage</strong></td>
<td>Uses the Web for school projects and playing with Webkinz.</td>
<td>Uses the Web for shopping, news, and communication. Restricts the websites that her children visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Web Competency</strong></td>
<td>Moderate competency</td>
<td>High competency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frustrations</strong></td>
<td>Gets frustrated because her parents don’t always buy her the cool stuff that her friends have.</td>
<td>Gets frustrated by traffic and waiting in line. Feels like there is never enough time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequent Sources of Information</strong></td>
<td>Friends, school, and parents</td>
<td>Oprah, amazon.com, and local TV news</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quote</strong></td>
<td>“I can’t wait until I’m in the fourth grade and get a locker at school.”</td>
<td>“I love being a mom but I often feel stressed and need more balance in my life.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Picture Superiority Effect

Pictures are remembered better than words.¹

It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words, and it turns out that in most cases, this is true. Pictures are generally more easily recognized and recalled than words, although memory for pictures and words together is superior to memory for words alone or pictures alone. For example, instructional materials and technical manuals that present textual information accompanied by supporting pictures enable information recall that is better than that produced by either the text or pictures alone. The picture superiority effect is commonly used in instructional design, advertising, technical writing, and other design contexts requiring easy and accurate recall of information.²

When information recall is measured immediately after the presentation of a series of pictures or words, recall performance for pictures and words is equal. The picture superiority effect applies only when people are asked to recall something after more than thirty seconds from the time of exposure. The picture superiority effect is strongest when the pictures represent common, concrete things versus abstract things, such as a picture of a flag versus a picture depicting the concept of freedom, and when pictures are distinct from one another, such as a mix of objects versus objects of a single type.

The picture superiority effect advantage increases further when people are casually exposed to information and the exposure time is limited. For example, an advertisement for a clock repair shop that includes a picture of a clock will be better recalled than the same advertisement without the picture. People not interested in clock repair who see the advertisement with the picture will also be better able to recall the brand if the need for clock repair service arises at a later time. The strength of the picture superiority effect diminishes as the information becomes more complex. For example, people are able to recall events from a story presented as a silent movie as well as events from the same story read as text.³

Use the picture superiority effect to improve the recognition and recall of key information. Use pictures and words together, and ensure that they reinforce the same information for optimal effect. Pictures and words that conflict create interference and dramatically inhibit recall. Consider the inclusion of meaningful pictures in advertising campaigns when possible, especially when the goal is to build company and product brand awareness.

See also Advance Organizer, Iconic Representation, Serial Position Effects, and von Restorff Effect.

¹ Also known as pictorial superiority effect.
Advertisements with text and pictures are more likely to be looked at and recalled than advertisements with text only. This superiority of pictures over text is even stronger when the page is quickly scanned rather than read.
Priming

The activation of specific concepts in memory for the purposes of influencing subsequent behaviors.

Whenever stimuli are received by the senses—sights, sounds, smells, touches, tastes—concepts are automatically activated in memory. Once concepts are activated, they stay activated for a period of time, capable of influencing subsequent thoughts, reactions, emotions, and behaviors. For example, in a classic experiment on the effects of priming, two groups of college students were given a series of written language tests. The language test for one group included words related to politeness, and the language test for the other group included words related to rudeness. Subjects were instructed to complete the test, and then go down the hall and find the test administrator to get instructions for their next task. When each student completed his or her test and went down the hall, the student found the test administrator engaged in a conversation with another person. Unbeknownst to the students, the real test regarded whether the students would interrupt the conversation, or wait politely until the conversation ended. The results were dramatic: 63 percent of the students primed with words related to rudeness interrupted, whereas only 17 percent primed with words related to politeness interrupted. Exposure to words related to politeness made people more polite, and exposure to words to related to rudeness made people ruder.¹

Priming is an effective means of influence when the stimulus introduced activates concepts that are consistent with a preexisting need or goal. For example, showing an image of a person drinking soda before a movie would have an effect on thirsty people, inducing more of them to buy soda than would otherwise, but it would have no effect on nonthirsty people. However, since everyone in the audience shares the goal of wanting to see a good movie, showing positive imagery and movie previews will prime the audience to react more favorably to the movie generally than they would otherwise. It is this latter kind of indirect prime—the prime that is unnoticed—that is the most effective. When viewing a typical advertisement, the audience knows there is an attempt at influence, and they may consciously counteract it. By contrast, when the students in the experiment were primed for rudeness or politeness, there was no obvious direct link and no conscious awareness of the manipulation. If you told them why they were being so rude or so polite, they would respond with incredulity.

Consider priming in all aspects of design. First impressions, contexts, and antecedent events are all opportunities to influence subsequent reactions and behaviors—this includes the way products are presented in packaging, the articles adjacent to advertisements in newspapers, and the experiences leading from the parking lot to the entryway of a retail store. Favor indirect primes over direct primes, as the former tends to be more persistent and leaves no trace.


See also Cathedral Effect, Expectation Effect, and Exposure Effect.
Psychologists at Newcastle University observed that staff members using an honor system coffee station often did not contribute money when they drank the coffee. As psychologists are inclined to do, they decided to run an experiment. For ten weeks they alternately taped two posters over the coffee station. The first poster featured a generic image, and the second poster featured staring eyes. The results were striking: When the poster with the eyes was displayed people contributed almost three times more money than they did when the poster with the generic image was displayed. Whether people consciously noticed the poster or not, the eyes in the poster activated regions of the brain that regarded being watched, increasing the sense of accountability and, by extension, the coffee fund.
Progressive Disclosure

A strategy for managing information complexity in which only necessary or requested information is displayed at any given time.

Progressive disclosure involves separating information into multiple layers and only presenting layers that are necessary or relevant. It is primarily used to prevent information overload, and is employed in computer user interfaces, instructional materials, and the design of physical spaces.1

Progressive disclosure keeps displays clean and uncluttered and helps people manage complexity without becoming confused, frustrated, or disoriented. For example, infrequently used controls in software interfaces are often concealed in dialog boxes that are invoked by clicking a More button. People who do not need to use the controls never see them. For more advanced users, the options are readily available. In either case, the design is simplified by showing only the most frequently required controls by default, and making additional controls available on request.2

Learning efficiency benefits greatly from the use of progressive disclosure. Information presented to a person who is not interested or ready to process it is effectively noise. Information that is gradually and progressively disclosed to a learner as they need or request it is better processed and perceived as more relevant. The number of errors is significantly reduced using this method, and consequently the amount of time and frustration spent recovering from errors is also reduced.3

Progressive disclosure is also used in the physical world to manage the perception of complexity and activity. For example, progressive disclosure is found in the design of entry points for modern theme park rides. Exceedingly long lines not only frustrate people in line, but also discourage new people from the ride. Theme park designers progressively disclose discrete segments of the line (sometimes supplemented with entertainment), so that no one, in or out of the line, ever sees the line in its entirety.

Use progressive disclosure to reduce information complexity, especially when people interacting with the design are novices or infrequent users. Hide infrequently used controls or information, but make them readily available through some simple operation, such as pressing a More button. Progressive disclosure is also an effective method for leading people through complex procedures, and should be considered when such procedures are a part of a design.

See also Chunking, Errors, Layering, and Performance Load.
Progressive disclosure is commonly used in software to conceal complexity. In this dialog box, basic search functionality is available by default. However, more complex search functionality is available upon request by clicking More Choices.

Theme park rides often have very long lines—so long that seeing the lines in their entirety would scare away many would-be visitors. Therefore, modern theme park rides progressively disclose the length of the line, so that only small segments of the line can be seen from any particular vantage point. Additional distractions are provided in the form of video screens, signage, and partial glimpses of people on the ride.
Propositional Density

The relationship between the elements of a design and the meaning they convey. Designs with high propositional density are more interesting and memorable than designs with low propositional density.

Propositional density is the amount of information conveyed in an object or environment per unit element. High propositional density is a key factor in making designs engaging and memorable—it is what makes double entendres interesting and puns funny (i.e., they express multiple meanings with a single phrase). For present purposes, a proposition is an elementary statement about an object or environment that cannot be easily broken down into constituent propositions. There are two types of propositions: surface propositions and deep propositions. Surface propositions are the salient perceptible elements of an object or environment. Deep propositions are the underlying and often hidden meanings of those elements. Propositional density can be estimated by dividing the number of deep propositions by the number of surface propositions, or mathematically:

$$ PD \approx \frac{P_d}{P_s} $$

where:

- PD is propositional density.
- $P_d$ is the number of deep propositions.
- $P_s$ is the number of surface propositions.

Objects and environments with high PD ($PD > 1$) are perceived to be more interesting and engaging than objects and environments with low PD ($PD < 1$). Simple objects and environments (i.e., few surface propositions) that are rich in meaning (many deep propositions) are perceived to be the most compelling. Consider, for example, the modern Apple, Inc., logo. The surface propositions expressed by the logo are the body of the apple, top leaf, and missing chunk. The deep propositions include, but are not limited to, the following: The apple is a healthy fruit; the apple tree is the biblical tree of knowledge; a bite from the apple represents a means to attain knowledge; Sir Isaac Newton’s epiphany about gravity came from a falling apple; an apple a day keeps the doctor away; an apple is an appropriate gift for a teacher; and so on. With just the propositions listed, the Apple logo would have a $PD \approx 2$, a high propositional density that makes the logo interesting to look at and easy to remember.

Consider propositional density in all aspects of design. Favor simple elements that are rich in meaning. Aspire to achieve the highest propositional density possible, but make sure the deep propositions are complementary. Contradictory deep propositions can confuse the message and nullify prospective benefits.

See also Archetypes, Cost-Benefit, Layering, and Signal-to-Noise Ratio.

---

The logo of Barack Obama’s 2008 presidential campaign has received wide acclaim for its design, but the logo’s high propositional density (PD = 10 / 3 = 3.33) is the prime cause of its success.
Prospect-Refuge

A tendency to prefer environments with unobstructed views (prospects) and areas of concealment and retreat (refuges).

People prefer environments where they can easily survey their surroundings and quickly hide or retreat to safety if necessary. Environments with both prospect and refuge elements are perceived as safe places to explore and dwell, and consequently are considered more aesthetic than environments without these elements. The principle is based on the evolutionary history of humans, reasoning that environments with ample prospects and refuges increased the probability of survival for pre-humans and early humans.¹

The prospect-refuge principle suggests that people prefer the edges, rather than middles of spaces; spaces with ceilings or covers overhead; spaces with few access points (protected at the back or side); spaces that provide unobstructed views from multiple vantage points; and spaces that provide a sense of safety and concealment. The preference for these elements is heightened if the environment is perceived to be hazardous or potentially hazardous.

Environments that achieve a balance between prospects and refuges are the most preferred. In natural environments, prospects include hills, mountains, and trees near open settings. Refuges include enclosed spaces such as caves, dense vegetation, and climbable trees with dense canopies nearby. In human-created environments, prospects include deep terraces and balconies, and generous use of windows and glass doors. Refuges include alcoves with lowered ceilings and external barriers, such as gates and fences.²

The design goal of prospect-refuge can be summarized as the development of spaces where people can see without being seen. Consider prospect-refuge in the creation of landscapes, residences, offices, and communities. Create multiple vantage points within a space, so that the internal and external areas can be easily surveyed. Make large, open areas more appealing by using screening elements to create partial refuges with side- and back-barriers while maintaining clear lines of sight (e.g., shrubbery, partitions). Balance the use of prospect and refuge elements for optimal effect—e.g., sunken floors and ceilings that open to larger spaces enclosed by windows and glass doors.

See also Biophilia Effect, Cathedral Effect, Defensible Space, Savanna Preference, and Wayfinding.

¹ The seminal work on prospect-refuge theory is *The Experience of Landscape* by Jay Appleton, John Wiley & Sons, 1975.
² See, for example, *The Wright Space: Pattern and Meaning in Frank Lloyd Wright’s Houses* by Grant Hildebrand, University of Washington Press, 1991.
This section of an imaginary café highlights many of the practical applications of the prospect-refuge principle. The entry is separated from the interior by a greeting station, and the ceiling is lowered to create a temporary refuge for waiting patrons. As the interior is accessed, the ceiling raises and the room opens up with multiple, clear lines of sight. A bar area is set against the far wall with a raised floor and lowered ceilings, creating a protected perch to view interior and exterior areas. High-backed booths and partial screens provide refuge with minimal impediment to prospect. Windows are tinted or mirrored, allowing patrons to survey the exterior without being seen. Shrubbery surrounds the exterior as a practical and symbolic barrier, preventing outsiders from getting too close.
Prototyping

The use of simplified and incomplete models of a design to explore ideas, elaborate requirements, refine specifications, and test functionality.

Prototyping is the creation of simple, incomplete models or mockups of a design. It provides designers with key insights into real-world design requirements, and gives them a method to visualize, evaluate, learn, and improve design specifications prior to delivery. There are three basic kinds of prototyping: concept, throwaway, and evolutionary.1

Concept prototyping is useful for exploring preliminary design ideas quickly and inexpensively. For example, concept sketches and storyboards are used to develop the appearance and personality of characters in animated films well before the costly process of animation and rendering take place. This approach helps communicate the concepts to others, reveals design requirements and problems, and allows for evaluation by a target audience. A common problem with concept prototyping is the artificial reality problem, the plausible presentation of an implausible design. A good artist or modeler can make most any design look like it will work.

Throwaway prototyping is useful for collecting information about the functionality and performance of certain aspects of a system. For example, models of new automobile designs are used in wind tunnels to better understand and improve the aerodynamics of their form. The prototypes are discarded once the needed information is obtained. A common problem with throwaway prototyping is the assumption that the functionality will scale or integrate properly in the final design, which of course it often does not.

Evolutionary prototyping is useful when many design specifications are uncertain or changing. In evolutionary prototyping, the initial prototype is developed, evaluated, and refined continuously until it evolves into the final system. Design requirements and specifications never define a final product, but merely the next iteration of the design. For example, software developers invariably use evolutionary prototyping to manage the rapid and volatile changes in design requirements. A common problem with evolutionary prototyping is that designers tend to get tunnel vision, focusing on tuning existing specifications, rather than exploring design alternatives.2

Incorporate prototyping into the design process. Use concept prototypes to develop and evaluate preliminary ideas, and throwaway prototypes to explore and test design functionalities and performance. Schedule time for prototype evaluation and iteration. When design requirements are unclear or volatile, consider evolutionary prototyping in lieu of traditional approaches. Consider the common problems of artificial realities, scaling and integration, and tunnel vision when evaluating prototypes and design alternatives.

See also Feedback Loop, Most Advanced Yet Acceptable, Satisficing, and Scaling Fallacy.


2 Evolutionary prototyping is often contrasted with incremental prototyping, which is the decomposition of a design into multiple stages that are then delivered one at a time. They are combined here because they are invariably combined in practice.
The function and elegance of the Ojex Juicer clearly demonstrate the benefits of prototyping in the design process. Simple two-dimensional prototypes were used to study mechanical motion, three-dimensional foam prototypes were used to study form and assembly, and functional breadboard models were used to study usability and working stresses.
Proximity

Elements that are close together are perceived to be more related than elements that are farther apart.

The principle of proximity is one of several principles referred to as *Gestalt principles of perception*. It asserts that elements close together are perceived as a single group or chunk, and are interpreted as being more related than elements that are farther apart. For example, a simple matrix of dots can be interpreted as consisting of multiple rows, multiple columns, or as a uniform matrix, depending on the relative horizontal and vertical proximities of the dots.¹

The grouping resulting from proximity reduces the complexity of designs and reinforces the relatedness of the elements. Conversely, a lack of proximity results in the perception of multiple, disparate chunks, and reinforces differences among elements. Certain proximal layouts imply specific kinds of relationships, and should be considered in layout design. For example, connecting or overlapping elements are commonly interpreted as sharing one or more common attributes, whereas proximal but non-contacting elements are interpreted as related but independent.²

Proximity is one of the most powerful means of indicating relatedness in a design, and will generally overwhelm competing visual cues (e.g., similarity). Arrange elements such that their proximity corresponds to their relatedness. Ensure that labels and supporting information are near the elements that they describe, opting for direct labeling on graphs over legends or keys. Locate unrelated or ambiguously related items relatively far from one another.

See also Chunking, Performance Load, and Similarity.


² Euler circles and Venn diagrams (methods of illustrating the relationships between sets of things in logic and mathematics) utilize this principle.
Proximity between the circles influences how they are grouped—as columns, a square group of circles, or rows.

Circles A and B are perceived as independent and sharing no attributes. Circles C and D are perceived as partially dependent and sharing some attributes. Circle F is perceived as dependent on Circle E and sharing all of its attributes.

This rendering of a sign at Big Bend National Park has undoubtedly sent many hikers in unintended directions (two hikers for certain). The proximity between unrelated words (e.g., Chisos and South) lends itself to misinterpretation. Positioning the related words closer together corrects the problem.

Window controls are often placed on the center console between seats. The lack of proximity between the controls and the window makes it a poor design. A better location would be on the door itself.
Readability

The degree to which prose can be understood, based on the complexity of words and sentences.

Readability is determined by factors such as word length, word commonality, sentence length, number of clauses in a sentence, and number of syllables in a sentence. It is an attribute that is seldom considered—either because designers are not sensitive or aware of its importance, or because of the common belief that complex information requires complex presentation. In fact, complex information requires the simplest presentation possible, so that the focus is on the information rather than the way it is presented.

For enhanced readability, omit needless words and punctuation, but be careful not to sacrifice meaning or clarity in the process. Avoid acronyms, jargon, and untranslated quotations in foreign languages. Keep sentence length appropriate for the intended audience. Generally, use active voice, but consider passive voice when the emphasis is on the message and not the messenger. When attempting to produce text for a specific reading level, use published readability formulas and software applications designed for this purpose.

A variety of readability formulas and software applications are available to assist designers in producing prose with specific readability levels. The readability rating is usually represented in the form of school levels ranging from 1st to 12th grade and college. While different tools may use slightly different approaches for calculating readability, they all generally use the same combination of core readability factors mentioned above.¹

Use these formulas to verify that the textual components of a design are at the approximate reading level of the intended audience. However, do not write for the formulas. Readability formulas are primitive guides and should not outweigh all other considerations. For example, more sentences per paragraph may increase readability for lower-level readers, but frustrate readability for more advanced readers who are distracted by the lack of continuity. Simple language is preferred, but overly simple language obscures meaning.²

Consider readability when creating designs that involve prose. Express complex material in the simplest way possible. Follow guidelines for enhancing readability, and verify that the readability level approximates the level of the intended audience.³

See also Legibility and Ockham’s Razor.

¹ Fry’s Readability Graph (right) is one of many readability formulas. Other popular measures include Flesch Formula, Dale-Chall formula, Farr-Jenkins-Paterson formula, Kincaid Formula, Gunning Fog Index, and Linsear Write Index.

² “Use [readability formulas] as a guide after you have written, but not as a pattern before you write. Good writing must be alive; don’t kill it with systems.” The Technique of Clear Writing by Robert Gunning, McGraw-Hill, 1968.

1. Randomly select three sample passages from a text.
2. Count 100 words starting at the beginning of these passages (count proper nouns, but not numbers).
3. Count the number of sentences in each 100-word passage, estimating the length of the last sentence to the nearest 1/10th.
4. Count the total number of syllables in each 100-word passage.
5. Calculate the average number of sentences and average number of syllables for the 100-word passage. If a great deal of variability is found, sample additional passages.
6. The area of intersection on the graph between the number of sentences and average number of syllables indicate the estimated grade level. Invalid regions indicate that a reading level could not be estimated.

Sample text written at a college reading level. In the first 100 words of this passage there are 187 syllables and almost six sentences.

Chicken pox, or varicella, is an infectious disease usually occurring in young children. Chicken pox is believed to be caused by the same herpes virus that produces shingles. Chicken pox is highly communicable and is characterized by an easily recognizable rash consisting of blisterlike lesions that appear two to three weeks after infection. Usually there are also low fever and headache. When the lesions have crusted over, the disease is believed to be no longer communicable; however, most patients simultaneously exhibit lesions at different stages of eruption. Chicken pox is usually a mild disease requiring little treatment other than medication to relieve the troublesome itching, but care must be taken so that the rash does not become infected by bacteria.

Sample text written at a 4th grade reading level. In the first 100 words of this passage there are 137 syllables and almost twelve sentences.

Not too long ago, almost everyone got chicken pox. Chicken pox is caused by a virus. This virus spreads easily. The virus spreads when an infected person coughs or sneezes. People with chicken pox get a rash on their skin. The rash is made up of clear blisters. These blisters are very itchy. It is hard not to scratch them. The blisters form scabs when they dry. Sometimes these scabs cause scars. Many people with chicken pox must stay in bed until they feel better. Until recently, almost all children in the U.S. got chicken pox between the ages of 1 and 10. In 1995, the Food and Drug Administration approved a vaccine that keeps the virus from spreading. Today, most people will never get chicken pox because of this vaccine.
Recognition Over Recall

Memory for recognizing things is better than memory for recalling things.

People are better at recognizing things they have previously experienced than recalling those things from memory. It is easier to recognize things than recall them because recognition tasks provide memory cues that facilitate searching through memory. For example, it is easier to correctly answer a multiple-choice question than a short-answer question because multiple-choice questions provide a list of possible answers; the range of search possibilities is narrowed to just the list of options. Short answer questions provide no such memory cues, so the range of search possibilities is much greater.¹

Recognition memory is much easier to develop than recall memory. Recognition memory is attained through exposure, and does not necessarily involve any memory about origin, context, or relevance. It is simply memory that something (sight, sound, smell, touch) has been experienced before. Recall memory is attained through learning, usually involving some combination of memorization, practice, and application. Recognition memory is also retained for longer periods of time than recall memory. For example, the name of an acquaintance is often quickly forgotten, but easily recognized when heard.

The advantages of recognition over recall are often exploited in the design of interfaces for complex systems. For example, early computer systems used a command line interface, which required recall memory for hundreds of commands. The effort associated with learning the commands made computers difficult to use. The contemporary graphical user interface, which presents commands in menus, allows users to browse the possible options, and select from them accordingly. This eliminates the need to have the commands in recall memory, and greatly simplifies the usability of computers.

Decision-making is also strongly influenced by recognition. A familiar option is often selected over an unfamiliar option, even when the unfamiliar option may be the best choice. For example, in a consumer study, people participating in a taste test rated a known brand of peanut butter as superior to two unknown brands, even though one of the unknown brands was objectively better (determined by earlier blind taste tests). Recognition of an option is often a sufficient condition for making a choice.²

Minimize the need to recall information from memory whenever possible. Use readily accessible menus, decision aids, and similar devices to make available options clearly visible. Emphasize the development of recognition memory in training programs, and the development of brand awareness in advertising campaigns.

See also Exposure Effect, Serial Position Effects, and Visibility.


² Note that none of the participants had previously bought or used the known brand. See “Effects of Brand Awareness on Choice for a Common, Repeat-Purchase Product” by Wayne D. Hoyer and Steven P. Brown, Journal of Consumer Research, 1990, vol. 17, p. 141–148.
Early computers used command-line interfaces, which required recall memory for hundreds of commands. Graphical user interfaces eliminated the need to recall the commands by presenting them in menus. This innovation leveraged the human capacity for recognition over recall, and dramatically simplified the usability of computers.
Red Effect

A tendency to perceive women wearing red as more attractive and men wearing red as more dominant.

The color red plays a significant role in communicating the fertility of females and the dominance of males throughout the animal kingdom. Female chimpanzees, for example, signal their period of greatest fertility each month by developing large red swellings around their anus and vulva, which increases their sexual appeal to males. The rank of male mandrills within their troops is largely determined by the degree of red coloration on their snout, rump, and genitalia, which signals their level of testosterone and mate viability to females.

Humans, too, are influenced by the color red in certain contexts. Although healthy reproductive human females exhibit visible biologically induced signals of fertility, such as full red lips and flushed cheeks, the cues are comparatively subtle. Thus, it is common across cultures for females to accentuate these facial features with rouge, lipstick, or similar cosmetics. Females also increase their sexual attractiveness by wearing red clothing. For example, when male subjects were presented pictures of the same female wearing different colored clothes, the males identified the image of the red-clad female as most attractive, indicating that they were most likely to ask her out on a date and would be willing to spend twice as much money on her during that date. The red effect in these contexts regards sexual attractiveness only, and does not influence perceptions of likability, kindness, or intelligence. Similarly, males wearing culturally appropriate red attire (e.g., red “power” tie) are perceived as more dominant, and therefore more attractive than their non-red-wearing peers.

The color red impacts perceptions of dominance in human males, perhaps due to the common association between anger and a red face, which signals aggression, versus a pale face, which signals fear. At the 2004 Olympic Games, contestants in boxing, tae kwon do, Greco–Roman wrestling, and freestyle wrestling were randomly assigned red or blue uniforms (or body protectors). A study comparing match outcomes found that contestants wearing red won a statistically significant greater number of matches. A follow-up study looking at the performance of English football teams over fifty-six years confirmed the effect for team sports. Does wearing red make a person more aggressive, intimidate the non-red-wearing adversary, skew the perception of the referee to favor the person in red, or is it a combination of factors? Causation is not yet fully understood.

Consider the red effect in advertising and product design. Present females wearing red to attract attention and associate products with sexuality. Present males wearing culturally appropriate red apparel to signal power and authority. The red effect is sensitive to context, but likely generalizes to products and activities that strongly relate to female sexuality (e.g., apparel) and male dominance (e.g., sports cars).

See also Attractiveness Bias, Baby-Face Bias, and Color.
When wearing the red dress, this female strongly signals her fertility to males, significantly increasing her sexual attractiveness. When wearing the blue dress, she must rely on weaker and subtler biological cues such as red lips and flushed cheeks.
Redundancy

The use of more elements than necessary to maintain the performance of a system in the event of failure of one or more of the elements.

System failure is the failure of a system to achieve a goal—e.g., communicate a message, maintain a structural load, or maintain operation. It is inevitable that elements within a system will fail. It is not inevitable, however, that the system as a whole fails. Redundancy is the surest method of preventing system failure. There are four kinds of redundancy: diverse, homogenous, active, and passive.¹

_Diverse_ redundancy is the use of multiple elements of different types (e.g., use of text, audio, and video to present the same information). Diverse redundancy is resistant to a single cause of failure, but is complex to implement and maintain. For example, high-speed trains often have diverse redundancy in their braking systems—one electric brake, one hydraulic brake, and one pneumatic brake. A single cause is unlikely to result in a cascade failure in all three braking systems.

_Homogenous_ redundancy is the use of multiple elements of a single type (e.g., use of multiple independent strands to compose a rope). Homogenous redundancy is relatively simple to implement and maintain but is susceptible to single causes of failure—i.e., the type of cause that results in failure in one element can result in failure of other redundant elements. For example, a sharp edge that severs one strand of a rope can sever others.

_Active_ redundancy is the application of redundant elements at all times (e.g., using multiple independent pillars to support a roof). Active redundancy guards against both system and element failure—i.e., it distributes loads across all elements such that the load on the each element and the overall system is reduced. Active redundancy also allows for element failure, repair, and substitution with minimal disruption of system performance.

_Passive_ redundancy is the application of redundant elements only when an active element fails (e.g., using a spare tire on a vehicle in the event of a flat tire). Passive redundancy is ideal for noncritical elements, but it will result in system failure when used for elements critical to system operation. Passive redundancy is the simplest and most common kind of redundancy.

Use diverse redundancy for critical systems when the probable causes of failure cannot be anticipated. Use homogenous redundancy when the probable causes of failure can be anticipated. Use active redundancy for critical systems that must maintain stable performance in the event of element failure or extreme changes in system load. Use passive redundancy for noncritical elements within systems, or systems in which performance interruptions are tolerable. The four kinds of redundancy should be used in combination to achieve highly reliable systems.


See also Factor of Safety, Modularity, Structural Forms, and Weakest Link.
The Super Cow entry in the Houston Cow Parade 2001 had a unique design specification—it was to sit atop a thirty-story tower crane for the duration of hurricane season. Since the consequences of Super Cow taking flight in high winds could be grave, various forms of redundancy were applied to keep him attached. Despite many severe thunderstorms (wind gusts in excess of 60 MPH), Super Cow experienced no failure, damage, or unintended flights during his four-month stay on the crane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 fiberglass cow</td>
<td>protect the city from danger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 canvas cape</td>
<td>flap in the wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 tower crane</td>
<td>provide a bovine perch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 fabricated steel base</td>
<td>display cow above crane railings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 fabricated steel hoof plates</td>
<td>attach cow to base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 steel cables</td>
<td>attach cow to base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 bolts</td>
<td>attach hoof plates to base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 steel cross member</td>
<td>attach base plates to base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 fabricated double U-bolts</td>
<td>attach cross member to base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 steel guy wires</td>
<td>attach base to crane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 eye bolts</td>
<td>attach cape to cow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At some point during the fourth century, all knowledge about ancient Egyptian scripts was lost, leaving no way to decipher extant hieroglyphics found on papyrus documents, stone tablets, and Egyptian monuments. Then in 1799, Napoleon’s army discovered an Egyptian artifact that contained writing in classical Greek and ancient Egyptian. This Rosetta stone, as it would become known, enabled scholars to use their extensive knowledge of Greek to comparatively translate the Egyptian texts, which turned out to be hieroglyphics and Demotic, a cursive form of hieroglyphic script. The Rosetta stone illustrates the power of embedding elements of common understanding in messages to ensure that their meaning can be unlocked by a receiver who may not understand the language of transmission. The principle has broad applications, ranging from the design of effective instruction (e.g., using familiarity with one concept to teach another) to the development of games and puzzles (e.g., crossword puzzles) to devising communications for extraterrestrial intelligences (e.g., plaques designed for the Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 space probes).\(^1\)

Applying the principle involves two basic but nontrivial steps. First, identify and embed an element of common understanding, or a key, that the receiver will understand. For example, researchers in extraterrestrial communication speculate that mathematical concepts (e.g., prime numbers, pi, the Pythagorean theorem) are strong candidates for keys in any attempted E.T. communication because of their universality—irrespective of differing perceptual faculties and cognitive systems, any civilization advanced enough to send or receive radio signals or recover a space probe will necessarily have an understanding of fundamental mathematical concepts. It is critical to make the key identifiable as a key. The breakthrough that enabled the deciphering of the Egyptian text on the Rosetta stone was discovering that the three languages represented a single message, a fact that was not at all evident. Second, construct the message to be revealed in stages, with each stage acting as a supporting key for subsequent stages. For example, in designing crossword puzzles, there are words that are relatively straightforward and solvable based on the clues provided, and then there are words that can be solved only by filling in the intersecting words, in many cases permitting the discovery of the solution without ever solving the clue.

Consider the Rosetta Stone principle to lay the foundation for communication and learning. Incorporate an element of common understanding to be used as a key for the receiver. Make it clear that the key is a key. Generally, favor keys that reference concrete objects that can be detected by the senses versus abstract concepts. When no verifiable element of common understanding can be identified, consider embedding numerous keys in the message, and referencing archetypal and universal concepts.

See also Advance Organizer, Archetypes, and Propositional Density.

Carl Sagan, Frank Drake, and Linda Salzman designed this plaque for the *Pioneer 10* and *Pioneer 11* space probes. The plaque utilizes a number of keys to help extraterrestrials understand the “who, when, and where” of the probes. The most effective key, the image of the craft itself, gives the receiver an easily decipherable comparative to determine the appearance and scale of the senders as well as the solar system from which it came. Less effective are the abstract keys representing the hyperfine transition of hydrogen (top left) and the relative position of our solar system to fourteen pulsars (middle left).

What intelligent species, if any, will be around 10,000 years from now? How will they decipher the many artifacts we are leaving behind? The Rosetta Disk is a durable titanium-nickel human language archive designed to survive for 10,000 years. It contains more than 1,500 languages and 13,000 documents micro-etched onto its 3-inch (7.6 cm) surface. When knowledge about the audience is in doubt, use lots of keys.
Rule of Thirds

A technique of composition in which a medium is divided into thirds, creating aesthetic positions for the primary elements of a design.¹

The rule of thirds is a technique derived from the use of early grid systems in composition. It is applied by dividing a medium into thirds both vertically and horizontally, creating an invisible grid of nine rectangles and four intersections. The primary element within a design is then positioned on an intersection of the grid. The asymmetry of the resulting composition is interesting to look at, and generally agreed to be aesthetic.

The technique has a loyal following in design circles due to its use by the Renaissance masters and its rough relationship to the golden ratio. Although dividing a design into thirds yields a ratio different from the golden ratio (i.e., the $2/3$ section = 0.666 versus golden ratio = 0.618), the users of the technique may have decided that the simplicity of its application compensated for its rough approximation.

The rule of thirds generally works well, is easy to apply, and should be considered when composing elements of a design. When the primary element is so strong as to imbalance the composition, consider centering the element rather than using the rule of thirds—especially when the strength of the primary element is reinforced by the surrounding elements or space. If the surrounding elements or space do not reinforce the primary element, use the rule of thirds and add a secondary element (known as a counterpoint) to the opposing intersection of the primary element to bring the composition to balance. In designs where there is a strong vertical or horizontal element, it is common practice to align the element along one of the grid lines of corresponding orientation.²

See also Alignment, Golden Ratio, and Symmetry.

¹ Also known as golden grid rule.

² A nice introduction to compositional concepts is Design and Composition by Nathan Goldstein, Prentice-Hall, 1997.
This photograph (above) from the Muhammad Ali–Joe Frazier fight in Manila, Philippines (1975) makes excellent use of the rule of thirds, placing the heads of both fighters at opposing intersections on the grid.

This photograph (right) from the Muhammad Ali–Sonny Liston fight in Lewiston, Maine (1965), by contrast, is an excellent example of when not to use the rule of thirds—strong primary element that is reinforced by the surrounding space.
Satisficing

It is often preferable to settle for a satisfactory solution, rather than pursue an optimal solution.\(^1\)

The best design decision is not always the optimal design decision. In certain circumstances, the success of a design is better served by design decisions that roughly satisfy (i.e., satisfice), rather than optimally satisfy, design requirements. For example, in seeking for the proverbial needle in a haystack, a satisficer would stop looking as soon as a needle is found; an optimizer would continue to look for all possible needles so that the sharpest needle could be determined. There are three kinds of problems for which satisficing should be considered: very complex problems, time-limited problems, and problems for which anything beyond a satisfactory solution yields diminishing returns.\(^2\)

Complex design problems are characterized by a large number of interacting variables and a large number of unknowns. In working with such problems, a satisficer recognizes that the combination of complexity and unknowns makes an optimal solution unlikely (if not impossible). The satisficer, therefore, seeks a satisfactory solution that is just better than existing alternatives; the satisficer seeks only to incrementally improve upon the current design, rather than to achieve an optimal design.

Time-limited problems are characterized by time frames that do not permit adequate analysis or development of an optimal solution. In cases where optimality is secondary to urgency, a satisficer selects the first solution that satisfactorily meets a given design requirement. Note that satisficing should be cautiously applied in time-limited contexts, especially when the consequences of a suboptimal solution can have serious consequences.\(^3\)

There are cases in which a satisfactory solution is better than an optimal solution—i.e., solutions beyond the satisfactory yield diminishing returns. Determining when satisfactory is best requires accurate knowledge of the design requirements, and accurate knowledge of the value perceptions of the users. A satisficer weighs this value perception in the development of the design specification, ensuring that optimal specifications will not consume design resources unless they are both critical to success, and accorded value by users.\(^4\)

Consider satisficing as a means of making design decision when problems are complex with many unknowns, when problems need to be solved within a narrow time frame, and when developing design requirements and specifications. Generally, do not accept satisficed solutions that are inferior to previous or existing solutions. In time-limited contexts, consider satisficing only when the limited timelines are truly fixed, and the consequences of low-quality design and increased risk of failure are acceptable.

See also 80/20 Rule, Chunking, Cost-Benefit, Iteration, and Not Invented Here.
The adapted square carbon dioxide filter from the command module (center), and round filter receptacle of the lunar lander (lower right).

The Apollo 13 Mission to the moon launched at 2:13 P.M. EST on April 11, 1970. An electrical failure occurred in the command module of the spacecraft 56 hours into the flight, causing the mission to be aborted and forcing the three-person crew to take refuge in the lunar lander. The carbon dioxide filters aboard the lunar lander were designed to support two people for two days—the planned duration of a lunar landing—and not the three people for four days needed to return the crew safely to Earth. The square carbon dioxide filters of the abandoned command module had the capacity to filter the excess carbon dioxide, but did not fit into the round filter receptacle of the lunar lander. Using materials available on the spacecraft such as plastic bags, cardboard from log books, and duct tape, NASA engineers designed a makeshift adapter for the square command module filters. The ground crew talked the astronauts through the construction process, and the adapted filters were put into service immediately thereafter. The solution was far from optimal, but it was satisfactory—it eliminated the immediate danger of carbon dioxide poisoning, and allowed ground and flight crews to focus on other critical problems. The crew of Apollo 13 returned safely home at 1:07 P.M. EST on April 17, 1970.

Astronaut John L. Swigert Jr., hooking up the adapted carbon dioxide filters.
Savanna Preference

A tendency to prefer savanna-like environments to other types of environments.¹

People tend to prefer savanna-like environments—open areas, scattered trees, water, and uniform grassiness—to other natural environments that are simple, such as desert; dense, such as jungle; or complex, such as mountains. The preference is based on the belief that early humans who lived on savannas enjoyed a survival advantage over humans who lived in other environments. This advantage ultimately resulted in the development of a genetic disposition favoring savanna environments that manifests itself today. It may be no coincidence that the parks, resorts, and golf courses of the world all resemble savannas—they may reflect an unconscious preference for the look and feel of our ancestral, east-African home.²

The characteristics of savannas that people prefer include depth, openness, uniform grassy coverings, and scattered trees, as opposed to obstructed views, disordered high complexity, and rough textures. The preference is found across all age ranges and cultures, though it is strongest in children and grows weaker with age. This finding is thought to corroborate the evolutionary origin of the preference; i.e., humans are increasingly influenced by knowledge, culture, and other environments as they grow older, interfering with innate preferences.

This causal explanation has been criticized as recent evidence suggests that early humans lived in a variety of environments (e.g. closed-canopy woodlands), but evidence for the existence of the preference is strong. For example, in an experiment where people were presented with images of savannas, deciduous forests, coniferous forests, rain forests, and desert environments, lush savannas were consistently preferred over other choices as a place to live or visit. The theory that the preference is related to the savanna’s perceived resource richness is supported by the finding that the least preferred environment is the arid desert landscape.³

People have a general landscape preference for savanna-like or parklike environments that is independent of culture. Consider the savanna preference in the design of landscapes, advertising, and any other design that involves the creation or depiction of natural environments. The preference is strongest in young children. Therefore, consider savanna-like environments in the design of settings for children’s stories and play environments.

See also Archetypes, Biophilia Effect, Cathedral Effect, Hunter-Nurturer Fixations, and Prospect-Refuge.

¹ Also known as savanna hypothesis.
When presented with images of environments such as these, people across cultures generally prefer the environments with unobstructed views, uniform grassy coverings, and scattered trees (left), as opposed to obstructed views, high complexity, and rough textures (right). This preference is stronger in children than in adults.

Though adults generally do not share the fascination, the Teletubbies (a children’s television series) mesmerize children in more than 60 countries and 35 languages. Simple stories played out by four baby-faced creatures on a lush savanna landscape equal excellent design for young children.
Scaling Fallacy

A tendency to assume that a system that works at one scale will also work at a smaller or larger scale.¹

Much is made of the relative strength of small insects as compared to that of humans. For example, a leafcutter ant can carry about 50 times its weight; whereas an average human can only carry about half its weight. The standard reasoning goes that an ant scaled to the size of a human would retain this strength-weight advantage, giving a 200-pound ant the ability to lift 10,000 pounds. In actuality, however, an ant scaled to this size would only be able to lift about 50 pounds, assuming it could move at all. The effect of gravity at small scales is miniscule, but the effect increases dramatically with the size of an object. This underscores the basic lesson of the scaling fallacy—systems act differently at different scales. There are two basic kinds of scaling assumptions to avoid when growing or shrinking a design: load assumptions, and interaction assumptions.²

Load assumptions occur when designers scale a design by some factor, and assume that the working stresses on the design scale by that same factor. For example, initial designs of the Trident 2 missile, designed to be launched from submarines, underestimated the effects of water pressure and turbulence during launch. The anticipated estimates for pressure and turbulence were based largely on the Trident 1 missile, which was much shorter and roughly half the weight of the Trident 2. When the specifications for the Trident 1 were scaled to meet the specifications for the Trident 2, the working stresses on the missile did not scale by the same factor as its physical specification. The result was multiple catastrophic failures in early tests, and a major redesign of the missile.³

Interaction assumptions occur when designers scale a design, and assume that the way people and other systems interact with the design will be the same at other levels of scale. For example, the design of very tall buildings involves many possible interactions that do not exist for buildings of lesser size—problems of evacuation in the case of fire, people seeking to commit suicide or base-jump off of the roof, symbolic target for terrorist attacks, to name a few. These kinds of interaction effects are usually an indirect consequence of the design, and therefore can be difficult to anticipate and manage.

The best way to avoid the scaling fallacy is to be aware of the tendency to make scaling assumptions. Therefore, raise awareness of load and interaction assumptions in the design process. Verify load assumptions through the use of careful calculations, systematic testing, and appropriate factors of safety. Minimize incorrect interaction assumptions through careful research of analogous designs, and monitoring of how the design is used once implemented.

See also Factor of Safety, Feedback Loop, Modularity, and Structural Forms.

¹ Also known as cube law and law of sizes.
² The seminal work on scaling is Dialogues Concerning Two New Sciences by Galileo Galilei, Prometheus Books [reprint], 1991.
The scaling fallacy is nowhere more apparent than with flight. For example, at very small and very large scales, flapping to fly is not a viable strategy. At very small scales, wings are too small to effectively displace air molecules. At very large scales, the effects of gravity are too great for flapping to work—a painful lesson learned by many early pioneers of human flight. The lesson is that designs can be effective at one scale, and completely ineffective at another.

The images from small to large: aeroplankton simply float about in air; baby spiders use tiny web sails to parachute; insects flap to fly; birds flap to fly; humans flap but do not fly.
Scarcity

Items and opportunities become more desirable when they are perceived to be in short supply or occur infrequently.

Few principles move humans to action more effectively than scarcity. When items and opportunities become scarce, their general desirability increases, and even people who are otherwise disinterested often find themselves motivated to act. The cause likely regards scarcity acting as an indicator of quality in combination with a strong preference for keeping options open whenever possible—in other words, when supply is scarce, demand appears high and the option to participate is at risk. The principle applies generally across the spectrum of human behavior, from mate attractiveness and selection (often referred to as the *Romeo and Juliet Effect*) to tactics of negotiation.¹

Five tactics are commonly employed to apply the principle:

1. **Exclusive Information**—Supply is about to be depleted and only a few people have this knowledge (e.g., don't tell anyone, but a sugar shortage is about to dramatically reduce the supply of cookies).

2. **Limited Access**—Access to supply is limited (e.g., cookies available to first class passengers only are more desirable than cookies available to all).

3. **Limited Time**—Supply is available for a limited time (e.g., cookies available one day a week are more desirable than cookies available every day).

4. **Limited Number**—Supply is limited by number (e.g., a plate with two cookies is more desirable than a plate with ten cookies).

5. **Suddenness**—Supply is suddenly depleted (e.g., eight of ten cookies are suddenly sold, making the remaining two cookies highly desirable).

When competition for scarce resources is visible and direct, the effects can be contagious. This dynamic is commonly observed at auctions, where competing bidders become fixated on winning and consequently bid well over market value for an item. The effect is strongest when the desired object or opportunity is highly unique, and not easily obtained or approximated by other means.²

Consider scarcity when designing advertising and promotion initiatives, especially when the objective is to move people to action. Scarce items are accorded higher value than plentiful items, so ensure that pricing and availability are aligned. In retail contexts, do not confuse having inventory with the need to display inventory—displays that show a lot of product will sell less quickly than retail displays that show small amounts. Make the effects of demand, especially sudden demand, clearly visible whenever possible to achieve maximum effect.

See also Expectation Effect, Framing, and Veblen Effect.


In a classic illustration of the power of scarcity, the “Running of the Brides” event at Filene’s Basement has brides-to-be coming from around the world to buy wedding dresses at bargain basement prices. The event is held once a year, one day only. Friends and family help box out competitors and snatch up dresses as quickly as possible. Brides try candidate dresses on in the aisles until they find that special dress. All of the factors of scarcity are at play: exclusive information, limited access, limited time, limited number, suddenness, and visibility of demand.
Self-Similarity

A property in which a form is made up of parts similar to the whole or to one another.

Many forms in nature exhibit self-similarity, and as a result it is commonly held to be an intrinsically aesthetic property. Natural forms tend to exhibit self-similarity at many different levels of scale, whereas human-created forms generally do not. For example, an aerial view of a coastline reveals the same basic edge pattern, whether standing at the waters edge or viewed from low-Earth orbit. Although varying levels of detail are seen, the same pattern emerges—the detail is simply a mosaic of smaller wholes.¹

Naturally occurring self-similarity is usually the result of a basic algorithmic process called recursion. Recursion occurs when a system receives input, modifies it slightly, and then feeds the output back into the system as input. This recursive loop results in subtle variations in the form—perhaps smaller, skewed, or rearranged—but is still recognizable as an approximation of the basic form. For example, a person standing between two mirrors facing each other yields an infinite sequence of smaller reflections of the person in the opposing mirror. Recursion occurs with the looping of the light between the two mirrors; self-similarity is evident in the successively smaller images in the mirrors.

The ubiquity of self-similarity in nature hints at an underlying order and algorithm, and suggests ways to enhance the aesthetic (and perhaps structural) composition of human-created forms. Consider, for example, the self-similarity of form and function found in the compound arch structures of the Roman aqueducts and the flying buttresses of gothic cathedrals, structures that are beautiful in form and rarely equaled in their structural strength and longevity. The self-similarity in these structures exists at only a few levels of scale, but the resulting aesthetic and structural integrity are dramatic.

Consider self-similarity in all aspects of a design: story plots, visual displays, and structural compositions. The reuse of a single, basic form to create many levels of metaforms mimics nature’s tendency towards parsimony and redundancy. Explore the use of basic, self-similar elements in a design to create interesting organizations at multiple levels of scale.

See also Archetypes, Propositional Density, Similarity, Symmetry, and Visuospatial Resonance.

M. C. Escher explored self-similarity and recursion in much of his work. In his *Smaller and Smaller*, a single form perfectly tiles with successively smaller self-similar forms to create a reptilian tunnel of infinite depth.

The photomosaic technique developed by Robert Silvers creates stunning meta-images from unlikely combinations of miniature images. The photomosaic of the Mona Lisa comprises 800 classic art images and demonstrates the power of self-similarity at only two levels of scale.

Fractals demonstrate self-similarity on virtually every level of scale. This image of the Valley of Seahorses region of the Mandelbrot Set demonstrates the extraordinary complexity and beauty of self-similar forms.
Serial Position Effects

A phenomenon of memory in which items presented at the beginning and end of a list are more likely to be recalled than items in the middle of a list.

Serial position effects occur when people try to recall items from a list; items at the beginning and end are better recalled than the items in the middle. The improved recall for items at the beginning of a list is called a primacy effect. The improved recall for items at the end of a list is called a recency effect.¹

Primacy effects occur because the initial items in a list are stored in long-term memory more efficiently than items later in the list. In lists where items are rapidly presented, the primacy effect is weaker because people have less time to store the initial items in long-term memory. In lists where items are slowly presented, the primacy effect is stronger because people have more time to store the initial items in long-term memory.²

Recency effects occur because the last few items in a list are still in working memory, and readily available. The strength of the recency effect is unaffected by the rate of item presentation, but is dramatically affected by the passage of time and the presentation of additional information. For example, the recency effect disappears when people think about other matters for thirty seconds after the last item in the list is presented. It is important to note that the same is not true of the primacy effect, because those items have already been stored in long-term memory.³

For visual stimuli, items presented early in a list have the greatest influence; they are not only better recalled, but influence the interpretation of later items. For auditory stimuli, items late in a list have the greatest influence. However, if multiple presentations of information are separated in time, and a person must make a selection decision soon after the last presentation, the recency effect has the greatest influence on the decision. These effects also describe a general selection preference known as order effects—first and last items in a list are more likely to be selected than items in the middle (e.g., the order of presentation of candidates on a ballot).⁴

Present important items at the beginning or end of a list (versus the middle) in order to maximize recall. When the list is visual, present important items at the beginning of the list. When the list is auditory, present important items at the end. In decision-making situations, if the decision is to be made immediately after the presentation of the last item, increase the probability of an item being selected by presenting it at the end of the list; otherwise, present it at the beginning of the list.

See also Advance Organizer, Chunking, Nudge, and Stickiness.
Items at the beginning and end of a list or a sequence are easier to remember than items in the middle. If recall is attempted immediately after the presentation of the list, the primacy effect and recency effect are roughly equal in strength (word list 1). If recall is attempted more than 30 seconds after the presentation of the list, the primacy effect maintains whereas the recency effect quickly diminishes (word list 2).

In a classic experiment, students who read the first sentence rated John more favorably than students who read the second sentence. The early words in the list had more overall influence on impressions than did later words.

John was intelligent, industrious, impulsive, critical, stubborn, and envious.

John was envious, stubborn, critical, impulsive, industrious, and intelligent.

In addition to benefits reaped from the bad design of the butterfly ballot, the Republican ticket of 2000 also benefited from an order effect—being first on the ballot is estimated to be worth between 1 percent and 4 percent of the vote.
Shaping

A technique used to teach a desired behavior by reinforcing increasingly accurate approximations of the behavior.¹

Complex behaviors can be difficult to teach. Shaping is a strategy whereby complex behaviors are broken down into smaller, simpler subbehaviors, and then taught one by one. The behaviors are reinforced (e.g., given food), and ultimately chained together to achieve a desired result. For example, to teach a mouse to press a lever, the mouse is first reinforced to move close to the lever; then reinforced only when it makes contact with the lever; and eventually only when it presses the lever.²

Often, shaping occurs without awareness. For example, video games use shaping when initial game levels require simple inputs in order to “beat” the level (obtain the reinforcement), and then require increasingly difficult controller actions to master higher levels of the game. Salespeople use a form of shaping when they offer a prize to come to their location, provide food and drink to discuss the sale, and then offer a discount for making a purchase decision that day. Each action toward the goal behavior (making the sale) is reinforced.

During shaping, behaviors that have nothing to do with the desired behavior can get incidentally reinforced. For example, when training a mouse to press a lever, the mouse may incidentally press a lever with one foot in the air. The reinforcement for the lever press may also inadvertently reinforce the fact that the foot was in the air. This behavior then becomes an integrated, but unnecessary component of the desired behavior; the mouse lifts its foot whenever it presses the lever. The development of this kind of superstitious behavior is common with humans as well.

Use shaping to train complex behaviors in games, simulations, and learning environments. Shaping does not address the “hows” or “whys” of a task, and should, therefore, primarily be used to teach rote procedures and refine complex motor tasks. Shaping is being increasingly used to train complex behaviors in artificial beings, and should be considered when developing adaptive systems.³

See also Classical Conditioning and Operant Conditioning.

¹ Also known as approximation conditioning and conditioning by successive approximations.
³ See, for example, Robot Shaping: An Experiment in Behavior Engineering by Marco Dorigo and Marco Colombetti, MIT Press, 1997.
Project Pigeon

Project Pigeon was a classified research-and-development program during World War II. It was developed at a time when electronic guidance systems did not exist, and the only compensation for the inaccuracy of bombs was dropping them in quantity. This ingenious application of shaping would have dramatically increased the accuracy of bombs and decreased civilian casualties. Despite favorable performance tests, however, the National Defense Research Committee ended the project—it seems they couldn’t get over the idea that pigeons would be guiding their bombs.

1. Pigeons were trained to peck at targets on aerial photographs. Once a certain level of proficiency was obtained, pigeons were jacketed and mounted inside tubes.

2. The pigeons in their tubes were inserted into the nosecone of the bomb. Each nosecone used three pigeons in a type of voting system, whereby the pigeon pecks of two birds in agreement would overrule the errant pigeon pecks of a single bird.

3. Sealed in the bomb, the pigeons could see through glass lenses in the nosecone.

4. Once the bomb was released, the pigeons would begin pecking at their view of the target. Their pecks shifted the glass lens off-center, which adjusted the bomb’s tail surfaces and, correspondingly, its trajectory.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The ratio of relevant to irrelevant information in a display. The highest possible signal-to-noise ratio is desirable in design.

All communication involves the creation, transmission, and reception of information. During each stage of this process, the form of the information—the signal—is degraded, and extraneous information—noise—is added. Degradation reduces the amount of useful information by altering its form. Noise reduces clarity by diluting useful information with useless information. The clarity of information can be understood as the ratio of remaining signal to added noise. For example, a graph with no extraneous elements would have a high signal-to-noise ratio whereas, a graph with many extraneous elements would have a low signal-to-noise ratio. The goal of good design is to maximize signal and minimize noise, thereby producing a high signal-to-noise ratio.¹

Maximizing signal means clearly communicating information with minimal degradation. Signal degradation occurs when information is presented inefficiently: unclear writing, inappropriate graphs, or ambiguous icons and labels. Signal clarity is improved through simple and concise presentation of information. Simple designs incur minimal performance loads, enabling people to better focus on the meaning of the information. Signal degradation is minimized through research and careful decision-making. For example, failing to use the correct type of graph to present a certain kind of data can fundamentally distort the meaning of the information. It is therefore important to make good design decisions at the outset, testing when necessary to verify design directions. Emphasizing key aspects of the information can also reduce signal degradation—e.g., highlighting or redundantly coding important elements in a design.

Minimizing noise means removing unnecessary elements, and minimizing the expression of necessary elements. It is important to realize that every unnecessary data item, graphic, line, or symbol steals attention away from relevant elements. Such unnecessary elements should be avoided or else eliminated. Necessary elements should be minimized to the degree possible without compromising function. For example, the expression of lines in grids and tables should be thinned, lightened, and possibly even removed. Every element in a design should be expressed to the extent necessary, but not beyond the extent necessary. Excess is noise.

Seek to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio in design. Increase signal by keeping designs simple, and selecting design strategies carefully. Consider enhancing key aspects of information through techniques like redundant coding and highlighting. Use well-accepted standards and guidelines when available to leverage conventions and promote consistent implementation. Minimize noise by removing unnecessary elements, and minimizing the expression of elements.

See also Alignment, Horror Vacui, Layering, Performance Load, and Propositional Density.

The signal-to-noise ratio of each of these representations on the left is improved by removing elements that do not convey information, minimizing the expression of remaining elements, and highlighting essential information.
Similarity

Elements that are similar are perceived to be more related than elements that are dissimilar.

The principle of similarity is one of several principles referred to as Gestalt principles of perception. It asserts that similar elements are perceived as a single group or chunk, and are interpreted as being more related than dissimilar elements. For example, a simple matrix comprising alternating rows of dots and squares will be interpreted as a set of rows only, because the similar elements group together to form horizontal lines. A complex visual display is interpreted as having different areas and types of information depending on the similarity of color, size, and shape of its elements; similar elements are interpreted as being relevant to one another.1

The grouping resulting from similarity reduces complexity and reinforces the relatedness of design elements. Conversely, a lack of similarity results in the perception of multiple, disparate chunks, and reinforces differences among the elements. Certain kinds of similarity work better than others for different situations. Similarity of color results in the strongest grouping effect; it is strongest when the number of colors is small, and is decreasingly effective as the number of colors increases. Similarity of size is effective when the sizes of elements are clearly distinguishable from one another, and is an especially appropriate grouping strategy when the size of elements has additional benefits (e.g., large buttons are easier to press). Similarity of shape is the weakest grouping strategy; it is best used when the color and size of other elements is uniform, or when used in conjunction with size or color.2

Use similarity to indicate relatedness among elements in a design. Represent elements such that their similarity corresponds to their relatedness, and represent unrelated or ambiguously related items using different colors, sizes, and shapes. Use the fewest colors and simplest shapes possible for the strongest grouping effects, ensuring that elements are sufficiently distinct to be easily detectable.

See also Chunking, Inattentional Blindness, Mimicry, and Self-Similarity.

---


2 Note that a significant portion of the population is color blind, limiting the strategy of using color alone. Therefore, consider using an additional grouping strategy when using color.
This remote control uses color, size, and shape to group functions. Note the relationship between the anticipated frequency of use of the buttons and their relative size and shape.

Similarity is commonly used in camouflage. For example, the mimic octopus can assume the color, pattern, and approximate form of one of its fiercest predators—the highly poisonous sole fish—as well as many other marine organisms.
Stickiness

A method for dramatically increasing the recognition, recall, and unsolicited sharing of an idea or expression.

Popularized by Malcolm Gladwell in his book *The Tipping Point*, the term stickiness refers to the ability of certain ideas to become lodged in the cultural consciousness. Stickiness applies to anything that can be seen, heard, or touched — slogans, advertisements, and products. Six variables appear to be key in the creation of sticky ideas:

1. **Simplicity** — The idea can be expressed simply and succinctly, without sacrificing depth (e.g., “It’s the economy, stupid,” used during Bill Clinton’s 1992 U.S. presidential campaign).

2. **Surprise** — The idea contains an element of surprise, which grabs attention (e.g., when the Center for Science in the Public Interest wanted to alarm consumers to the amount of fat in movie popcorn, they noted that it had more fat than “a bacon-and-eggs breakfast, a Big Mac and fries for lunch, and a steak dinner with all the trimmings — combined!”).

3. **Concreteness** — The idea is specific and concrete, using plain language or imagery (e.g., John F. Kennedy’s 1962 moon speech: “We choose to go to the moon in this decade…”).

4. **Credibility** — The idea is believable, often communicated by a trusted source or as an appeal to common sense (e.g., Subway restaurants’ Jared campaign engaged the personal testimonials of Jared Fogle, complete with before and after photographs, to show the benefits of his Subway sandwich diet).

5. **Emotion** — The idea elicits an emotional reaction (e.g., on Halloween in the 1960s and 1970s, false rumors circulated that sadists were putting razor blades in apples, panicking parents and effectively shutting down the tradition of trick-or-treating for much of the United States).

6. **Story** — The idea is expressed in the context of a story, dramatically increasing its memorability and retelling (e.g., the Cabbage Patch Kids craze was due to the story attached to them — each doll is uniquely featured, named, and delivered with a birth certificate from BabyLand Hospital).

Consider stickiness in the design of instruction, advertising, products, and other contexts involving memory. Keep messaging succinct, but profound. Employ surprise to capture attention and motivate sharing. Ensure that ideas are expressed using specific time frames and objects or events that are available to the senses. Favor presenting evidence and letting people draw their own conclusions. Incorporate affective triggers to evoke a strong emotional response. Couch ideas in rich contexts to improve memorability and transmissibility.

See also Archetypes, Propositional Density, Storytelling, and von Restorff Effect.

---

This iconic poster by artist Shepard Fairey became synonymous with the 2008 Obama presidential campaign. The poster’s simple message, unique aesthetic, and emotional grass-roots appeal made it incredibly sticky, creating a viral sharing phenomenon as soon as Fairey posted the image on the Web.
Storytelling

A method of creating imagery, emotions, and understanding of events through an interaction between a storyteller and an audience.

Storytelling is uniquely human. It is the original method of passing knowledge from one generation to the next, and remains one of the most compelling methods for richly communicating knowledge. Storytelling can be oral, as in the traditional telling of a tale; visual, as in an information graph or movie; or textual, as in a poem or novel. More recently, digital storytelling has emerged, which involves telling a story using digital media. This might take the form of a computerized slide show, a digital video, or educational software. A storyteller can be any instrument of information presentation that engages an audience to experience a set of events.¹

Good storytelling experiences generally require certain fundamental elements. While additional elements can be added to further augment the quality of a story or storytelling experience, they can rarely be subtracted without detriment. The fundamental elements are:

- **Setting**—The setting orients the audience, providing a sense of time and place for the story.

- **Characters**—Character identification is how the audience becomes involved in the story, and how the story becomes relevant.

- **Plot**—The plot ties events in the story together, and is the channel through which the story can flow.

- **Invisibility**—The awareness of the storyteller fades as the audience focuses on a good story. When engaged in a good movie or book, the existence of the medium is forgotten.

- **Mood**—Music, lighting, and style of prose create the emotional tone of the story.

- **Movement**—In a good story, the sequence and flow of events is clear and interesting. The storyline doesn’t stall.

Use storytelling to engage an audience in a design, evoke a specific emotional response, or provide a rich context to enhance learning. When successfully employed, an audience will experience and recall the events of the story in a personal way—it becomes a part of them. This is a phenomenon unique to storytelling.

See also Framing, Immersion, Personas, Stickiness, and Wayfinding.

¹ The seminal work on storytelling is Aristotle’s Poetics. Additional seminal references include, The Hero with a Thousand Faces by Joseph Campbell, Princeton University Press, 1960; and How to Tell a Story; and Other Essays by Mark Twain, Oxford University Press, 1996. A nice contemporary reference on visual storytelling is Graphic Storytelling by Will Eisner, Poorhouse Press, 1996.
Setting
Milestone events of the civil rights movement are presented with their dates and places. The memorial sits within the greater, historically relevant context of the Southern Poverty Law Center in Montgomery, Alabama.

Characters
The civil rights movement is a story of individual sacrifice toward the attainment of a greater good. Key activists and opponents are integral to the story and are listed by name.

Plot
Events are presented simply and concisely, listed in chronological order and aligned along a circular path. Progress in the civil rights movement is inferred as cause-effect relationships between events. No editorializing—just the facts.

Invisibility
The table is cantilevered to hide its structure. The black granite is minimal, providing maximum contrast with the platinum-inscribed lettering. The structure is further concealed through its interaction with water, which makes it a mirrored surface.

Mood
The table’s asymmetry suggests a theme of different but equal. The mirrored surface created by the water on black granite reveals the story in union with the reflected image of the viewer. The sound of water is calming and healing.

Movement
The flow of water against gravity suggests the struggle of the civil rights movement. As the water gently pours over the edge, the struggle is overcome. Simile becomes reality as water rolls down the back wall.
Structural Forms

There are three ways to organize materials to support a load or to contain and protect something: mass structures, frame structures, and shell structures.

Structures are assemblages of elements used to support a load or contain and protect things. In many cases, the structure supports only itself (i.e., the load is the weight of the materials), and in other cases the structure supports itself and additional loads (e.g., a crane). Whether creating a museum exhibit, large sculpture, 3-D billboard, or temporary shelter, a basic understanding of structure is essential to successful design. There are three basic types of structures: mass structures, frame structures, and shell structures.¹

**Mass structures** consist of materials that are put together to form a solid structure. Their strength is a function of the weight and hardness of the materials. Examples of mass structures include dams, adobe walls, and mountains. Mass structures are robust in that small amounts of the structure can be lost with little effect on the strength of the structure, but are limited in application to relatively simple designs. Consider mass structures for barriers, walls, and small shelters—especially in primitive environments where building skills and materials are limited.

**Frame structures** consist of struts joined to form a framework. Their strength is a function of the strength of the elements and joints, and their organization. Often a cladding or skin is added to the frame, but this rarely adds strength to the structure. Examples of frame structures include most modern homes, bicycles, and skeletons. Frame structures are relatively light, flexible, and easy to construct. The most common frame configuration is the assembly of struts into triangles, which are then assembled to form larger structures. Consider frame structures for most large design applications.

**Shell structures** consist of a thin material that wraps around to contain a volume. They maintain their form and support loads without a frame or solid mass inside. Their strength is a function of their ability to distribute loads throughout the whole structure. Examples of shell structures include bottles, airplane fuselages, and domes. Shell structures are effective at resisting static forces that are applied in specific ways, but are poor at resisting dynamic forces. For example, an egg effectively resists loads that are applied to its top and bottom, but collapses quickly when the loads are applied to its sides. Shell structures are lightweight and economical with regard to material, but are complex to design and vulnerable to catastrophic failure if the structure has imperfections or is damaged. Consider shell structures for containers, small cast structures, shelters, and designs requiring very large and lightweight spans. Large shell structures should generally be reinforced by additional support elements to stabilize against buckling.²

See also Cost-Benefit, Factor of Safety, Modularity, and Scaling Fallacy.

---


² Note that shell structures can be reinforced to better withstand dynamic forces. For example, monolithic dome structures apply concrete over a rebar-reinforced foam shell structure. The resulting structural form is likely the most disaster-resistant structure available short of moving into a mountain.
Icosa Shelters exploit many intrinsic benefits of shell structures: they are inexpensive, lightweight, and strong. Designed as temporary shelters for the homeless, the Icosa Shelters are easily assembled by folding sheets of precision die cut material together and sealing with tape.

The Statue of Liberty demonstrates the flexibility and strength of frame structures. Its iron frame structure supports both itself (125 tons) and its copper cladding (100 tons). Any resemblance of the frame structure to the Eiffel Tower is more than coincidence, as the designer for both structures was Gustave Eiffel.

The Geocell Rapid Deployment Flood Wall is a modular plastic grid that can be quickly assembled and filled with dirt by earthmoving equipment. The resulting mass structure forms an efficient barrier to flood waters at a fraction of the time and cost of more traditional methods (e.g., sand bag walls).
Symmetry

A property of visual equivalence among elements in a form.

Symmetry has long been associated with beauty, and is a property found in virtually all forms in nature. It can be seen in the human body (e.g., two eyes, two ears, two arms and legs), as well as in animals and plants. Symmetry in natural forms is largely a function of the influence of gravity, and the kind of averaging of form that occurs from merging genetic information in reproduction. There are three basic types of symmetry: reflection, rotation, and translation.¹

Reflection symmetry refers to the mirroring of an equivalent element around a central axis or mirror line. Reflection symmetry can occur in any orientation as long as the element is the same on both sides of the mirror line. Natural forms that grow or move across the Earth’s surface have evolved to exhibit reflection symmetry. For example, a butterfly exhibits reflection symmetry in its body and wings.

 Rotation symmetry refers to the rotation of equivalent elements around a common center. Rotation symmetry can occur at any angle or frequency as long as the elements share a common center. Natural forms that grow or move up or down a perpendicular to the Earth’s surface have evolved to exhibit rotation symmetry. For example, a sunflower exhibits rotation symmetry in both its stem and petals.

Translation symmetry refers to the location of equivalent elements in different areas of space. Translation symmetry can occur in any direction and over any distance as long as the basic orientation of the element is maintained. Natural forms exhibit translation symmetry through reproduction—creating similar looking offspring. For example, a school of fish exhibits translation symmetry across multiple, independent organisms.²

Aside from their aesthetic properties, symmetric forms have other qualities that are potentially beneficial to designers. For example, symmetric forms tend to be seen as figure images rather than ground images, which means they receive more attention and be better recalled than other elements; symmetric forms are simpler than asymmetric forms, which also gives them an advantage with regards to recognition and recall; and symmetric faces are perceived as more attractive than asymmetric faces.³

Symmetry is the most basic and enduring aspect of beauty. Use symmetry in design to convey balance, harmony, and stability. Use simple symmetrical forms when recognition and recall are important, and more complex combinations of the different types of symmetries when aesthetics and interestingness are important.

See also Figure-Ground Relationship, Most Average Facial Appearance Effect, Self-Similarity, and Wabi-Sabi.


² A nice source for various combinations of types of symmetries in natural and human-created forms is Handbook of Regular Patterns by Peter S. Stevens, MIT Press, 1984.

Combinations of symmetries can create harmonious, interesting, and memorable designs. For example, the Notre Dame Cathedral incorporates multiple, complex symmetries in its design, resulting in a structure that is both pleasing and interesting to the eye.
Threat Detection

An ability to detect threatening stimuli more efficiently than nonthreatening stimuli.

People are born with automatic visual detection mechanisms for evolutionarily threatening stimuli, such as snakes. These threatening stimuli are detected more quickly than nonthreatening stimuli and are thought to have evolutionary origins; efficiently detecting threats no doubt provided a selective advantage for our human ancestors.¹

For example, when presented with images containing threatening elements, such as spiders, and nonthreatening elements, such as flowers, people can locate the threatening elements more quickly than the non-threatening elements. The search times are not affected by the location of the threatening element or the number of distracters surrounding the element. Similarly, people can locate an angry face in a group of happy or sad faces more quickly than a happy or sad face in a group of angry faces. The ability to detect evolutionarily threatening stimuli is a function of perceptual processes that automatically scan the visual field below the level of conscious awareness. Unlike conscious processing, which is relatively slow and serial, threat detection occurs quickly and in parallel with other visual and cognitive processes.²

Almost anything possessing the key threat features of snakes, spiders, and angry faces can trigger the threat detection mechanism, such as the wavy line of a snake, the thin legs and large circular body of spiders, and the V-shaped eyebrows of an angry face. It is reasonable that other general predatory features (e.g., forward-looking eyes) will also trigger the threat-detection mechanism given their evolutionary relevance, but little research of this type has been conducted. In any event, the sensitivity to certain threat features explains why twigs and garden hoses often frighten young children, and why people have a general fear of insects that superficially resemble spiders (e.g., roaches). When people have conscious fears or phobias of the threatening stimuli, the threat detection ability is more sensitive, and search times for threatening stimuli are further reduced. Once attention is captured, threatening stimuli are also better at holding attention than nonthreatening stimuli.

Consider threatening stimuli to rapidly attract attention and imply threat or foreboding (e.g., designs of markers to keep people away from an area). Abstractioned representations of threat features can trigger threat-detection mechanisms without the accompanying negative emotional reaction. Therefore, consider such elements to attract attention in noisy environments, such as a dense retail shelf display. Achieving a balance between maximum detectability and minimal negative affect is more art than science, and therefore should be explored with caution and verified with testing on the target audience.

See also Baby-Face Bias, Freeze-Flight-Fight-Forfeit, Inattentional Blindness, and Red Effect.

¹ The seminal theoretical work on threat detection in humans is The Principles of Psychology by William James, Henry Holt and Company, 1890. While the evidence suggests innate detection mechanisms for snakes, spiders, and angry faces, it is probable that similar detection mechanisms exist for other forms of threatening stimuli.

Angry faces are more quickly detected and maintain attention more effectively than neutral or happy faces.

Amid the many billboards lining Houston freeways, the University of Houston billboard pops out and commands attention. The design of the advertisement is certainly clean and well composed, but its unique ability to capture and hold attention may be due to threat detection.

In visually noisy environments, the average search time for threatening stimuli is less than for nonthreatening stimuli.
Three-Dimensional Projection

A tendency to see objects and patterns as three-dimensional when certain visual cues are present.

People have evolved to see things as three-dimensional whenever possible—even when the things are clearly not three-dimensional. The following visual cues are commonly used to encourage the perception of three-dimensional relationships:¹

Interposition
When two overlapping objects are presented, the overlapped object is perceived to be farther away than the overlapping object.

Size
When two similar objects of different size are presented together, the smaller object is perceived to be farther away than the larger object. The size of familiar objects can also be used to indicate the size and depth of unfamiliar objects.

Elevation
When two objects are presented at different vertical locations, the object at the higher elevation is perceived to be farther away.

Linear Perspective
When two vertical lines converge near their top ends, the converging ends of the lines are perceived to be farther away than the diverging ends.

Texture Gradient
When the texture of a surface varies in density, the areas of greater density are perceived to be farther away than areas of lesser density.

Shading
When an object has shading or shadows, the shaded areas are perceived to be the farthest away from the light source and the light areas are interpreted as being closest to the light source.

Atmospheric Perspective
When multiple objects are presented together, the objects that are bluer and blurrier are perceived to be farther away than the objects that are less blue and blurry.²

Consider these visual cues in the depiction of three-dimensional elements and environments. Strongest depth effects are achieved when the visual cues are used in combination; therefore, use as many of the cues as possible to achieve the strongest effect, making sure that the cues are appropriate for the context.

See also Figure-Ground Relationship and Top-Down Lighting Bias.

¹ Note that only static cues (as opposed to motion cues) are presented here. A nice review the various depth cues is found in Sensation and Perception by Margaret W. Matlin and Hugh J. Foley, Allyn & Bacon, 1997, p. 165–193.

² An exception to this is when a strong horizontal element is present, which tends to be perceived as a horizon line. In this case, objects that are closer to the horizon line are perceived as farther away than objects that are distant from the horizon line.

³ The relationship between the degree of blueness and blurriness to distance is a function of experience—i.e., people who live in a smoggy city will have a different sense of atmospheric perspective than people who live in less-polluted rural areas.
Video games make ample use of three-dimensional projection to represent three-dimensional environments on two-dimensional screens. For example, the game Black & White uses three-dimensional projection to create a believable and navigable three-dimensional world. All of the depth cues are demonstrated in these screen shots from the game.
Top-Down Lighting Bias

A tendency to interpret shaded or dark areas of an object as shadows resulting from a light source above the object.¹

Humans are biased to interpret objects as being lit from a single light source from above. This bias is found across all age ranges and cultures, and likely results from humans evolving in an environment lit from above by the Sun. Had humans evolved in a solar system with more than one sun, the bias would be different.

As a result of the top-down lighting bias, dark or shaded areas are commonly interpreted as being farthest from the light source, and light areas are interpreted as being closest to the light source. Thus, objects that are light at the top and dark at the bottom are interpreted as convex, and objects that are dark at the top and light at the bottom are interpreted as concave. In each case, the apparent depth increases as the contrast between light and dark areas increases. When objects have ambiguous shading cues the brain switches back and forth between concave and convex interpretation.²

The top-down lighting bias can also influence the perception of the naturalness or unnaturalness of familiar objects. Objects that are depicted with top-down lighting look natural, whereas familiar objects that are depicted with bottom-up lighting look unnatural. Designers commonly exploit this effect in order to create scary or unnatural looking images. Interestingly, there is evidence that objects look most natural and are preferred when lit from the top-left, rather than from directly above. This effect is stronger for right-handed people than left-handed people, and is a common technique of artists and graphic designers. For example, in a survey of over two hundred paintings taken from the Louvre, the Prado, and the Norton Simon Museums, more than 75 percent were lit from the top left. Top-left lighting is also commonly used in the design of icons and controls in computer software interfaces.³

The top-down lighting bias plays a significant role in the interpretation of depth and naturalness, and can be manipulated in a variety of ways by designers. Use a single top-left light source when depicting natural-looking or functional objects or environments. Explore bottom-up light sources when depicting unnatural-looking or foreboding objects or environments. Use the level of contrast between light and dark areas to vary the appearance of depth.

See also Figure-Ground Relationship, Iconic Representation, Three-Dimensional Projection, and Uncanny Valley.

¹ Also known as top-lighting preference and lit-from-above assumption.
Graphical user interfaces generally use top-left lighting to imply dimensionality of windows and controls.

The circles lit from above appear convex, whereas the circles lit from below appear concave. As the light source moves from these positions, the depth cues become increasingly ambiguous.

Two rendered images of the same person—one lit from top-left and other from below. The image lit from top-left looks normal, whereas the image lit from below looks scary.
Uncanny Valley

Anthropomorphic forms are appealing when they are dissimilar or identical to humans, but unappealing when they are very similar to humans.

Anthropomorphic forms are generally appealing to humans. However, when a form is very close but not identical to a healthy human—as with a mannequin or computer-generated renderings of people—the form tends to become distinctly unappealing. This sharp decline in appeal is called the “uncanny valley,” a reference to the large valley or dip in the now classic graph presented by Masahiro Mori in 1970.¹ Though some have disputed the existence of the effect altogether, attributing any negative affective response to a simple lack of familiarity with artificial and rendered likenesses, more recent empirical research suggests the uncanny valley is a real phenomenon. The cause likely regards innate, subconscious mechanisms evolved for pathogen avoidance—that is, detecting and avoiding people who are sick or dead.²

Although a full understanding of the variables required to take an anthropomorphic likeness into the uncanny valley has not yet been realized, some conditions have been identified. The strength of the negative reaction seems to correspond to the fidelity of the likeness—a highly realistic likeness that is identifiable as artificial will evoke a stronger negative reaction than a less realistic likeness. Abnormally proportioned or positioned facial features, asymmetry of facial features, subtleties of eye movement, and unnatural skin complexions are all sufficient conditions to trigger uncanny valley effects.

Although the uncanny valley is generally observed by animators and roboticists, there are plenty of examples where the caveats of the principle are not abided. For example, director Robert Zemeckis decided to depict computer-generated characters with a high degree of realism for the movie The Polar Express. The resulting effect was both impressively realistic and eerie. The movie raised awareness of what is called “dead eye syndrome,” where the lack of eye movements called saccades made the characters look zombielike, taking the Polar Express straight through the uncanny valley. Another example is found in retail contexts. There is a general perception among retailers that the effectiveness of mannequins is a function of their realism. However, barring a mannequin that is indistinguishable from a real person, the uncanny valley suggests that retailers would be better served by more abstract versus highly realistic mannequins.

Consider the uncanny valley when representing and animating anthropomorphic forms. Opt for more abstract versus realistic anthropomorphic forms to achieve maximum acceptance. Negative reaction is more sensitive to motion than appearance, so be particularly cognizant of jerky or unnatural movements when animating anthropomorphic bodies and faces.

See also Anthropomorphic Form, Threat Detection, and Top-Down Lighting Bias.


Masahiro Mori’s classic graph plots familiarity or appeal of an anthropomorphic form against its degree of realism. The uncanny valley resides to the right of the continuum, dipping sharply just before the likeness of a genuine healthy person. The mannequin images illustrate the benefits of abstraction and total realism in depicting human likenesses, as well as the perils of the uncanny valley.
Uncertainty Principle

The act of measuring certain sensitive variables in a system can alter them, and confound the accuracy of the measurement.

This principle is based on Heisenberg's uncertainty principle in physics. Heisenberg's uncertainty principle states that both the position and momentum of an atomic particle cannot be known because the simple act of measuring either one of them affects the other. Similarly, the general uncertainty principle states that the act of measuring sensitive variables in any system can alter them, and confound the accuracy of the measurement. For example, a common method of measuring computer performance is event logging: each event that is performed by the computer is recorded. Event logging increases the visibility of what the computer is doing and how it is performing, but it also consumes computing resources, which interferes with the performance being measured.

The uncertainty introduced by a measure is a function of the sensitivity of variables in a system, and the invasiveness of the measure. Sensitivity refers to the ease with which a variable in a system is altered by the measure. Invasiveness refers to the amount of interference introduced by the measure. Generally, the invasiveness of the measure should be inversely related to the sensitivity of the variable measured; the more sensitive the variable, the less invasive the measure. For example, asking people what they think about a set of new product features is a highly invasive measure that can yield inaccurate results. By contrast, inconspicuously observing the way people interact with the features is a minimally invasive measure, and will yield more reliable results.

In cases where highly invasive measures are used over long periods of time, it is common for systems to become permanently altered in order to adapt to the disruption of the measure. For example, the goal of standardized testing is to measure student knowledge and predict achievement. However, the high stakes associated with these tests change the system being measured: high stress levels cause many students to perform poorly; schools focus on teaching the test to give their students an advantage; students seek training on how to become test wise and answer questions correctly without really knowing the answers; and so on. The validity of the testing is thus compromised, and the invasiveness of the measure fundamentally changes the focus of the system from learning to test-preparation.

Use low-invasive measures whenever possible. Avoid high-invasive measures; they yield questionable results, reduce system efficiency, and can result in the system adapting to the measures. Consider using natural system indicators of performance when possible (e.g., number of widgets produced), rather than measures that will consume resources and introduce interference (e.g., employee log of hours worked).

See also Cost-Benefit, Expectation Effects, Feedback Loop, Framing, and Signal-to-Noise Ratio.
There is an inverse relationship between the invasiveness and the accuracy of system measures. The more invasive the techniques to measure a phenomenon, the less accurate the measurements. In extreme cases, invasive measures can so severely disrupt a system that it will alter its goal to serve the measure, making measurement meaningless. System efficiency also suffers from invasive measurement techniques, since system resources must be applied increasingly to accommodate the measurement.
Uniform Connectedness

Elements that are connected by uniform visual properties, such as color, are perceived to be more related than elements that are not connected.

The principle of uniform connectedness is the most recent addition to the principles referred to as Gestalt principles of perception. It asserts that elements connected to one another by uniform visual properties are perceived as a single group or chunk and are interpreted as being more related than elements that are not connected. For example, a simple matrix composed of dots is perceived as columns when common regions or lines connect the dots vertically, and is perceived as rows when common regions or lines connect the dots horizontally.¹

There are two basic strategies for applying uniform connectedness in a design: common regions and connecting lines. Common regions are formed when edges come together and bound a visual area, grouping the elements within the region. This technique is often used to group elements in software and buttons on television remote controls. Connecting lines are formed when an explicit line joins elements, grouping the connected elements. This technique is often used to connect elements that are not otherwise obviously grouped (e.g., not located closely together) or to imply a sequence.

Uniform connectedness will generally overpower the other Gestalt principles. In a design where uniform connectedness is at odds with proximity or similarity, the elements that are uniformly connected will appear more related than either the proximal or similar elements. This makes uniform connectedness especially useful when correcting poorly designed configurations that would otherwise be difficult to modify. For example, the location of controls on a control panel is generally not easily modified, but a particular set of controls can be grouped by connecting them in a common region using paint or overlays. In this case, the uniform connectedness resulting from the common region will overwhelm and correct the poor control positions.

Use uniform connectedness to visually connect or group elements in a design. Employ common regions to group text elements and clusters of control elements, and connecting lines to group individual elements and imply sequence. Consider this principle when correcting poorly designed control and display configurations.

See also Chunking, Figure-Ground Relationship, and Good Continuation.

The proximity between unrelated words (e.g., Chisos and South) on this rendering of a sign at Big Bend National Park lends itself to misinterpretation. Grouping the related words in a common region would be a simple way to correct the sign.

The use of common regions and connecting lines is a powerful means of grouping elements and overwhelming competing cues like proximity and similarity.

Common regions are frequently used in software interfaces to group related controls.
Veblen Effect

A tendency to find a product desirable because it has a high price.

Every student of economics learns that the price and demand of commodities are inversely related, a relationship known as the law of demand. The law of demand predicts that given two equivalent products, a lower price will increase demand and a higher price will decrease demand. The Veblen effect is one exception to this law. The economist Thorstein Veblen observed that in some cases increasing price can, by itself, increase demand and decreasing price can, by itself, decrease demand. This effect is typically associated with luxury items and services such as art, jewelry, clothes, cars, fine wines, hotels, and luxury cruises. The cause, according to Veblen, regards the human desire for status, of which he asserts two types: pecuniary emulation, defined as the desire to be perceived as belonging to upper classes; and invidious comparison, defined as the desire to not be perceived as belonging to lower classes.1

The Veblen effect is relevant when a good or service is plainly visible to others, strongly associated with status or affluence, distinguishable from competitors and knockoffs, and priced high relative to competitors. For example, many universities have learned the hard way that parents and students equate the quality of education with the price of tuition. To increase enrollment and address complaints about the rising costs of education, many boards of trustees reduce tuition. This, however, invariably results in a decrease, not an increase, in student enrollment. Reducing the price of tuition decreases both the perceived quality of the education offered by the school and the prestige of the school itself, which correspondingly decreases demand. Conversely, when universities increase the price of tuition, student enrollment increases. However, this increase creates a perception problem of price gouging and a practical problem of affordability. The solution adopted by many schools is to simultaneously increase the price of tuition and the availability of hardship discounts and financial aid. This permits an institution to increase enrollment, increase its patina of quality and prestige, and appear benevolent by offering increased student discounts and assistance.2 Note that tactics such as these must be employed carefully, as overly abundant discounting or assistance programs will undermine the effect.

Consider the Veblen effect in marketing and pricing when the basic conditions for its application are satisfied. To leverage the effect, promote associations with high-status people (e.g., celebrities). Ensure that form factor and branding clearly and memorably distinguish products from competitors. Employ strategies to discourage knockoffs, including legal protection (e.g., trademarks and patents), watermarking, and aggressive counter advertising. Set pricing high based on the intangible aspects of the offering versus its marginal cost.

See also Classical Conditioning, Cognitive Dissonance, Priming, and Scarcity.

---


Electric cars are historically slow, ugly, and uncool. How to transform this perception? Introduce a fast, sexy, and exotic electric car. Release the car in limited numbers, associate it with people of status such as celebrities, politicians, and executives, and charge a premium for it. Once product perception makes the transformation from white elephant to white tiger, expand the product line with lower-priced models. The Tesla Roadster: Veblen good (financing available).
Visibility

The usability of a system is improved when its status and methods of use are clearly visible.

According to the principle of visibility, systems are more usable when they clearly indicate their status, the possible actions that can be performed, and the consequences of the actions once performed. For example, a red light could be used to indicate whether or not a device is receiving power; illuminated controls could be used to indicate controls that are currently available; and distinct auditory and tactile feedback could be used to acknowledge that actions have been performed and completed. The principle of visibility is based on the fact that people are better at recognizing solutions when selecting from a set of options, than recalling solutions from memory. When it comes to the design of complex systems, the principle of visibility is perhaps the most important and most violated principle of design.¹

To incorporate visibility into a complex system, one must consider the number of conditions, number of options per condition and number of outcomes—the combinations can be overwhelming. This leads many designers to apply a type of kitchen-sink visibility—i.e., they try to make everything visible all of the time. This approach may seem desirable, but it actually makes the relevant information and controls more difficult to access due to an overload of information.²

Hierarchical organization and context sensitivity are good solutions for managing complexity while preserving visibility. Hierarchical organization puts controls and information into logical categories, and then hides them within a parent control, such as a software menu. The category names remain visible, but the controls and information remain concealed until the parent control is activated. Context sensitivity reveals and conceals controls and information based on different system contexts. Relevant controls and information for a particular context are made highly visible, and irrelevant controls (e.g., unavailable functions), are minimized or hidden.

Visible controls and information serve as reminders for what is and is not possible. Design systems that clearly indicate the system status, the possible actions that can be performed, and the consequences of the actions performed. Immediately acknowledge user actions with clear feedback. Avoid kitchen-sink visibility. Make the degree of visibility of controls and information correspond to their relevance. Use hierarchical organization and context sensitivity to minimize complexity and maximize visibility.

See also Affordance, Mapping, Mental Model, Modularity, Progressive Disclosure, and Recognition Over Recall.

¹ The seminal work on visibility is The Design of Everyday Things by Donald Norman, Doubleday, 1990.

² The enormity of the number of visibility conditions is why visibility is among the most violated of the design principles—it is, quite simply, difficult to accommodate all of the possibilities of complex systems.
Three Mile Island Unit 2
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
March 28, 1979, 4:00 A.M.

Visibility of complex systems is essential for problem solving—especially in times of stress. An analysis of key events of the TMI accident reveals a number of blind spots in the system that made understanding and solving the problems exceedingly difficult.

To further complicate matters, alarms were blaring, lights were flashing, and critical system feedback was routed to a printer that could only print 15 lines a minute—status information was more than an hour behind for much of the crisis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00:00:00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Coolant pumps in the secondary loop malfunction and shut down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:00:02</td>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature and pressure in the primary loop increase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:00:03</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>The pressure release valve (PORV) opens automatically to lower the pressure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:00:04</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>Backup pumps automatically turn on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:00:09</td>
<td>2A 7</td>
<td>Operators do not know that the backup pumps are disconnected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:00:11</td>
<td>3 7</td>
<td>The PORV light goes out in the control room, indicating that the PORV closed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:02:00</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Emergency water is automatically injected into the primary loop to keep the water at a safe level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:04:30</td>
<td>3 7</td>
<td>Instruments in the control room indicate that water level in the primary loop is rising. Operators shut down the emergency water injection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:08:00</td>
<td>2A 7</td>
<td>An operator notices that the backup pumps are not working. He connects the pumps and they begin operating normally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:20:00</td>
<td>1 7</td>
<td>Pumps in the primary loop vibrate violently because of steam in the line. Two of four pumps are shut down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:40:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The other two pumps shut down. Temperature and pressure in the primary loop continue to rise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:15:00</td>
<td>3 4</td>
<td>The water level drops below the core. Radioactive gas is released through the PORV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:20:00</td>
<td>3 7</td>
<td>An operator notices that the temperature at the PORV is high. He stops the leak by shutting a PORV backup valve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:45:00</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Operators still cannot see that the water level in the primary loop is actually dropping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:30:00</td>
<td>3 5 7</td>
<td>Operators pump water into the primary loop, but cannot bring the pressure down. They open the backup valve to the PORV to lower pressure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00:00</td>
<td>6 7</td>
<td>An explosion occurs in the containment structure. Operators cannot see that an explosion occurred. They attribute the noise and instrument readings to an electrical malfunction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The pumps in the primary loop are reactivated. Temperatures decline and the pressure lowers. Disaster is averted—except, of course, for the leaking radiation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Visuospatial Resonance

A phenomenon in which an image achieves optimal clarity due to resonance between the spatial frequency of the image and the observer’s distance from the image.

Interpreting images is a process that involves interplay between visual information received by the eyes and information stored in memory. The process begins with the eyes first locating the primary lines, edges, and boundaries in an image, pattern-matching these elements against elements in memory, and then proceeding in this back-and-forth manner between eyes and memory at increasing levels of detail until the interpretation is complete. The visibility of the lines, edges, and boundaries in the image is a function of the spatial frequency of the image and the distance to the observer. Images rendered at a high spatial frequency appear as sharp outlines with little between-edge detail. High-spatial-frequency images are easily interpreted up close, but are not visible from a distance. Images rendered at a low spatial frequency appear as blurry images with little edge detail. Low-spatial-frequency images are not visible up close, but are easily interpreted from a distance. Images rendered at different spatial frequencies can be combined to stunning effect, creating what are referred to as hybrid images.¹

Perhaps the first known hybrid image effect is the elusive smile of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. When observed up close and direct, Mona Lisa does not appear to be smiling. However, when observed out of the corner of the eye or at a distance, her subtle smile emerges. This effect is the result of two different expressions rendered at different spatial scales—the nonsmiling mouth is rendered at a high spatial frequency, which dominates direct proximal observation, and the smiling mouth is rendered at a low spatial frequency, which dominates indirect and nonproximal observation. Although da Vinci could not have understood the modern science behind visuospatial resonance, it seems clear that he understood the practical mechanism of the effect using shading—in the case of the Mona Lisa, the elusive smile is achieved by applying shaded regions at the corners of the mouth.² This technique has been refined to create emotionally ambiguous facial expressions, called gaze dependent facial expressions— that is, as an observer gazes at an image, the image appears to morph.³

Consider visuospatial resonance as a means of increasing the propositional density of static displays, increasing the interestingness of advertising posters and billboards, masking sensitive text or image information, and creating emotionally ambiguous facial expressions in artistic or photographic renderings of faces. Although it is clear that visuospatial resonance can be achieved using hybrid images with two images, it is not yet clear whether two images is the limit—that is, whether visuospatial resonance is strictly a bimodal phenomenon (near and far) limited to two-image hybrids, or a multimodal phenomenon potentially accommodating any number of images.

See also Attractiveness Bias, Figure-Ground Relationship, and Law of Prägnanz.


This hybrid image depicts two familiar figures rendered at different spatial frequencies. Up close, you see only Albert Einstein, who is rendered at a high spatial frequency. At a distance, you see only Marilyn Monroe, who is rendered at a low spatial frequency. The distances at which the clarity of each image is optimal are the points of visuospatial resonance.
von Restorff Effect

A phenomenon of memory in which noticeably different things are more likely to be recalled than common things.\(^1\)

The von Restorff effect is the increased likelihood of remembering unique or distinctive events or objects versus those that are common. The von Restorff effect is primarily the result of the increased attention given to the distinctive items in a set, where a set may be a list of words, a number of objects, a sequence of events, or the names and faces of people. The von Restorff effect occurs when there is a difference in context (i.e., a stimulus is different from surrounding stimuli) or a difference in experience (i.e., a stimulus is different from experiences in memory).\(^2\)

Differences in context occur when something is noticeably different from other things in the same set or context. For example, in trying to recall a list of characters such as \texttt{EZQL4PMBI}, people will have heightened recall for the 4 because it is the only number in the sequence—compare the relative difficulty of recall of the 4 to the T in a similar list, \texttt{EZQLTPMBI}. The difference between the 4 and the text characters makes the 4 more memorable than the T. Differences in context of this type explain why unique brands, distinctive packaging, and unusual advertising campaigns are used to promote brand recognition and product sales—i.e., difference attracts attention and is better remembered.

Differences in experience occur when something is noticeably different from past experience. For example, people often remember major events in their life, such as their first day of college or their first day at a new job. Differences in experience also apply to things like atypical words and faces. Unique words and faces are better remembered than typical words and faces.\(^3\)

Take advantage of the von Restorff effect by highlighting key elements in a presentation or design (e.g., bold text). If everything is highlighted, then nothing is highlighted, so apply the technique sparingly. Since recall for the middle items in a list or sequence is weaker than items at the beginning or end of a list, consider using the von Restorff effect to boost recall for the middle items. Unusual words, sentence constructions, and images are better remembered than their more typical counterparts, and should be considered to improve interestingness and recall.

See also Highlighting, Serial Position Effects, and Threat Detection.

\(^1\) Also known as the isolation effect and novelty effect.


\(^3\) Unusual words with unusual spellings are found in abundance in the Harry Potter books of J. K. Rowling, and are among the frequently cited reasons for their popularity with children.
The Chick-fil-A billboards use a combination of dimensionality and humor to attract attention and increase memorability. The billboards effectively command attention in visually noisy environments, clearly and intelligently promote the Chick-fil-A brand, and are quickly read and understood. As billboard design goes, it does not get much better.

The unique paint schemes on certain Southwest Airlines planes are very distinct and memorable. The paint schemes differentiate Southwest Airlines from their competitors, promote vacation destinations and partners, and reinforce their reputation as a fun, people-centered airline. This is a photograph of the Shamu One, a Southwest Airlines Boeing 737.

Items in the middle of a list or a sequence are harder to remember than items at the beginning or end. However, the middle items can be made more memorable if they are different from other items in the set.

Word List
milk
eggs
bread
lettuce
butter
flour
ostrich
orangutan
penguin
cheese
sugar
ice cream
oranges
apples
coffee
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Wabi-Sabi

Objects and environments that embody naturalness, simplicity, and subtle imperfection achieve a deeper, more meaningful aesthetic.

Wabi-sabi is at once a world view, philosophy of life, type of aesthetic, and, by extension, principle of design. The term brings together two distinct Japanese concepts: wabi, which refers to a kind of transcendental beauty achieved through subtle imperfection, such as pottery that reflects its handmade craftsmanship; and sabi, which refers to beauty that comes with time, such as the patina found on aged copper. In the latter part of sixteenth-century Japan, a student of the Way of Tea, Sen no Rikyu, was tasked to tend the garden by his master, Takeno Jo-o. Rikyu cleared the garden of debris and scrupulously raked the grounds. Once the garden was perfectly groomed, he proceeded to shake a cherry tree, causing a few flowers and leaves to fall randomly to the ground. This is wabi-sabi.1

In many ways, the primary aesthetic ideals of wabi-sabi—impermanence, imperfection, and incompleteness—run counter to traditional Western aesthetic values. For example, Western values typically revere the symmetry of manufactured forms and the durability of synthetic materials, whereas wabi-sabi favors the asymmetry of organic forms and the perishability of natural materials. Wabi-sabi should not, however, be construed as an unkempt or disorganized aesthetic, a common mistaken association often referred to as wabi-slobby. A defining characteristic of wabi-sabi is that an object or environment appears respected and cared for, as with Rikyu’s garden. The aesthetic is not disordered, but rather naturally ordered—that is, ordered in the way that nature is ordered, drawn of crooked lines and curves instead of straight lines and right angles. With the rise of the sustainability movement, Western ideals have begun to evolve toward wabi-sabi, albeit for different reasons. A home interior designed to be wabi-sabi would be clean and minimalist, employ unfinished natural materials such as wood, stone, and metal, and use a palette of muted natural colors (e.g., browns, greens, grays, and rusts). A home interior designed to be sustainable would also employ many of the same natural materials, but the emphasis would be on their sustainability and recyclability, not their aesthetics.

Though wabi-sabi is a humble aesthetic, it is also a sophisticated aesthetic that runs contrary to many innate biases and Western cultural conventions. Accordingly, consider wabi-sabi when designing for Eastern audiences or Western audiences that have sophisticated artistic and design sensibilities. Incorporate elements that embody impermanence, imperfection, and incompleteness in the design. Employ these elements with subtlety, however, as their extremes can undermine the integrity of the aesthetic (e.g., a dwelling that looks as though it may collapse at any moment is too impermanent and too incomplete). Favor colors drawn from nature, natural materials and finishes, and organic forms and motifs.

See also Biophilia Effect, Desire Line, Propositional Density, and Symmetry.
The Wabi Sabi House by architect Rick Sundberg features asymmetric forms, unfinished wood and stone, colors drawn from nature, and a minimalist aesthetic. It is an excellent example of striking a balance between wabi-sabi aesthetics and the practical needs of modern Western living.
Waist-to-Hip Ratio

A preference for a particular ratio of waist size to hip size in men and women.

The waist-to-hip ratio is a primary factor for determining attractiveness for men and women. It is calculated by dividing the circumference of the waist (narrowest portion of the midsection) by the circumference of the hips (area of greatest protrusion around the buttocks). Men prefer women with a waist-to-hip ratio between .67 and .80. Women prefer men with a waist-to-hip ratio between 0.85 and 0.95.¹

The waist-to-hip ratio is primarily a function of testosterone and estrogen levels, and their effect on fat distribution in the body. High estrogen levels result in low waist-to-hip ratios, and high testosterone levels result in high waist-to-hip ratios. Human mate selection preferences likely evolved to favor visible indicators of these hormone levels (i.e., waist-to-hip ratios), as they are reasonably indicative of health and reproductive potential.²

For men, attraction is primarily a function of physical appearance. Women who are underweight or overweight are generally perceived as less attractive, but in all cases women with waist-to-hip ratios approximating 0.70 are perceived as the most attractive for their respective weight group. For women, attraction is a function of both physical appearance and financial status. Financial status is biologically important because it ensures a woman of security and status for herself and her children. However, as women become increasingly independent with resources of their own, the strength of financial status as a factor in attraction diminishes. Similarly, women of modest resources may be attracted to men of low financial status when their physical characteristics indicate strong male features like dominance and masculinity (e.g., tall stature), but men with both high waist-to-hip ratios and high financial status are perceived as the most desirable.

The waist-to-hip ratio has design implications for the depiction of the human form. When the presentation of attractive women is a key element of a design, use renderings or images of women with waist-to-hip ratios of approximately 0.70. When the presentation of attractive men is a key element of a design, use renderings or images of men with waist-to-hip ratios of approximately 0.90, strong male features, and visible indicators of wealth or status (e.g., expensive clothing).

See also Anthromorphic Form, Attractiveness Bias, Baby-Face Bias, and Golden Ratio.


² While preferences for particular features like body weight or breast size have changed over time, the preferred waist-to-hip ratios have remained stable. For example, in analyzing the measurements of Playboy centerfolds since the 1950s and Miss America winners since the 1920s, researchers discovered that the waist-to-hip ratios remained between 0.68 and 0.72 despite a downward trend in body weight.
When asked to select the most attractive figures from renderings of men and women of varying weights and body types, people favored male C and female A, corresponding to waist-to-hip ratios of 0.90 and 0.70, respectively.

The world famous Adel Rootstein mannequins have changed to match the ideal look and body type of men and women for over five decades (1960s - 2000s). The waist-to-hip ratios of the mannequins, however, have not changed—they have remained constant at around 0.90 for men, and 0.70 for women.
Wayfinding

The process of using spatial and environmental information to navigate to a destination.¹

Whether navigating a college campus, the wilds of a forest, or a Web site, the basic process of wayfinding involves the same four stages: Orientation, Route Decision, Route Monitoring, and Destination Recognition.²

Orientation refers to determining one’s location relative to nearby objects and the destination. To improve orientation, divide a space into distinct small parts, using landmarks and signage to create unique subspaces. Landmarks provide strong orientation cues, and provide locations with memorable identities. Signage is one of the easiest ways to tell a person where they are and where they can go.

Route Decision refers to choosing a route to get to the destination. To improve route decision-making, minimize the number of navigational choices, and provide signs or prompts at decision points. People prefer shorter routes to longer routes (even if the shorter route is more complex), so indicate the shortest route to a destination. Simple routes can be followed most efficiently with the use of clear narrative directions or signs. Maps provide more robust mental representations of the space, and are superior to other strategies when the space is very large, complex, or poorly designed. This is especially true in times of stress, where the wayfinding may need to be adaptive (e.g., escaping a burning building).³

Route Monitoring refers to monitoring the chosen route to confirm that it is leading to the destination. To improve route monitoring, connect locations with paths that have clear beginnings, middles, and ends. The paths should enable a person to easily gauge their progress along their lengths using clear lines of sight to the next location, or signage indicating relative location. In cases where paths are particularly lengthy or the traffic in them slow moving, consider augmenting the sight lines with visual lures, such as pictures, to help pull people through. Breadcrumbs—visual cues highlighting the path taken—can aid route monitoring, particularly when a wayfinding mistake has been made and backtracking is necessary.

Destination Recognition refers to recognizing the destination. To improve destination recognition, enclose destinations such that they form dead-ends, or use barriers to disrupt the flow of movement through the space. Give destinations clear and consistent identities.

See also Errors, Mental Model, Progressive Disclosure, and Rosetta Stone.

¹ The seminal work on wayfinding is The Image of the City by Kevin Lynch, MIT Press, 1960.


The wayfinding design of the Pittsburgh Zoo and PPG Aquarium is divided into unique subspaces based on the type of animal and environment. Navigational choices are minimal and destinations are clearly marked by signage and dead ends.

The visitor map further aids wayfinding by featuring visible and recognizable landmarks, clear and consistent labeling of important locations and subspaces, and flow lines to assist in route decisionmaking.
Weakest Link

The use of a weak element that will fail in order to protect other elements in the system from damage.

It is said that a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. This suggests that the weakest link in a chain is also the least valuable and most expendable link—a liability to the system that should be reinforced, replaced, or removed. However, the weakest element in a system can be used to protect other more important elements, essentially making the weakest link one of the most important elements in the system. For example, electrical circuits are protected by fuses, which are designed to fail so that a power surge doesn’t damage the circuit. The fuse is the weakest link in the system. As such, the fuse is also the most valuable link in the system.

The weakest link in a system can function in one of two ways: it can fail and passively minimize damage, or it can fail and activate additional systems that actively minimize damage. An example of a passive design is the use of fuses in electrical circuits as described above. An example of an active design is the use of automatic sprinklers in a building. Sprinkler systems are typically activated by components that fail (e.g., liquid in a glass cell that expands to break the glass when heated), which then activate the release of the water.

Applying the weakest link principle involves several steps: identify a failure condition; identify or define the weakest link in the system for that failure condition; further weaken the weakest link and strengthen the other links as necessary to address the failure condition; and ensure that the weakest link will only fail under the appropriate, predefined failure conditions. The weakest link principle is limited in application to systems in which a particular failure condition affects multiple elements in the system. Systems with decentralized and disconnected elements cannot benefit from the principle since the links in the chain are not connected.

The weakest link in a system exists by design or by default—either way, it is always present. Therefore, consider the weakest link principle when designing systems in which failures affect multiple elements. Use the weakest link to shut down the system or activate other protective systems. Perform adequate testing to ensure that only specified failure conditions cause the weakest link to fail. Further weaken the weakest element and harden other elements as needed to ensure the proper failure response.

See also Factor of Safety, Modularity, and Structural Forms.
Crumple zones are one of the most significant automobile safety innovations of the 20th century. The front and rear sections of a vehicle are weakened to easily crumple in a collision, reducing the impact energy transferred to the passenger shell.

The passenger shell is reinforced to better protect occupants. The total system is designed to sacrifice less important elements for the most important element in the system—the people in the vehicle.
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